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Anti-MUN
 
Marchers
 
Greet
 Congo
 
Adviser
 
It,
 
id 
sst:  
JUDGE
 
'N pickets marched
 
Auditorium,
 Coal-
s....ehree,  
undersecre-
Osage
 
01
 the 
United 
Na-
.
 
on 
Operation  
in 
the 
.!
 
on
 
"The
 
United
 Na-
II.," during the sec-
. the General
 As-
ssiss.
 
said.
 
Slarcheis
 
carrying 
signs saying 
"U.S.
 
'scalars
 
Buy  U.N. 
Bullets,"
 
"Invest
 
in
 
World  Slavery, 
Buy 
U.N.
 
Bonds,"
 
"HUN
 Go Home,"
 
sad 
"U.N.
 
Is
 
Watching  Commu-
nism
 
Grow,"
 were 
picketing  
when  
Ambassador
 
Amachree  
arrived.
 
Bill  
Baker,
 
former  MUN 
deputy  
si 
the 
seerstary-general,
 who re
-
SOVIET 
U.N.
 Ambassador Nik-
olai R. Fedorenko will 
address 
the 
HUN banquet 
tomorrow  
night at 8 
in the Santa Clara 
County Fairgrounds
 pavilion. 
Tickets  are being
 
sold
 until noon 
today by Secretariat members 
or 
in the 
booth  in front of the 
bookstore. 
Price is $5 for a 
steak dinner
 and the 
speech, 
or $1 
for only the 
speech. Am-
bassador
 Fedorenko 
replaced 
Valerian
 
Zone 
Jan.
 5, after the 
Cuban 
crisis.  
He
 is a former
 
ambassador
 to 
Japan.  
handed out anti-
sisialtur
 to 
Andiassail,pr  
to 
Ii 
1.1ht:
 NEW
 
YORK  
ses 
inning  
of his speech, 
! 
 
is 
I 
the
 pickets made 
ske
 
he wan back 
in! 
He
 called the gmup!
 
-I1.11 
and 
women.
 
ignor-
!: 
:he 
U.N."  He said 
!!.i.ng 
because
 they 
 
noise  
or to 
make
 
At
 an afternoon press 
conference. 
 
'
 of the
 
U.N."  
the
 
Ambassador  said that 
the 
 -sh 
them
 
to 
answer
 
Congo
 will be all right 
if it 
can 
U.N.
 
maintain
 self-discipline, 
live peace
-
"but
 
I 
fully,
 and 
work  hard. 
He
 said that 
the 
Congolese
 main-
tain 
friendship  with 
the U.N. and 
worry about 
the army 
leaving.  
"They  
appreciate  
the U.N.
 serv-
ice," he 
stated.  
He
 also 
predicted  
that
 forces 
would 
he
 
completels
 
withdrawn
 by the
 end of 
the 
year 
, for
 
the  
U.N.,  
we 
might
 
not  
be
 
gathered
 
in 
this
 
hall
 
tonight."
 
Ambassador
 
Amachree
 
said 
that 
between
 
1945  and
 1962, 
28 
African
 
sountries
 have 
become
 
members
 
it 
the 
U.N.  
COLONIALS
 
UPSET  
"Calculations
 
of 
some
 of 
the 
colonial  
powers 
were 
upset 
t,y the
 
growth  
of the 
many 
nationalist
 
movements
 on 
the 
African  
conti-
nent." 
They 
had 
supressed  
the na-
tionalistic
 
movements.  
"But 
with  the 
birth  of the
 United 
Nations,
 the 
world 
became
 coin-
seious  of 
the 
yearning  
of the 
colonial  
peoples  for 
independence,"
 
he continued.
 
"This 
manifestation
 of 
interest  
in
 colonial
 affairs
 and in 
the 
wel-
fare 
of
 colonial
 peoples 
by the 
U.N. spurred 
on the
 
nationlist
 
rusvements
 in 
various 
parts of 
A t 
Ambassador  
Amachree  
'I it  
"This role 
of the U.N. 
in mak-
ing possible 
the attainment
 of the 
ambitions 
of the 
nationalists
 in 
Africa is 
very
 often 
overlooked,"  
he 
emphasized.
 
An 
it,,
 Amachree 
said that 
since the 
U.N. 
has assumed
 
re-
sponsilalits  Mr
 
the 
African
 
trus,
 
territories.
 
it 
has  made it 
isssilds 
for all of 
them to 
attain  aids -
penitence.
 
%Visit  
if the 
He
 said, 
Hawaii,
 
Arizona
 
Submit
 
MUN
 
Bids
 
For
 
'65
 
Session
 
"Siiscisity
 
f Ilayvaii 
dele-
san 
has
 
submitted
 the first hid 
Arse
 
as
 
host
 
to 
the 15th Model 
 
!ell 
Nations
 
of 
the 
Pacific  West 
. 
ion
 
1!I
 
1965.
 
i 
lisi
 
will
 
be 
discussed
 
at
 
the 
. 
aims.
 
Cortunittee
 
meeting
 to-
,w 
at
 
'2 
pm.  
along
 with an 
'Itl 
Ion
 
from
 
the
 
University  
of 
,,wr
 
Yoshizj.
 who 
has prepared 
'I
 
said
 
both
 United 
and 
a 
Airlines
 have
 offered a 
 
:2110 
round
 
trip ticket
 to 
 
!..nts.
 
s'e 
got
 
the
 
bid,
 the state leg
-
ire 
and
 
students
 
will do their 
people
 
over
 as inex-
;possible."
 Miss 
Yosh-
,aiiiin
 
delegation,
 
sense-
isixembourg,
 
is
 made up 
sts
 
from
 
India, Australia, 
Hawaii,
 and
 
Fuji Islands. 
 
des 
are  
film 
the 
East-
.,
 
located
 on 
the Uni-
. 
irawaii
 
campus.
 
.  
n 
financed
 hy 
the  fed-
.rnment,
 
promotes
 
teehno-
ind
 
cultural
 exchange 
be-
- 
sidents
 
from
 
Asia  and the 
klands.
 
State College yesterday 
passed  a 
resolution in support of the United 
Nations, according to Alden Smith, 
chairman. 
Stating the United Nations is 
both "a symbol of man's hope for 
peaceful 
resolution" of conflict and 
"a mechanism which facilitates.
 
man's efforts to relfze" this goal 
of peace, the group affirmed: 
"Therefore be it 
resolved by the. 
Faculty
 
Council  of San Jose 
State'  
College 
that we welcome the many 
CHARTER 
PRINCIPLES
 
According to 
Ambassador  Am-
achree, the General Assembly has 
become  the instrument
 through 
which  
the principles of the 
Char-
ter have received widespread ap-
plication.  
The former solicitor -general of 
Nigeria said that he favors re-
taining  the 
"one  country,  one
 vote" 
policy in the 
General  Assembly. 
! He said a trend for proportional 
: representation is developing in this 
country. People 
believe  that 
one 
way to curb the 
alleged
 
prepon-
derance
 of the Afro
-Asian  coun-
tries 
in
 the United Nations is a 
revision of the voting
 
system. 
But, he pointed out that 
"today 
Asia  and Africa, which 
contain 
two-thirds of the 
human  r a 
r 
still command 
only
 half 
of 
tlii 
Assembly's votes." 
Ambassador 
Amachree  said 
?hi,:  
both the U.S. and Russia are - 
grieved over the independent 
iii 
of the 
small nations' 
voting.  
CONGO ALL RIGHT' 
tgAA-
,..04Mirairosfteemmaigr,.
 
GENERAL
 
ASEMBLY
 
OPENSFlags
 from 
the 
110 
Unitod
 
Nations
 
member
 
countries
 decorated 
the 
plat'orm
 
for
 
the 
first 
General
 Assembly
 
session
 
of
 
the 
13th 
Annual
 
Model  United 
Na-
SIATELY,
 VENERABLE 
TOWER  HALL had 
an unusual touch 
to 
it 
Wednesday
 when a 
20
-foot banner 
advertising  
publication  of 
the 
Peacock, Spartan Daily 
color 
supplement,  was 
unfurled  
from 
its 
top.
 Peacock, this semester running 40 
pages,  
will salute
 100 
years of teacher 
education  at San Jose 
State College in 
features,  
pictures  and 
cartoons.  
ASB
 President
 To 
Brief  
Council;  
Budgets
 
Passed 
A directive
 proposing that the the 
magazine
 be raised to 50 cents 
ASB president inform 
Student
 
Council of any type of national  
or state legislative action 
perti-
nent to SJS students was passed 
at Council Wednesday. 
Presented by Pete Briggs, chair-
man of the Constitution and By
-
Laws
 Committee,  the directive
 
was introduced to keep Student 
' Council informed of "all campus 
and community 
matters
 pertaining 
1,, student 
welfare."
 
In other Council business: 
Three ASH budgets were ap-
proved: Reed Magazine, $550, with 
the
 stipulation
 
that 
the 
prise  of. 
or
 
no 
allocation would be 
made:
 
Stationary 
Account, $429; 
Women's
 
Recreation 
Assn.. $1,715. 
A special request of $1800
 was 
passed to send judo team 
members 
and coach to the 
National  Col-
legiate Athletic
 Assn. meet in 
Ithaca, New York. 
Three hundred twenty dollars
 
was  allocated to 
the Women's ex-
tramural 
golf team. 
A petition from student
 cafe-
teria part-time help citing 
work-
ing condition 
grievances  was re-
ferred to the Special Problems 
Committee
 for a two-week investi-
gation. 
Faculty Council:
 MUN
 
Laudable
 
Faculty 
Council  of 
San  Jose 
students
 from other colleges and, 
universities who 
are  participating 
in the 
sessions of the
 Model United
 
Nations, 
that we 
commend  the 
!participating 
students for the seri-
ousness
 and the 
diligence with: 
which they have 
approached
 their 
tasks, and
 that we join 
with Vice 
President 
William  J. Dusel in 
urg-
ing all of our 
students at San 
Jose State 
College  
to learn more 
about
 the United Nations 
by
 at-
tending as 
many of the MUN
 ses-
sions as they
 can fit into their 
schedules."  
 
Mos-,  
by 
Deese Bella'
 
Cons
 of 
the Pacific 
West
 
Wednesday
 night. 
Delegations
 are 
seated
 
alphabetically
 
on 
the  
floor.
 Blue 
signs
 
decorated
 with 
white  
U.N. 
emblems
 and 
lettering
 
designated
 
the  sections. 
President-elect
 
Steve  
Isu-ssr:
 
jumped to a 
quick start 
in
 his 
new job yesterday
 morning as 
he 
began  planning 
for  May 12, 
th,  
day he 
will be 
installed 
as 
AS!:
 
 
president.  
 At 
an informal
 meeting, 
plans 
for the culture
 festival plank 
of 
his 
platform
 were 
discussed.  The 
present 
ASH  vice 
president
 also 
contemplates  
action  on 
Tower  
hall
 and 
the College Union. 
Larson wants to 
draw national 
competition  to the 
cultural
 
fern
-
Oval. 
Contestants  would 
compete  
. in various 
fields,  and 
winners
 
would 
he awarded 
cash
 prizes. 
Larson said 
he hopes to 
con-
sider 
Tower  Hall at a 
California 
State 
College
 Student 
Presidents'  
Assn,  meeting at 
Chico State 
(Tot-
lege  May 9-11. 
Larson 
intends
 to discuss
 the 
student election
 on the new 
Col-
lege Union at 
the  next meeting 
of the College 
Union Steering
 
Committee May 
2. He hopes for an 
election
 as early 
as October, 
but 
doesn't think the 
students will 
be able to vote 
on whether or 
not 
they want the 
Union  until Novem-
ber or early December. 
Before the 
election  Larson 
said
 
that if the students 
want the Col-
lege Union, his
 next step would 
be 
to consult 
with 
the  
architects  I 
and 
State Board 
of
 Trustees.
 
Overseas  
Study  
In 
Sweden Offered 
Deadline 
e 
TI 8 
for  
turning!
 
In
 
applicatiiptis
 to or study
 in Swe-
den this fall under the 
California  
State 
College  
Overseas  
Program
 
,CSCOPI.
 
The program at the Intel-na-
tl.:nal
 
Graduate  
School,
 
University.
 
ot 
Stockholm,
 is open only to grad-
uate 
students
 in the fields of 
the 
seeial sciences and related disci-
plines. Knowledge of 
Swedish
 is 
! not a requirement for applicants. 
Those 
wishing
 to participate in 
similar CSCOP 
programs
 in 
France,
 Germany, Spain or 
For-
mosa 
must apply by 
April  30. A 
knowledge of the native language 
is a 
prerequisite for each of these 
programs.
 
Further information and forms 
may be obtained
 from the 'lean of 
students office nr from Dr Wes-
ley 
Goddard,  head of 
the SJS 
foreign 
language 
departnient
 
Brown
 
Act  Author
 
Addresses
 
SDX 
Deadline
 
Dinner 
Tonight
 
By 
ROMAN  
TOPOLSKi
 
Judge  Ralph M 
Brown, 
it it  
of the Brown
 Act, 
and Walter
 T. 
Raider,  chief
 of the Mercury
-News 
Washington
 Bureau, will
 be 
speakers 
today  when SJS 
chapter 
of Sigma 
Delta Chi, national
 men's 
journalism 
society,  is 
host
 to vis-
iting 
editors, publishers,
 national 
officers 
of
 SDX, 
journalism
 edu-
cators and
 students.. 
The 
program
 includes 
a 
on freedom 
of the press
 to be 
held,   
in 
E1.'100
 from 
2:30-4:30
 p.m. The
 
seminar 
is co-sponsiored
 by 
the  
California 
Newspaper 
Publishers 
Assn., 
Central
 
t'.si-t 
County 
unit. 
The 
panel will 
0: -.cuss 
"Manage
-
WALTER T. RIDDER 
... Washington Bureau 
ment of the 
News  and Access 
to
 
Governmental  Sources" on 
three 
levels: 
national,
 state and local. 
Ridder
 will discuss 
the problem 
from the 
national  level. 
Raider  
served as war 
correspondent  in 
World 
War II and 
foreign  cor-
respondent 
for four years, and 
aorked
 out of the 
nation's
 capital 
Sa 
more  than  
on decade,
 lie 
also
 
11 
no ref'  the
 
Soviet
 Umon with
 for-
mer  Vice 
Pies
 
Richard
 M. 
Nixon  
in 1460. 
Prior 
to 
the 
seminar. at 9-30 
a.m. 
he
 will 
discuss
 
"Experiences  
of a 
Washington
 
Correspondent"
 
with
 SJS students
 in journalism 
f',0A 
'.Newswriting"
 
and "Press, arid 
World  Athos,  el:Asses
 
in the Spar -
all Daily offal-. 
At 10.30 a.rti 
he will meet with 
JOUR
 
"Nev.swiditig"
 anil "Press 
HARRY
 G. FARRELL 
. . . political reporter 
and the Public" classes 
on 
ED100
 
Ills topic. will be -Covering i 
s, - 
erninental  News: How 
It's Lioni 
Students 
and  faculty are ins ited 
to both sessam.s.
 
At noon Ridder will be 
luncheon
 
, guest 
of 
the 
Journalism  and Ad-
vertising  
taculty.  
Harry G. 
Farrell.
 Mercury -News
 
political  writer 
and Sacramento
 
State
 
House
 reporter and
 SJS 
graduate  in 
journalism, will dis-
cuss governmental  
news  
:it 
the  
!state 
level. 
He
 has 
been 
a staff 
!political
 writer
 for 
nine
 years. 
Moderator
 of 
the 
panel  
will
 be 
Raymond  
L. 
Spangler,  
publisher
 
 of the 
Redwood  City 
Tribune.
 
He 
will also join in 
the  
discussion
 on 
local
 gosernmental
 news
 coverage.
 
' 
Spangler,
 national
 treasurer
 of 
RAYMOND 
L.
 SPANGLER 
. . . 
editor,  publisher 
srA has been a reporter editor 
and
 publisher 
for 
napre  
than 35 
years. 
After the seminar, 
the group will 
tour the SJS Journalism and Ad-
sertising Department and attend 
a social hour at the Ste. Claire 
The day's event will be climaxed 
ty 
the 10th annual Deadline Din-
ner, 
with 
guest speaker  
Judge
 
Brown. 
Steve
 Larson
 
Rain,
 
MUN
 
present appointment
 in 1961. 
Reveals Hopes
 
Lower 
Bloo  
Donor Total
 
Rams  vo.ca thus, and tile 
'infest Nations ;unlimited top
 is 
srday's 
"kiss'  
percenttige  
opf basal
 
I. 
oars as 
compared  to last semes-
:,.i.'s drive response
 aixspoling 
to 
Larry Curtis, co-chairman 
of the 
San 
Jose State College Blood 
Drive and 
Mrs.  Merton 
Eirkish.
 
adviser for the 
Community 
Servisa  
Committee,
 which sponsored the 
campaign.  
Last 
semester.
 :133 
pints of blood 
were obtained,  
and this semester. 
shortly 
before the 
Iplood 
drive 
closed, 
Mrs. Virginia Cannell.  di-
rector of blood recruitment tot
 tin
 
.SJS Red Crosss, stated that ap-
proximately 270 [ants id 
bloc.: 
would
 he 
obtained. This scmcstei 
there 
were less deferments than 
last year, noted Mrs. Cannel'. 
Approximately
 
one  hour
 
before
 
the
 
blood 
drive closed.
 28 SJS 
! staff and faculty members had 
donated 
blood to their SJS Staff 
Blond 
Credit  Bank. This is 
a mark-
ed inire 
s .over last 
semester's 
live 
s: 
spa!  
Rain
 
Won't  
Stop 
Markham
 
Mayhem
 
Rain, sleet 
or 
snow:
 no 
matter
 
what
 
kind of 
weather 
comes  
to-
morrow 
night 
Markham
 Hall 
wil,  
present
 the 
first 
annual  
gimmick 
sports 
ear 
rally,  
Markham  
May-
hem 
I. 
Thr 
saav 
O 
begin  at 7 
i n 
 
eis  
s: 
 
, 
sal
 
Rifle 
Ran,s
 
s. 
 
ss
 
entrance
 fee in 
a 
be 
paid 
during
 a registration
 
pe-
riod 
heroie
 
the 
rare. 
Each 
driver  
will  he 
given 
mute 
instructions
 
and 
gimmick  shs  
These
 sheets 
will  
contain
 
ques,;  
!, 
that 
must 
be 
answered
 
along  
the 
way.
 
Entrants
 
need 
not 
drive
 
sport,  
cars.  
Any vehicle
 
that 
will
 
hold  a 
driver 
and a 
navigator  
may  
la, 
used.
 The
 first,
 second
 
and
 
third  
cars
 to 
total  
the 
most
 
points
 
will  
receive
 
trophies
 
and  
dash
 
plaques
 
The 
group  
with
 
the 
most  
partici-
pants
 in 
the 
top  
20 
will
 
also  
re-
ceive  a 
trophy.
 
According
 
to 
Rich  
Lundy.
 
chair-
man.  
"the
 
purpose 
of 
the  
rally  
is 
to 
play  
(loam
 
speed
 
and 
play
 
up 
alertness
 
and 
accuracy.
 
Each
 
car  
has
 
until
 
midnight  
to,  
complete
 
the 
route
 
so 
speed
 
is 
not 
a 
necessars
 
factor
 in 
the  
rally."
 
The
 
rally 
Is 
open  to, 
the  
;addle
 
Judge Brown, former
 Speaker 
, of the California Assembly, will 
discuss the legislation he spun-
sowed, 
and  its background.  
...ism 
now a justice 
of the 
Court of Appeals
 in Ft-es -
authored
 
other major 
.ess-ssion during his 
19 yearst 
in the assembly. He accept set his 
A limited number of tickets for 
d cafeteria at 
$3 5n 
per 
person.  
the 
dinner 
may 
be 
obtained
 at the 
Applications
 Due 
For SJS Mascot 
1.Ve 
w.int  men \Alto will bring 
class and respectability
 to Mr. 
Spardi, SJS mascot" 
These two requirementsplus
 a 
2.25 GPAare a necessity for Mr.
 
Sottish applicants, according to 
Beverly Rauh. 
Rally Committee 
publicity
 
chairman. 
Applications  are available at the 
(*.idlest. Union and must he return-
ed by 5 
p.m. today.
 Inter view
-s 7tre 
slotted for Mondass 
Co-Rec  Schedules
 
Weekend
 
Sports  
.- ITS 
segular
 activities tor-.  
_ 
pm
 
in the 
Women
 S 
r  ,
 
 
ac -
carding to 
Lana  Lawson, TA 
.,kond  
Co-Rec 
director.  
Students  and
 faculty 
may par-
ticipate 
in volleyball, 
croquet. 
swimming.  trampoline, 
badminton,  
ping
 
pang,
 and 
shuffleboard. 
The 
Slim -trim 
class  is open to 
faculty 
aorren
 Admission
 is 
by 
ASH
 card. 
BOOKS
 
BOOKS
 
AT
 
GREAT  
SAVINGS
 
AT
 
THE 
SPRING
 
BOOK  
SALE 
TODAY IS 
LAST 
n, 
A,A 
[A5 
SPARTAN
 
BOOK 
STORE  
-Right
 on 
Campus-
PF" 
The Catholic Student Center 
is now
 open 
 Doily Mass at C.W.C. 11:45 a.m. 
 Discussion Group Them eves. at II p.m, 
79 S. 5th 
CY 5-9636 Fr, Cyril Leach, Chaplin 
Aft, 
t 
etei' 
001E11 I 
'ZIA 
t 
A. J. 
Brommer,  Pastor 
First Immanuel
 Lutheran 
(Mo. 
Symod)
 
and 
Student Center 
374 So. 3rd St. 
Sunday Morning Services: 
8 15 9'l0 11:00 
Lenten
 SfIrV;GO/S Wed. 6.45. 8 
p.m.  
Student
 gathering after
 6:45 SOMCO. 
R. Fiedler. Dir. at 
Music  
R. St000kral. Vicar 
Spartan 
Tri-C 
3rd & San Antonio 
',Imlay
 
April
 21.1. 1963 
13 a.m. Our regular !Sunday 
morning  Seminar with 
Betty Sands 
speaking. 
7,15
 p.m. Excellent es cning program. 
lllll  ing May 
It 
is
 our annual  Formal 
Banquet,  
the 
place 
1164 ear is iiisersille 
Itin 
in Santa 
Cruz.  
FIRST
 BAPTIST 
CHURCH  
SERVICES
 
8:30, 
11:00  a.m. and
 7:00 p.m. 
Institute 
of Religion 
Corns in and see our 
student center lounge
 
lihrary,
 recreation
 room 
end kitchen 
are availeble 
or
 
your
 use.
 
Open 7 a.m. 10 p.m. 
The Church 
of
 Jesus Christ 
of 
Latter -Day 
Saints  
Lambda  Delta Sigma
 San Jose
 State 
This
 
is a coed fraterrt
 
ity 
sponsored
 by the LDS 
i 
Worship with us on 
Church We emphasize
 
Sunday  
fellowship
 m a 
spiritual
 10:30a 
m Sunday 
School 
atmosphers
 
5:30 
pm
 Evening 
Service  
7:00 
pm
 Priasthend 
Chapter
 
meeting  Mon 
Meeting
 anti Relief So. 
Apr.
 29 
at 5.45
 pm. 
ratty. 
Everyone
 welcome. Enos 
I. 
Jenks,
 
Bishop 
College 
Ward  
INSTITUTE 
OF
 RELIGION 
Pa,11 R. Searle,
 Director DA 
at
 
San Fernando
 
297-7600 
2-1IP4RTAN
 
DAILY  Friday.
 April
 26, 
16,S  
The  
Tower
 
Withimt
 lwating around 
any 
verbal bushes. 
as 
some
 
ed. 
itorial 
%riders  are apt to 
do. 
we 
will  
come straight to 
the
 
point  
we wish 
to discuss-the 
entry  
into 
Tower 
Hall, 
Tau
 
Delta
 
Phi 
headquarters, by- 
members 
of
 the Peacock
 Staff. 
The 
Peacock
 is 
the color
 supplement of the 
Spartan
 
Daily, 
and the 
only 
color supplement
 published
 by any 
college
 news. 
paper. This semester 
Peacock  
will
 run 
40
 pages
 and
 will 
salute 100 
years  of teacher 
training at SJS.
 
Throughout
 the 
history of the college,
 what 
building
 has 
been more
 significant
 
than 
others':  
Wbat 
buildin4  
on this 
campus 
symbolizes  SJS more 
than  
any
 other? The
 
answer,
 
clearly, is Tower 
Hall. What better place, then,
 to 
advertise  
the Peacock. 
which will contain pictures
 and 
stories about 
Tower
 Hall that will be of certain
 value to members of Tau 
Delta Phi now that the Tower itself is 
in danger. 
What  members of the 
Peacock
 staff did was without 
mal-
ice. No offense 
was 
intended  nor,
 do we 
think,
 
committed,  
against
 the traditions of Tau 
Delta Phi or Tower Hall.
 
It
 should be remembered
 that the Tower 
as well as the 
rest of the building 
has been emptied. At 
this point the 
Tower is not the 
exclusive property of 
Tau Delta Phi. As the 
the rest of 
the  college. the fraternity has lost, 
too.
 
If. 
however,  the fraternity still 
occupied the Tower. it 
would
 have been quite a different 
story-. We must admit, with 
all 
due  respect to Tau Delta 
Phi  members,  that because 
of
 
their vigilance
 and pride in 
possession of 
the Tower
 such a 
move 
by Peacock staff 
members
 would not have been
 possible 
under such conditions.
 
- B. P. 
Election 
Mess  
There's nothing 
new  to report on the handling  of the 
annual ASB and AWS elections 
this  year. It was the same old 
story of 
weak  organization- inconsistency, and flagrant viola-
tions of the seldom -enforced election code. 
Just what happened that was so bad? 1) Women students 
who attempted to vote for AWS offices were told to come 
back the next day because there were no more 
ballots.  When 
they returned yesterday, they were told they couldn't vote be-
cause there was no way to 
check if they already had voted. 
2 Evening students again were neglected 
and were given no 
say in ulio was to be elected, since the polls closed each day 
at 4:'30 p.m. 31 An 
announced voting booth by the library 
never opened. 
4 After 
banning  
the
 
political  
party KEY. its 
candidates were still allowed to use the party's 
endorsement
 
on their campaign
 brochures 
anti  signs, many 
of which
 were 
distributed
 within 50 feet
 of polling places.
 
This is not right to us. yet 
the Election Board probably 
will 
allow the results to stand, since 
a second election would 
cause too great
 a problem and could upset too 
many influ-
ential persons. The 
entire problem is a very knotty
 one since 
the 
newly
-elected excutive officers 
and most 
of the present 
members of 
Student  Council are SPUR or KEY 
affiliated.  
With such a "one for
 all and all for one- atmosphere
 
prevalent, it's very 
doubtful  if anyone around the student 
council 
table will 
want  to risk political
 ostracism by 
chal-
%owing
 this year's 
election  results. 
President-elect
 Steve Larson has promised dynamic rep -
t 
resentation and 
we  know Larson to be a responisble, consci-
entious person who will make good his word. We challenge 
him as 
a fellow
 student and, in a short 
time,  the head of our 
student body, to clean up the election mess once and for all. 
Afro -Asian 
Bloc 
Caucus  
In 
'Squeeze'  
More than 300
 MUN
 
delegates
 
squeezed  and pushed 
their way 
into 
a room meant for 150 
Wednesday  night at the 
Hotel  
Ste. Claire.
 The resulting 
near
-
chaos coupled with the late hour 
-10:45 p.m. --was the 
spring-
board for a disenchanted open-
ing of the MUN Afro-Asian 
Bloc 
caucus  
No sooner had the head of Li-
beria's delegation. Mike D. Elli-
ott, been elected chairman of the 
caucus than Ceylon made a mo-
tion to adjourn the session. The 
motion was readily seconded by 
several perspiring delegates 
crammed into one corner of the 
room, but was not carried by a 
majority vote. 
MOTION TO SPLIT CAUCUS 
Elliott,
 from LaVerne College 
near Pomona. Calif., heard sev-
eral motions suggesting
 a split-
ting of the caucus, the most rad-
ical coming from Ghana. Ghana 
maintained that in the interests 
of expediency and mutual 
inter-
est, the 41 African 
nations  
should separate from the Asian 
bloc,
 and proceed to debate res-
olutions.
 The motion was greeted 
with a 
thunderous roar of 
disap-
proval. 
Laos,  in criticizing Ghana for 
its stand, said "We
 must stand 
together
 as one bloc if the pur-
pose  of the U.N. (MUN) is 
to 
create understanding and broth-
erhood between dissenting na-
tions."
 
LAOS WATCHED ACUTELY 
Laos, represented by students 
from the American River Junior 
College  in Sacramento, Is being 
watched 
acutely  by MUN 
politi-
cal 
experts  due to the 
current 
developing
 crisis in 
the elephant 
kingdom.
 
John Rodgers,
 MUN delegate 
from Laos, 
said
 that "Of the
 
moment, we 
are a neutral gov-
ernment. 
However  if a Pathet-
Laos takeover is recognized by 
the 
U.N.  while we are attending
 
the MUN session, we shall auto-
matically become a 
Communist  
government."
 
Shortly past
 midnight a mo-
tion was carried to 
adjourn. 
'Seems Incredible 
Election  Not Voided' 
Editor: 
With the finding of the 
Ju-
diciary
 - that the outlawed po-
litical  party SPUR 
has reap-
peared  under the new name KEY 
in flagrant 
violation  of a previ-
ous Judicial
 ruling - it seems 
incredible 
that the 
elections 
are 
still
 being held;
 and 
further
 that 
those 
candidates 
affiliated  with 
KEY
 have not 
been
 disqualified.
 
And yet I 
was  handed 
literature  
today 
associating  18 
candidates,  
among 
them
 Steve 
Larson and 
Bob Pisano,
 with KEY; 
and this 
happened
 within 50 
feet of a 
polling 
place. I feel
 that under
 
these
 circumstances
 that these 
elections should be 
declared void, 
and that new 
elections  be held 
after this 
entire  question has 
been aired, 
and  proper safe-
guards
 have been 
instituted to 
protect the 
student  body from 
these  people who 
have
 so little 
respect 
for the 
rules  
of
 the 
body
 
they 
hope
 
to
 
govern. 
Allof
 this, 
to me, 
brings
 up 
the larger
 question 
of who re-
ally controls
 and really 
benefits  
from the 
present 
student  body 
government.
 It would 
appear 
that it 
is controlled 
solely  by 
those 
who are in organized liv-
ing 
groups,  primarily
 a Greek 
oligarchy.
 The 
benefits  go to 
those  who participate
 in the so-
cial 
and athletic 
activities  - 
practically  the same group 
which  
is in control. And yet the fi-
nancial 
support
 is derived
 from 
the total 
student  body, most
 of 
which  has no use
 whatever for
 
the current 
government. 
I therefore call
 upon those in 
the student body
 who do not 
benefit from this
 tyranny to de-
mand 
an immediate
 plebiscite 
to 
consider the 
abolishment 
of 
the
 compulsory 
ASH,
 and pos-
sibly 
the substitution
 of some 
more 
equitable  system.
 I would 
propose,
 for instance. 
a Student 
Academic
 and 
Administrative  
Advisory 
Board combined
 with a 
voluntary
 social and 
athletic or-
ganization
 which 
shall  collect 
funds  only from those 
who bene-
fit 
from  the 
services
 offered. 
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
These  
changes,  I 
feel, 
would  
not
 
only 
bring
 
fairness
 to 
student  
government,
 
but 
would  also 
give 
the 
students  
a real 
voice in 
the 
Important 
sector 
of
 school
 life 
- the
 academic
 
sector.
 
earl 
Nash 
ABB  
AII517  
Tau 
Delta  Phi 
Blasts 
'Defiling' of 
Tower 
Editor: 
When Tau Delta Phi tem-
porarily evacuated the Tower,
 
we did so in 
good faith with 
the 
college.  We removed our 
records
 and smaller, portable be-
longings so that they would not 
be 
in the way of 
inspection
 or 
construction crews.
 We also left 
the door unlocked 
to admit the 
necessary work 
gangs. In return 
for our 
cooperation  - we have 
made
 no attempts to sneak in 
and hold clandestine meetings -
it was understood that only the 
necessary state personnel would 
violate the sanctity of our do-
main, which we have 
held for 
the past 36 years and used for 
the purposes of promoting 
schol-
arship rather than for promoting 
our social status. 
Now it seems that our pact 
of  good faith has been broken. 
While we ourselves have re-
frained from re-entering the 
Tower, several members of the 
staff of one of the most bitter 
enemies of scholastic freedom
 
took it upon themselves to 
enter 
that hallowed 
spot, not with 
scholarly aims or even
 just 
natural 
curiosity, but with the 
express intention of defiling the 
landmark for the purpose of pro-
moting their own, selfish ends. 
Such action is definitely not in 
keeping with the traditions 
of 
the 
Tower. 
Perhaps you are not aware, 
Miss Swensen, that
-quite apart 
from our 
own rules --President 
Wahlquist
 himself has decreed 
that no 
woman  (or girl, so that
 
you 
too may be included)
 shall 
ever be allowed 
in the Tower, 
under any 
circumstances.
 The 
thinking 
here is that, 
due to the 
secluded
 nature of 
the place, 
opportunities
 may 
present  them-
selves.
 However, 
I am sure 
that  
g.'''Ac'sletie6TSG'e'eA-:ir'atWe&ta06G6YSO6GCst5tWs6tGteGG107nk4CSCewG6GteSi66YSZPPCM477vG'eteitG
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you 
are 
of 
outstanding
 
moral  
character
 
and 
that 
your  
only  
motives 
in 
entering
 the
 
Tower  
were  
selfish  
ones.
 
Be it 
known,
 therefore,
 
that
 
as a 
member 
of this,
 the 
oldest  
organization
 
on 
campus.
 I 
am
 
quite  
disturbed
 to 
learn  
that
 the
 
sanctity  
of our
 Tower
 has
 been 
defiled
 by 
a 
group  
which  
sought
 
only
 to 
satisfy
 its 
own 
small 
selfish
 
aims.
 
Ronald  
W. 
Kell 
ASH 
A9650 
ASB
 
Election
 
Lack
 
Evening
 
Class  
Vote 
Edtor:  
Recently
 the
 U.S.
 
Supreme
 
Court 
ruled 
(3-26-621
 in 
Baker  
versus 
Carr  
that
 among
 other 
things, 
one  can not 
establish 
dif-
ferent 
categories  of 
voters  in the 
election
 for 
any  given 
office. 
The 
recent 
student  
body
 elec-
tions  
created,  in 
practice,
 two 
classes 
of
 voters: 
those who
 can 
vote
 and those
 who can't
 vote. 
The 
latter group
 is composed
 of 
all student 
who  attend 
only  eve-
ning  classes
 and 
who  are 
physic-
ally 
unable  to 
be on 
campus 
while the 
polls are 
open. 
Had the
 students
 attending
 
evening 
classes
 been 
granted,  the 
right of first
 class student
 citi-
zenship, 
the  results 
of the elec-
tion
 could have 
been different
 
-Donald 
Duck could 
have beat-
en Mickey 
Mouse for high 
stu-
dent 
body office.
 
Since 
I and several
 thousand 
other 
potentially  
decisive  ASB 
members were 
denied the right 
to 
vote, it seems 
only fair to 
declare
 the recent 
elct ion null 
and
 void. 
Should  the election
 not be de-
clared null and void, all 
ASB  
fees paid by the disenfranchised 
ASB 
members  should be irruned-
iately returned 
with Interest. 
John it. 
Biro, B17537 
Is It Anarchistic 
To Question
 Why?' 
Editor:
 
Pastor Collins' letter of April 
19 in Thrust and Parry made 
the following statement: 
"The small group of students 
on the campus opposed to the 
United Nations have a perfect 
right  
to plug
 for 
internai,n,
 
anarchy."
 
I 
should  like to 
present
 
a 
por-
tion of 
the 
preliminary
 
note 
that 
the 
46 
doctors
 
of 
ville 
prepared 
on 
Dec.
 
- 
for the press: 
"Let it be 
clearly
 
undei
 . 
like 
all pacific
 
people
 
we
 
in 
U.N.O. but in 
a 
U.N.O.
 
which
 
is loyal, honest, 
whose
 
only
 
aim
 
is 
to 
prevent
 
disorders,
 
to
 
pre.
 
serve
 peace and 
not  
to
 
bring
 
disorder where 
order
 
reigns,
 
misery
 
where  
prosperity
 
reigns,
 
death where
 life 
continues."
 
What
 the 
United
 
Nations
 
Or-
ganization did in 
Katanga
 
is 
mostly history now.
 
The
 
plea  
of 
the 46 doctors 
was  
met 
with
 
vi-
olence
 
and  
destruction  
to 
chit-
ian populations
 
and
 
hospitals.
 
Whether  these
 action.s
 
were
 
pro-
mecttated or were
 the
 
result
 
of
 
anarchy
 is in itself 
a 
question
 
that has never 
been 
fully
 
an-
swered by the 
groups
 
in
 
charge
 
of the United 
Nations
 
Opei.,-
tion. 
I 
believe, 
as the 
doctors 
of 
Katanga probably  
once 
believed,
 
in a United Nations 
Organifza-
tion 
"that  does 
not 
bring
 
dis-
order where order 
reigns"
 
and 
"death where life  
continues."
 
Pastor Collins, 
if this 
trust
 
in 
the United Nations 
has 
been
 
violated, is it 
anarchistic
 
to 
question 
why? 
Myron 
Wahlatr:i  nd 
ASB 
237 
'Oops' and 'Thanks' 
From 
Doctor 
Porter
 
Sir: 
Score one 
against 
me, 
lads 
re the "Five Theses" 
snafu.
 
As 
it turned out, 
I couldn't have
 
asked for 
more
-your 
saving
 
it 
to release on the 
day "Fult'" 
gave his anti-U.N.
 remarks. 
Back 
on
 March 29 it had 
been
 
sent in due to a "faculty sub-
version" missionary who had 
swung through- but who knows. 
it may have had a deterrent ef-
fect on Fult' and kept him from 
veering into that realm. Anyhow, 
I am getting 
requests
 for speak-
ing 
engagements to talk about
 
the 
world community 
and
 
the 
U.N. 
Si)
 may I close with 
m. 
apologies and 
my thrinkQ: 
Col dial ly. 
Albert 
Port,.  
Campui RehgiouJ
 
cajole  
Security  
Council
 
Wrecks 
k  
D 
ss 
D  
U 
To Unseat 
Portugal  
National
 Lutheran 
Council
 
The
 
new  
Mormons
 
Expand
 
NEWMAN
 CLUB
 
Campus
 Facilities
 
To 
Meet 
Need  
The increasing
 enrollment
 of 
Latter -Day 
Saint 
students  at 
San 
Jose State
 has 
necessitated  
the 
acquiring 
of more 
expansive  
facilities
 for 
their  Sunday 
meet-
ings,
 according to 
Paul  R. Searle, 
College
 Chaplain 
for  the L.D.S.
 
and  
Director  of 
the Institute
 of 
Religion. They are 
now meeting 
on 
Sunday  
mornings  in the 
Chapel at 436 
East San Fer-
nando at 
10:30  a.m. for 
Sun-
day 
School.
 Sunday 
evening serv-
ices are held
 at 5:30 p.m.
 All 
Sunday
 services 
will  continue 
to
 
be under the direction
 of Bishop 
Enos J. Jenks. 
The L.D.S.
 Institute 
of
 Re-
ligion
 will 
continue
 to 
function
 
in 
the same rooms
 as before 
and 
is open daily. 
In
 addition to 
religion classes, a 
library  
for 
study, 
lounge, 
recreation
 room 
and kitchen are 
available  for 
use of L.D.S. studetns
 on cam-
pus. 
CENTRAL
 CHURCH
 
OF CHRIST 
All are 
1.1e1c,me
 
Schedule of Services: 
SUNDAY 
Worship flours 
Bible study 
I 
lute 
11.1, eneng 
A isrsliip 
R:30 
a.m. 
10:47, a.m. 
945
 
cm.  
7011  
p.m.
 
WEDNESDAY 
7 10 p.m. 
SPECIAL CLASSES 
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Stmilsys
 at 9:45 a.m. 
81 North
 Eighth St. 
Minizter: 
Paul
 Oler 
St. 
Thomas  
Chapel  
A Student chapel for the 
doubter,  
questionr
 and bliever 
Worship - 
Sunday, 
10
 a.m. 
Sermon: "Who 
Wants Shepherds?" 
Tues. 7 
p.m.
 L.S.A. 
Topic: "Does 
Conversion  Metter?" 
CAMPUS 
CHRISTIAN  CENTER 
300 S 10th at San 
Carlos  
Allan Dieter
 Campus Pastor 
Bibles
 
Books 
Religious  Gifts
 
Evangel
 Bible 
Book 
Store 
WARNER 
PRESS, INC.
 
"The
 Best in Christian  
Merchandise" 
96 S. 2nd 
292-2353
 
Sunday, April 28, at 6:15 
p.m.
 
Rev.
 Sargent Wright of
 
Cambrian 
Park Methodist Church will speak on 
"Latin America - 
Continent in Contrasts" 
Colored  slides will be shown.
 
11:00 cro .- Morning
 Church 
Service 
5:45 p.m. - Supper (40e) 
6:16 p.m.
 - Meeting 
Roger 
Williams Fellowship 
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH 
484 East San Fernando 
8.45, 11:00 and 7:30 p.m. 
Church
 
Service
 
10:00 .m. College
 Bible Class 
George "Shorty" Collins 
John
 M. Man 
Baptist Colleg Chaplain Paster 
Canterbury
 
Tales
 
Episcopalians 
at
 San Jose State
 
CURTAIN GOING
 
DOWN?  
With  
the 
prefinals
 intellectual
 
ferment beginning,
 
we try
 to keep 
Sunday 
evenings  lightweight  
and pro-
vide
 some learning 
without
 
tears. 
Playreading
 time 
this 
Sunday:
 fun 
and edification for all. A 
real
 
chance  
to 
"get inside 
somebody 
else's  skin 
end walk 
round."  At 6. 
300 
South Tenth 
and 
all  that 
'Thanks to 
Harper Lae. 
Wesley 
Foundation
 irsi 
(Methodist 
Student
 
Center)  
441 SoorHs 1014i 
Street 
J. Benton White, 
Campus
 
Minister
 
6:00  p.m. 
Supper
 404 (no 
reser-
vations
 
necessary)  
700 p.m. "Is 
Prayer Necessary in 
the Christian 
Life.-
 Rv.
 
Charles 
Cordes, Pastor of Almedn
 Hills 
Methodist
 
Church.  
*COO p.m 
Worship 
and Fellowship
 
Worship 
Sunday 
First 
I 
St. 
Parrs  
Santa Clara I Sfh 
110 1140 am. 
Deaeld A. Getty, 
Minister 
100 at San
 Salvador 
thee
 
James
 Etherealise, 
Minister 
for 
the complete collegiate 
experience
 
worship
 this 
Sunday  at 
First 
Baptist  Church 
the downtown church 
catering to the college
 community 
1E30 & 11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship 
9:46 e.m.
 -
 College
 
"Seminar"
 
5 45 
pm.
 - Tri-C Club 
7 00 p.m.
 - Evening
 Service
 
1M Se Second St, San Jam 
Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor 
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By 
SCOTT  MOORE 
A vigorous attempt by 
the 
powerful  Afro-Asian bloc of the 
MUN to expel Portugal was 
vir-
tually 
wrecked yesterday by 
swift maneuvering 
of the Se-
curity Council. 
Certain  death 
will  come to the 
resolution today
 when Security 
Council 
members,  led by 
France,
 
use 
delaying tactics to 
keep  the 
resolution
 
bottled -up
 and away 
from further
 action. 
If allowed
 to go 
to the 
Gen-
eral 
Assembly,
 the 
resolution 
would  almost
 certainly
 be ap-
proved,
 
since 
the huge Afro-
Asian 
bloc 
controls  
a majority
 
of 
votes.  
The 
resolution
 was 
presented
 
by 
the 
Algerian
 
delegation
 be-
fore 
the  
Special
 
Political  
Com-
mittee 
yesterday
 
morning.
 
It
 
would 
apply
 
extreme
 
sanction
 
including
 
expulsion
 
against  
Por-
tugal,  for
 her 
actions  
in
 
Angola.
 
Under 
MUN 
rules,
 a 
resolution
 
approved
 
in any
 
committee
 
may  
be 
submitted
 
to 
a 
vote  
in 
the  
general
 
assembly.
 
The
 same
 
resolution,
 
however,
 
may 
also
 
be
 
proposed
 
before
 
the 
Security
 
Council.
 
While  
it is 
being
 
debated  
there,  
all 
other  
committees
 
must  
suspend
 
their
 
discussions.
 
The 
Algerian
 
resolution
 
was  
gaining
 
momentum
 
when
 
Portu-
gal's  
chief
 
delegate,
 
John
 
McKay,
 
urgently
 
contacted
 
the  
French
 
- 
'4g1kh5l
 
/11Vk)kM.!0.
 
"  
en
-Laing
 
.ar
 
Say  
You
 
delegate
 on the 
Se,iii 
cil.
 
The same
 
resolution
 
wa...  
posed by the 
French 
dele,ate
 
in the 
Security 
Council
 
a 
Special 
Political
 
Commit
 
ordered to stop
 
debate 
on
 
o, 
Portugal  
resolution.  
Later,
 
invoking
 a 
2-1-11, 
laying
 clause, 
the  
wan,
 
pendeci
 discussion 
until
 
today.
 
Meetings 
of the
 
Spec: 
litical Committee 
will
 
eluded 
at 5:30 
p.m.  
long
 debate 
hy 
th..
 - 
Council 
preludes  
an 
the resolution 
revertin
 
the 
committee
 or 
1, 
general
 
assembIN.
 
Spa tan 
smogrummimwsr nownnt MAW' 
Entered
 as 
second
 
class  
matter
 
Ay', 
24. 
1934, at San 
Jose,
 
California,
 II, 
der the act 
of March
 3. 
1870.
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The 
next
 
time  
you
 
have
 
one of 
those
 
inev-
itable
 
disagreements,
 say you're  
sorry
 
with  
Flowers
 by 
Rose
 Marie.
 (If you're 
not 
sorry,
 
may 
we
 
suggest
 
a nice 
bouquet
 
of
 
poison
 
ivy?) 
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plain'
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Spar+, 
one t 
Left
 
+ 
Carol,
 
mot  
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Nishi,
 
Jio. 
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S 
be en 
cruise
 
dcdt:* 
Whe  
COIL 
57.50
 
We'r 
IDA' 
381, 
11111111 
S. 
DIS 
=111, 
EYES
 
COVERED
 
BUT 
uncom-
plaining,
 
Harold
 
lwashita,  (cen-
ter)
 
is 
surrounded
 
by seven
 
Spartan
 
Oriocci
 Queen hopefuls, 
one
 
to
 
be
 
selected
 
tomorrow.
 
Left
 
to
 
right
 
are Karen
 Asakawa, 
Carole
 
Takahashi,
 Ruth Matsu-
moto,
 
Naomi
 
lwashita,
 Jo 
Ann  
Nishi,
 
Miyo
 
lkamigaki  and Louis  
Jio.
 
"Black
 
Champagne,"  
an-
nual
 
Spartan
 
Oriocci
 dance, 
will  
be
 
on
 
a 
gliding,
 San 
Francisco
 
cruise
 
ship
 
tomorrow
 
night
 be -
Ace 
IDA'S  
New Shop 
is Now
 
OPEN!  
06
 
Mon 
and 
Thu, 
S,day  by 
APO  
When
 the 
Occasion
 is 
Formal
 
Wear
 a 
Tux 
from
 IDA'S 
ALL  
NEW
Dinner Jackets, 
Pants, 
Shirts, 
Cummerbunds,  
Suspenders,
 
and  
Accessories
 
COLLEGE
 
RATES  
ei 
$7.50
 
COMPLETE
 
Wr.'re 
proud  of 
our  new shop 
Come
 in 
and see it! 
IDA'S 
TUXEDO 
RENTAL
 
CY 2,9102
 
--Ptrto
 
+wean
 9 
and 
12 p.m.
 The 
dance  
is
 semi
-formal.  A 
queen  will
 be 
chosen 
during  the 
night  to reign
 
over the
 festivities,
 jointly 
spon-
sored 
with 
the 
Nisei  
Service  
Club 
of
 the 
University  
of Cali-
fornia.
 
Queen  
selections
 
were  
made 
during 
the 
preceding  
weeks  by 
mail. 
 
Delta 
Zeta
 Formal 
The 
Delta 
Zeta
 spring 
formal 
will
 lie held 
tomormw
 night 
at 
the 
Claremont  
Hotel  in 
Berk-
eley. 
Highlighting
 
the 
evening  
will
 be the 
announcement  
of the 
Delta  Zeta 
Man. 
FillriliStS  in 
the  
contest
 are 
Dan  Starker
 and 
Howard
 Blonsky, 
Sigma  Phi Ep-
silon; Pete 
Jacobi, Theta Xi; 
Dwane 
Carlstrom,  Signal Alpha 
Epsilon; 
and Paul Newton, 
Sig-
ma Pi. 
ALL NEW 
1963 CARS 
AT LOWEST PRICES
 
Factory Warranty, Dealer's 
Service 
Also used cars at  mei low 
ditcoerd.
 
Call 
3611-4259 
(Redwood  
City)  
 Special 
Student  
Rates   
TYPEWRITERS 
MODERN
 OFFICE 
MACHINES
 CO. 
124 
F..  San Fernando 
2915233 
.- 
.........   
Iiiiiiiiiminnumumunnunnuniunnumimunniumninumminiiinril.;
 
E' 
..-4 
Ideal 
Mother's
 
Day  gifts 
during
 our 
spring  sale 
Do-ninrcrn  portable 
Ha,  
dryers
 . . 
$9.99 
Dirmeyer
 
Hand Miser ...
 
$8.79  
tricolator
 Automatic 
Coffeemaker
 
 $11-11H 
Kodak Instamatic 
Camera  
Set  ... 
$12.75
 
---  
See
 
them
 
all 
at
 - 
DAHNKEN-LERMAN
 
The 
Student's
 
Wholesale 
Distributors
 
23
 
E. San Fernando 
(Next  
to Cal 
Book)
 
297-3642  
moommomoomitoitomiliffitoilimmtimitimilmioniomountonot5
 
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNTS
 
OPEN
 
 Monday 
 Thursday 
 Friday 
TILL 
9 
E!
 
ECTRONIC
 PARTS & HI 
Fl EQUIPMENT 
nited
 
Radio  
and 
T.V.
 
Supply
 
Co. 
WHOLESALE
 
DISTRIBuroits
 
CY
 
8-1212
 
1425
 
W. 
SAN 
CARLOS
 
New  
Library
 
Wing 
Like  
'Big
 
Home'
 
By 
STA% 
NASWINEENTO
 
Imagine 
owning 
a 170 -room 
home
 with
 the 
latest  
in
 lighting
 
and 
push 
buttons  
transportation,
 
with 
thou.sands
 of 
daily 
visitors 
dropping
 
in, 
The newly
 expanded
 
library,  
the 
holm. 
for ii 
arching
 stu-
dents,
 is such 
a place,
 and 
each  
student
 can 
lay  claim to  
it by 
showing
 
his
 
ASS'S card. 
The doors of 
this
 home 
swing  
open
 
to the following
 
people:
 
SJS  students
 and 
faculty, 
non-
academic 
employees  of the 
col-
lege,
 
Alumni  Association 
mem-
bers, graduate 
students,  teach-
ers in munty
 schools, 
faculty
 
wives, 
and 
iitnaries
 of 
nearby 
corpora
 
tiofl,s. 
As 
the  visitor 
enters  the Cen-
tral 
Wing 
he encounters
 the 
horne's
 entrance,
 which
 is the 
bright,
 
spacious  
lobby 
lined
 with 
pastel
 
lounging  chairs and show 
cases, with 
the circulation
 desk 
to
 one 
side. 
STORIEN 
Also this 
section
 houses the 
card 
catalog,
 the reference 
and  
hibliography
 
room, and 
the fi-
brins- 
offices.
 
Climbing 
the stairs to 
the SW -
and
 floor, one finds 
the social 
science 
and husiness 
divisions,  
with
 a general  study room.
 Here 
the 
sociology or 
business 
majors  
may find needed material. Or 
if they wish, 
the 
students  may 
just relax in the lobby,
 furnish-
ed with pastel 
lounging  chairs 
and a water cooler.
 
On the third floor
 of the Cen-
tral 
Wing is a general 
study 
room, housing instructional
 ma-
terials, of 
interest  to general 
education majors. 
S.01 -T11 
WINO 
Then going to the South Wing 
the student 
views  a general 
study room on the first floor. 
Also, the Deptuttment 
of Librar-
ianship 
is housed here. 
The second floor 
of
 this wing 
contains the science and technol-
ogy division, of interest,  to the 
science major or anyone taking 
a science
 course. 
Entering the North Wing, the 
student discovers the Reserve 
- - 
'Scholars 
Concert'  
Set 
for  Thursday
 
A scholarship concert
 is 
planned
 for Thursday evening
 
at 830 in Concert Hall
 to bene-
fit musical 
students in their 
studies. Tickets are $1 for stu-
dents, 
$2 for general. 
The 
concert is performed,
 in 
the main,
 by members 
of the 
Music 
Department  faculty, 
but 
several students
 will be per-
forming
 as members 
of the 
Choreliers.
 
with William Er-
lendisal  conducting.
 
Other 
facility mem.bers per-
forming 
will be 
Frederick
 Load -
wick,
 tenor; 
Clement.  Hutchin-
son, 
clarinet  and 
Lili
 LeVan. 
piano
 playing 
Schuhert's
 "Der 
Hirt 
auf dem 
Felsen." 
Bozza's 
"Suite 
Breve  on 
Trio"
 
will
 be 
performed
 by Wayne 
Sorensen.
 oboe; 
Clement Hutch-
inson, 
clarinet  and 
Vernon
 Read, 
bassoon. 
The 
"Quartet 
in D major
 for 
Flute
 and 
Strings" 
by Mozart
 
will 
be 
performed
 by 
Katherine
 
Sorensen,
 
flute;
 Gibson Walters, 
violin; 
Frances  
Robinson,  viola 
and 
Donald  
Homuth.  
cello. 
The 
Choraliers
 
will 
sing  
Brahms'
 "Love
 Song 
Waltzes."
 
- - 
-
  
Grand
 
Opening
 
April 
29. 
12-7.p 
m. 
You'll
 
look
 sow 
losehrat  in C 
flattering,
 
easy10-rerc.for
 
sain-
tlier
 
rolffilr,  
rrtIllorrj
 
tr, 
use.
 
el.porially
 
toy  
you.  
bed
 
drop
 
in, 
or cell Cumplin 
Remit,
 
lsilon
 
No. 
2. Nei 
appoint
 
',vent
 in
 
ncresser3.  You
 %ill
 Its 
entirds
 
our csrelleni 
persiyi.
 
Only
 
$1.00  
for 
Special  
Shampoo.
 
Set & 
Haircut
 
I 
MOH.,  
THet.,
 & 
OHI
 V I 
a 
Mint
 J 
Z.Yeattiy
 
salon  
no. 
2 
111.11. 
THem.,
 
R frt. 
from
 
9:00
 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. 
11-n 
. TR'ed,
 A 
'mg
 
from
 
0 00 
a m 
tofu 
ttflç,et 
it,
 10th L. 
284-11837
 
Riad(  
It.som
 
as
 the 
Here the student
 may 
cheek 
out 
resemeal hook, but 
most
 stu-
dents use 
this as a 
general
 
study  
room.
 
Jumping in the 
elevatso
 arid 
pushing
 the 
number  
two
 button
 
takes the student to the
 serials 
department, housing 
2.20U
 ('sir
-
rent periodicals 
and 
IS
 
news-
papers. Also
 4,000 reels 
of 
micro-
film are available to the student. 
111DITATION 
By elevator the student can 
zoom up 
one 
more
 floor 
to
 the 
student esiusation 
division. 
Lo-
cated 
hew ale 
some
 35,1100 pic-
tures
 and art 
prints.
 
Climbing a flight of stairs the 
student encounters the humani-
ties division and music
 section, 
where  anything from 
Beethoven
 
to nursery 
rhymes may be 
checked out. 
Or
 if the student 
just wants to sit and listen to 
records, he 
may  use one of the 
many 
available  turntables and 
earphones.  
At the end of the last flight 
of stairs are the 
SJS  collertion, 
a giant 
"scrapbook"
 
of 
memor-
ies on the oldest
 state
 
college
 in 
California. 
Such is SJS's newly expanded 
facility,
 
:s student's home away 
o,m 
Ruth Williamson 
To 
Give  
Recital
 
Tuesday Afternoon 
Ruth
 Willianussn, a 
mezzo  so-
prano, 
is presently a strident of 
Prof. 
Frederick
 
Loadwick
 
fond
 
will be giving
 her
 
senior
 recital
 
Tuesday at 1:30. 
A 
native 
of San J,ISO. 
Miss  
Williamson
 has 
sung 
for  
many 
local organization
 programs. 
RUTH
 
WILLIAMSON  
... mezzo soprano 
Several of her original 
composi-
tions 
have  been performisl in 
reCitaLs. 
She 
is a 
member
 
of
 the a rap-
pella choir, the Choraliets., and 
Opera 
Wsirkshiip. She will also 
be 
performing
 as 
Suttiki
 iti an 
operatic excerpt (if Madams But-
terfly by Puccini. presented 
Thursday, and is assistant di-
rector 
for the entire
 
production.
 
In Tuesday's performance 
Miss Williamson will sing selec-
tions from Purcell. Bassani. 
Handel, Bononcini, Saint-Saens.
 
Debussy and Sowerhy. 
Kenneth Seylar 
will  he her 
accompsni 
Theta
 Xi 
Banquet  
The hi, it hut'. of 
Thil
 
a Ni 
meet tonight  wilh brothers rep-
resenting chapters 
from 
the-
 t 'no-
sersity
 of 
California.  
Stanton]  
and 
Davis  for 
the
 
annual  found-
er's 
banquet.
 The 
banquet will 
heloi in the [Assaf-el 
Cafe  
in 
San 
Fratters,
 
Special 
Discount 
tr
 S.15
 
Faculty & 
Students 
out 
presnt
 your staff or 
ASS 
cord 
Movie &
 
Still 
 
Cameros
  Suppli-s 
 
Prolectors  
 Equip...net
 
devoloping  
- 
printing
 
rent -us 
--
 repairs 
hi(
 
4ie(i)
 
ire,s.ii)
 
CAMERA
 
SHOP
 
245  
South Fi,if
 
41191911101111819~1111111110111111111101NNeRlir
 
Workshop 
Presents 
'Opera
 
Bits'  
Directed
 1,, 
, c. 
[conning, the 
Opera 51.  k +hop 
Will Conduit 
its first operatic 
excerpts of the semester in 
Concert
 Hall at 1:30 p.m. on 
Thursday. 
These 
excerpts are presented 
without hein-lit of costume or 
sconery. 
The 
arias will he 
sure'
 
in the orOtial language and 
ensemble scenes are presented 
in 
English.
 
Students
 
participating 
in 
the 
Opera Workshop
 :We: :11a ureen 
Schino. Jennifer Chase, Carlo 
Micheletti and Fred Sent in the 
garden seene front "Faust" by 
Gounesd;  1)0:Ina Lauer and Da-
vid McClellan in the Nile scene 
from 
"Aides"  by Verdi: 
camellia 
Piazza and Ruth Williamsson
 in 
the 
flower dnet from 
"Madama  
Butterfly"  by Puccini;
 Willtiom 
Krillow,
 
Site Hinshaw. Milton
 
Longway. and 
Charleen 
Pow 
in 
the tavern scone from
 "Rigo-
letto"
 by Verdi. 
Accompanists are 
Valerie
 
Na.sh and 
Kenneth  Seylar 
Church Talks Set 
On 
Disarmament  
Dr. hymn
 L. Johnson.
 as-
sistant
 to the
 director
 of the 
Agency for
 
Inleu'nati'on,l I rr  - 
velopment  of the State Depioru - 
:tent,
 will deliver
 an openin.7 
address  to 
the  Religious
 Leados 
- 
ship for Disarmament Confer-
ence at 8 p.m. tonight at the 
First Congregational Church
 of 
Palo Alto.
 
Dr. 
Johnson
 
will  
discuss
 "Ths 
Cost of Peace." Saturday at 4 
am, seminars will he led by 21 
Santa Clara County 
authorities
 
in fis-e fields of disarmament
 
Laurence
 Rims, assist art, ;, 
fessor of 
political  
science,
 
lead a discussion on internii. 
time! law and the 
United  Na-
tions. 
The 
conference  is 
open
 to a: 
st udents. 
- 
Friti.c.  
Apia
 
241,
 
1963 
Glee Club 
 . 
and 
Bro.ei...  
hits at their 
annual
 
spring  cowers
 the 
mews  
and
 Women's
 Glee Clubs
 will 
linru.rIll
 a 
solid  production 
Tues-
day ca..enin,,,
 at 
8.15  
'Me 
concert,
 
free to the
 
col. 
le.n c, 0 
public.
 
will be 
held
 in 
COW  
r.''
 11 
I 
Thr 
' 
lilbS 
will 
perform
 
SCHEDULED
 to perform Tues. 
day at 8:15 are: Diane 
Hauf,  ac-
companist;
 Pam Ketchie, Pat 
Carpio, Lynn Pille 
and  Dr. Gus 
Lease, 
director  and associate 
professor 
of music. 
34111 
kr" 1111F 
Spring 
Special
 
Soft
 
Body
 
Perm.  
Wave  
complete
 with trim, 
shampoo, 
and set .. 7.95 
ORCHID
 
BEAUTY
 
SALON  
(Closed
 Tuesda is 
261 E. Williams
 
C  ' 
1000  
From the
 
topCorret'i
 '' 
1?,?;
 
0. 
Coupe cod
 
Cnnnerfthr,.
 
\ 
SS Sport 
Coupe  and  
four
 with...
 
Chevy's
 
got  
four entirel:. 
different kinds of 
bucket -sear 
coupes
 and 
convertibles
 
to gst 
your spring nn 
the 
road right 
nowthe 
Super  Sports! With 
rlinice  
Of 
extra -most Opt: 
like electric
 
tar'some,,-
4-speed
 shifts
 and
 
h,s,  
performanee
 
engines. thes..-. 
as 
all  
out
 for sport as 
you wan, 
los 
go! 
First.
 the Jet
-smooth
 Impala
 
Super 
Sport 
with  your
 choice 
of 
7 different
 
engines
 
that
 range
 up 
to 
425 hp 
and  
ineludi the 
popular
 
Turho-Firw
 
409' with 
340 
hp 
for 
smooth,
 
responsive
 
driving
 
in
 city 
traffic.
 
Then 
there's  
the Chevy
 II 
Nova  
400 
Super
 
SPARTAN DAIELTS 
Concert
 
kt), 
WI'  
to 
-i, in W011g 
(LI  
mg
 
the 
men  I 
directing 
the 
wrirliseti,
 And IQ, a 
group led 
by
 br 
Gus 
Lease.
 
associaii.,
 
 
professor
 
muse' 
Several
 
women,
 
triirs
 
and  
a 
be,. 
Wt.
 
nvule  
up 
it 
menitansi 
of 
the Clubs
 
are
 
peilortrang
 
Ac.  
eompanist.;
 v.111
 
he
 Jennifer
 
Jones  
and 
Lynn 
Misuel
 
WOMEN STUDENTS 
BEFORE YOU 
CONTRACT
 
FOR NEXT FALL 
VISIT 
Crestwood  
Manor  
Approved
 
Apartments
 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
AND OPERATED 
643 SO, 8TH STREET 
 Er-,
 
.orqe  Rooters 
 
Cu
 
Beds 
 individual Closets
 
 All Electric Kitchens 
 
Quiet
 
 Clean
 
17, 
Think  I mill
 I 
ikiI
 
T1n.4  
jo 
,pod
 
rmIvertitar, Corvair 
Monza  Spyde,
 
Club
 
- ',art
 
"nape  and 
Canrm"rhie,Chemolel
 Impala 
..uct Spyder equipment optvonal
 at ertra emit. 
four
 
without...
 
ALL
 
TO
 
GO!
 
Sport. 
Sperlai
 
ir.-ument
 
cluster, 
front busker
 
seats,
 
full wheel
 
dises,
 
thrsostposeet  
shift 
or floor
-mounted
 
Power. 
glide
 
automatic'
 
and 
other  
tporty
 
features.
 
Two
 
more  
curet f
-or
 
spring
 
feverthe
 
Corva,r
 
Monza  
Snyder 
with  
full
 
instruments-
ttnn
 and 
a 
t 
urlui-superchargrd
 
six sir -cooled 
rear
 
engine.
 
And
 
if 
you want 
to 
pull
 out 
the 
stops
 the 
Corvette  
Sting
 Ray,
 
winner
 of 
the 
"rar  
I.ife"
 
1963  
Award  
for 
Enginoering
 
Excellence.
 
If 
the 
promise
 of spring
 
has  been
 
getting
 
to 
you,  
we 
can 
practically
 
guarantee
 
one  
of 
theee. 
will,  
too!  
,.e.mwa
 
woe
 
ow. 
NOW  
SEE
 
WHAT'S
 
NEW  
AT
 
YOUR
 
CHEVROLET
 
DEALER'S
 
4- 
SPURT
 AN 
D 
VITT  
Cal
-Hawaiians
 Victorious
 
In 
Independent
 
Softball
 
Thi 
itoteatml
 
Ill 
tiatwialahait
 
agtion Wednesday
 postine  
a tory
 0. e. 
Moulder
 Ilan The
 
,Mi pia) 
sd aid-
 r 
t 
S.ese 
Kasan threw a 
mo-hitt.  
A,
 
:s 
emsemse
 t 1 
rm.  
': 
ss 
.:
 Master
 
iss 
:s 
college 
-- 
. 
O 
S 
.: 
:s 
s' 
Cothy 
Mask,  
For college **ants 
end ads 
. . Guaranteed
 15) a top 
COM  
punt 
.. .10 II 
ar
 clause
 
. . Eti.lusite benefits at 
spettut rates 
Deposits
 it:ferret/
 until 
01.1 
U('S
 01.11 314014 
Fidelity Union Life 
:Insurance  
Company::
 
s,
 
Ropresaltt,,,,ei 
  Jock W 
P  k 
Ken 
Boosey  
Jim  Hereof
 
3396
 Stevens Cnral,  CH 
1-0150 
. 
Tired of studying
 
by candlelight?
 
Let the 
Ad,/ 
help
 you 
find a lamp.
 
Bruce 
Olson*
 
says... 
If 
You'd  Lik to Know How 
to Get the Most for your 
life In-
surance 
dollars,  contact me 
and
 
I'll tell you about
 College LIfe's 
BENEFACTOR, e famous policy 
designed expressly
 for college 
men
 
end 
sold  exclusively to 
col-
lege men because
 college men 
are preferred life Insurance 
risks.
 
No 
obligation.  Give me a ring, 
no,,.,,
 
*BRUCE
 
OLSON
 
351 
N. 
26th  
Street
 
San
 
Jose,  
Calif.  
Tel:
 
298-6031
 
representing
 
THE
 
COLLEGE
 
LIFE  
INSURANCE
 
COMPANY
 
OF
 
AMERICA
 
the 
oilyCompany  
stung
 
er,-tos,very
 to 
College  Men 
. the-
 
Hawaiians
 
and 
Pat It 
 
.11.,,,
 
in both 
ti 
the Wirth  
 
topped
 
Allen  
IL. 
i 
ight
 game 
borne
 run
 fur 
o 
Diamond
 
for 
Allen  
I to 
s.ick.. 
remained
 
iii
-.-dimming
 
the  Mark-
ham 
Hall 
team.  18.11 
on 
a tit
 
m 
iiit
 ter by 
haat 
Nlarshall.
 Fria 
Ls on. 
%lark  
!tossers  
and
 
...tete
 
Nesiu  had
 three 
lilts 
...tell  tor 
I 
the 
%sinners.  
t, ot 
h. -I. game.
 
Sinfonia  
whipped  
Pink  
Tub  
Annex. 7-0. 
and 
Alpha  
Epsilon
 No. 2 
beat 
r.0 
lied  
Huard
 
on
 a forfeit. 
According 
to Dan
 
Unruh.  
intra-
:n.iral  
director,  
two -man  
sulkvbaIJ 
z:imes  
that
 
were
 
postponed
 yes
-
stay 
will 
be 
played
 
Monday  
\ II 
men 
scheduled  
to play
 on 
 thee day 
shouid
 check the 
intro -
ii 
I. 
-w0-man
 
olleybalI
 will 
.1 
allay
 
at 345 p.m., 
Unruh 
 I. 
Rtrticiparm,  
should  
check  the 
...t.armiral
 
board 
this
 
afternoon
 
: 
pairings.
 
_ 
Impressions
 
of Sport 
No 
Joy  
in Metville
 
 Gene 
Williams 
THERF:s
 
JI 
I 
it 
Metville.
 for 
mighty Casey
 I Stengel. 
that 
is I ha- -truck 
out. 
1fter three 
deliriousls
 
jos
 oils
 ilas s in 
which  the 
Mete
 
Thinned
 
the  
liaselialI
 
ssorlil  Its 
tamin.g
 lite 
Milwaukee 
Braves  
tour 
straight
 times. the Neu 
orlstrs returned to 
their usual 
ose..
 lii 
dropping
 
an
 
841 
serdiet  to the Phi 
Is. 
Ilitaeser. the Nlets 4111111.1
 
us. 
10%11 Ni)110111 a fight. They 
battled  r,. 
the final init. three runs Ill the uintli before 
the bubble
 bur -t. 
Itholigh not
 too
 
many 
p,nple 
rushed Wodd Series ticket 
ri-i/uets
 to die Ilitt 
front  
office.
 the .hort-lised .pree did 
raise
 
set
 
to
 begin 
at
 1 p.m. at Moraga. 
the top receivers to face the SJS 
 fe% 
optimistic  
t.ebrows.
 
Visher 
turned in the outstanding team 
this season.
 He
 has a good 
performance 
by 
a San Jose 
player 
l 
a.m,  and 
batted  
clean-up  against 
Fl 
)H 
THE 
111-:1  
I'.1IIT.
 the \let 
riid,r
 
read.  lik
 
.the
 BA 
this year Tuesday, coming 
within
 
us both games." the 
coach  
said. 
one batter of a perfect game. The 
moo- the fes 
familiar  nano- thes do have. 
base
 
lir 
alitrial  
man, thrills in hasehall.  Ittit 
not  in 
this  
decade. only
 Sacramento
 player to 
reach 
sear
-old
 
outfielder
 who stroked 
tiniid  .245 
last 
season.
 
.lorr,titit.
 
the 
11,11,-1 
of 
the \1,-t..Jim
 Hickman.
 a 25-, 
base
 in:fely 
was Visher's op 
pitcher, who walked in 
the  third 
posing 
Hick man 
Is, - 
had  the 
dubious
 distinetion of being 
compared  
to 'Leh oiitc.eld int-tits as Mars Th  'berry. Willie McCuses 
and Leon 
V aglier. 
.Ittlible-header
 with the Brase, fliclonan 
I 
bat 
titig in the poition of all places1 chanted a pair of 
I   run- 
and 
droi-
 in sesen 
as the \lei- frolirked 
to an: 
istilteliesable  
lintr-1:ite 
-weep.  
HOLD THAT 
TIGERDave  Sawyer 
(bottom)
 
appears  
to be 
clinging
 to Kay 
Yamasaki's 
jersey  for dear 
life in a 
recent
 judo 
workout 
in the Men's 
Gym. Both 
Spartans 
will  be 
competing
 in 
the National
 Collegiate 
Judo
 Championships
 tomorrow 
at
 
Cornell  University.
 
No
-Hit
 
Visher
 
Opposes  
 
  
Fl I 
BA
 OF' NF 
(IMF
 
R-
 some promising. some not .1 
and 
a crateful of 
cabolls  1,11,-1 
of them 
Dodger
 rejects gises 
eraftv Cases the nio-t unworkable National League team eser 
assembled.
 
Ten 
sears  
agti -Itch
 names as 1)tike Snider. I ail 
Hodges
 anal 
Frank Thomas 
gas,.
 t.., en N.11.,
 manager fits, today 
only Stengel 
i. 
hr iii Well Iri their 
presence.
 
I liree 
more  
Dodger
 aliwards. 
C.Iiarle  Neal. 
Larry
 Burright 
and 1 im Ilarklies-. j   rookie lion Hunt in what appears to 
Is: the  -t deficient infield in the 
league. 
1i
 
it 
GOTTA 
IIA1 E pitching
 doesn't
 hurt 
,ither. If 
the  Met,. are
 it, 
in, 
*ii is' 
lilt, 
ill 
last ear's
 
miserable,
 
last -plat  
thesII
 lease to 
depeud 
upon.  and get. winning' 
re
-tilt-  
from -tarter- 
,,,,, i Craig.
 Jas Hook. 
Akin 
Jackson.
 
I 
itarleton  illes and 
hen
 NlacKenzie.
 
:I he Mets are as tin
-table 
bel  I the 
plate 
as 
they are in 
toed of it. Still anotlier former Dodger in Norm Sherry, a .182 
.? in 'h2. will handle 
the rereising 
duties
 along with 
1 I trent e 
Coleman  and Stamm% 
:IA. ion 
It 1110/1., as though 
the old magician 
aill  liase lo dig deep 
tot()
 
iii. 
oos..,11rillos,
 
bag  
iif miracle- to keep 
his  
inischarges
 
I out of 
the 
cellar. 
Mash.,  some 
of that lankee magic will 
s.,ar
 
off
 
 
EUROPE
 
'63 
Third Annual 
SUMMER
 
FLIGHT  
Depart: 
S. F. to London  
June  15 
Return: 
Paris  to 
S.F.
  Sept. 
2 
$39
 
9
 Total Cost 
Per 
Person
 
Via Super
 DC 7-C Luxury 
Aircraft  
Complimentary ht
-Flight Hot Meets 
00 
Your
 
Group
 
Organizers  
Prof,
-.,or
 
Manuel
 
Parthenialles
 - 1.v 4-6414, Est, 2327 
Protean,. I 
If nor 
Poll'.
 
lit. 
2540
 
SPACE  IS 
LIMITED 
RESERVE 
NOW!  
I \ I
 
I 
Davtinte:
 295-4025 
, 
N.
 2 
!2.93 or 
AN 
9-3006 
17,is 
..r N 314-9292 
493 E. 
Santa  Clara St. At 11th 
Gael
 
Nine  
Tomorrow  
two games this 
week,  including a; 
no-hitter against
 Sacramento' 
State. 
will take to the 
mound! 
again 
tomorrow  in the first 
gam&  
of a 
double-header  with St. 
Mary's,: 
By DAN 
MeLEAN  good 
hitting  team. 
They're  up there
 
Jim 
Visher who has
 already won 
taking their 
cuts,  and not 
fooling  
around."  
The
 Gaels have
 quite it 
bit of 
inexperience,  
but
 it hasn't 
hurt them 
too  much, he 
added.  
Gael catcher 
Harry  Laiolo 
was  
singled 
out by Sobczak
 as one of 
Inn Dusson, %show. 2-3 record 
is iseeond only to Visher's 6-4 on 
the squad, 
wilt start the 
second
 
gaitie, according to COW -11 Ed 
Sobezak. ihmson was also vic-
torious in his last tinting, hold-
ing I 
SF to sesen
 hits in LI 54 
San 
Jose  win. 
In 
a previous double-header
 be-
tween the two teams, played last 
month at Municipal Stadium, San 
Jose won 
both games, 2-1 and 8-2. 
Despite the wide
 margin in the 
second game. the Spartans were 
outhit in both contests. 
Bat
-king up Visher  and Dawson 
in the twinhill will be Rich Green. 
catcher;
 Tom Van Arnburg, first 
base; Lon Romero, second base; 
either Ken Takahashi or Gary 
Vice, third  base; Ron Lindenman. 
shortstop; Carl 
Fisher, left field; 
Miles Yamamoto, center
 field, and 
Bill Bloodgood, right field. 
Bloodgood, 
just 
a sophomore,
 is 
currently the hottest hitter on the 
Spartan  squad. Against
 USF  
Wednesday he went seven 
for 
eight, driving in the winning 
run 
in
 -aeh game of a 
double-header..  
According
 to Solxzak, "Blood-
 
1 
good Is 
a good example ot 
what 
happens when JOU swing."
 The 
SJS 
cOarli 
feria that 
anyone  
who 
Is up at the
 plate to 
swing,  
rather 
than
 to 
look
 for 
a walk, 
Is a threat. 
Sobezak 
railed St. 
Mary's 
Outfielder Len
 Fellez also int-
presm-d
 Sohczak. Of soillt. 
21)  
swings he 
took in the Min -bill, 
JIM VISHER 
. . . rubber armed 
he 111)0041
 
Iii.' 
ball  on h 
tn 
ice. 
Sehessak  said. 
Vali Carrerra and Steve Pruitt. 
who
 plays 
outfield  
when 
he's  not 
in
 the 
mound,  tire probably the 
top pitchers on the squad, Sob-
czak added. 
After
 tomorrow's 
double-hender,
 
the Spartans
 have only five league 
games remaining.
 The team is cur-
rently leading the league 
r.ith  a 
5-0 record. 
Monday the San 
JOS.. 
c, . 
travels to 
Davis  to face the 
c 
\ 
,i_des
 In 
a 3 p.m. 
nonde:.:-!,
 
.r.nte,t 
Everybody's
 
There  
Greeks, 
Independents,  
yep,  they're all 
over  
at
 
FRIGIDAIRE
 
Quick
-Clean  Center 
9th & E. 
William  (under Spartan Rental Service) 
Don't 
you  be the one to 
miss  out, get on over to 
FRIGIDAIRE QUICK -CLEAN 
and  take 
advantage
 
of the 
best 
Cleaning  Values yet. 
NOW, 4 
LBS.
 FOR 
$1.00 
with  
this 
ad 
We 
also have 18 
minute  
washers  (20it wash). 
Judoists
 
Defend
 
Title
 
At
 
Cornell
 
University
 
Yosli
 
Uchida's  
five-man
 
judo
 
brigade
 
opens
 
the on 
their
 
second
 
.1 
ralatit  
National
 
championships
 
;it 
Col 
nell 
University
 
tomorrow.
 
-our team 
is going 
back 
tat win." 
,-,'marked
 
Uchida
 
before
 
the  
Spar-
tans
 
flew 
out
 
of
 
San  
Francisco
 
'rime:day
 
night.
 
San Jtaii
 
State  
won 
the na-
tional  
crown
 
last 
spring
 
in 
the 
lirst-ever
 cull egtut
 
chartipion-
,hipa. 
The  
Spartan,.
 
mnred 66 
points,
 
inure
 
than  
doubling
 the
 
-u-tonal place 
point
 
total
 ut 
the 
U.s.
 Air
 
Force  
Academy.
 
The
 
short, 
stocky
 
Uchida  
feels  
that
 
experience
 
is the
 
sole
 
reason  
why  
his  
judoists  
emerged
 
with 
the 
title 
last 
year.
 
"Our 
ability 
may 
be 
on
 a 
par 
with
 
several
 
schools
 
across  
the 
country,"
 
Uchida  
said.
 "But,
 since
 
the 
Bay 
Area 
is 
one  of 
the 
biggest
 
Judo 
centers
 in 
the 
United
 
States,
 
our
 boys 
get 
competition
 
the  
year-
round. 
This
 
knowledge  
and 
expert.
 
ellee 
hiss 
definitely  
nutde 
the  dif-
ference
 In 
1111111j  
of 
our 
perfortn-
awes 
this 
year  
and
 could 
make 
Ott,' 
difference
 at 
Cornell."
 
The 
margin
 of 
victory,
 if there 
is 
victory,  
will
 be 
much  
slimmer
 
this
 year 
for a 
number  
of
 reasons.
 
Uchida 
hasn't  
the
 faintest
 idea 
how  
much
 
improvement
 
other 
schools
 have 
shown 
in one 
year's  
time.
 He has 
been out
 of 
contact
 
with the 
other 
judo
 schools,
 ex-
cluding the
 West 
Coast,  since 
the 
.1962 
nationals.  
Another
 slap at 
San  Jose's 
sec-
ond 
champion-ship 
bid is the 
per-
plexing judo 
situation on the
 east-
ern seaboard. 
"since 
last year's finals were
 
at 
Colorado  most of the 
eastern  
schools
 
couldn't  
make
 the trip," 
Uchida
 said. 
"Therefore,  they 
know 
more about us this 
year 
than
 we do about 
them"  
Uchida
 will attempt to 
solve  al 
these
 perplexities with a 
forms
-t-
able SJS delegation of four black 
Is-Its
 and 
a blown belt. 
Lee Parr, 
team captain, is re-
turning to defend
 his 150 -pound 
individual championship. Parr is 
better
 equipped this season that 
last, and will he rugged in the 
,!inchrs
 
Gary 
Nenquist will  pet. 
In the
 l95 -pound 
meight 
,lass.
 
where he took third Mat ear. 
Nen qubit, 
came
 te. 
14.1,4 a big, 
ass liward
 ys 
uuth.
 and  
has 
'dove  
Spartababes  Whip 
Los 
Gatos  Squad
 
;-:11te's
 freshman 
base -
sail
 
club
 had 
two 
four -run 
in-
nings and a three
-run frame 
Wednesday, as the team clobbered 
Los Gatos High
 School, 13-5, on  
,he 
loser's diamond 
 
San Jose 
jumped
 off to 
a 2-0 
lead 
with single
 runs in 
the first' 
two
 
innines, but 
dropped
 behind 
in the third
 when Los Gatos 
scored 
three 
times 
against  
Spartababe
 
starter Steve
 Kubasek and 
relief 
, pitcher Pat
 O'Brien. 
d r o p p e d L e s t
 
Gatos 
i 
in 
I the fourth,
 but tied 
it up in the
 
Isotoin
 of the
 inning. 
Four -run 
filth and 
seventh
 innings 
gave  the 
a in 
to the
 
San  
Jose 
frosh.  
EXPERT
 
AUTO  
REPAIR
 
 
Automatic
 
Transmission
 
Seals  
Installed.
 
$35.00  
on 
most  
cars  
 
Transmission
 
Overhaul  
$75.00 most 
makes
 of 
cars
 
 
Engine
 
Overhaul
 
$75.00
 
and  up 
 
Valve  
Job  
$20.00
 
and  up 
 
Engine
 
Tuneup  
Satisfaction
 
Guaranteed
 
FRED  
& 
EVERETCS
 
GARAGE
 
1557
 
5.
 1st
 SI. 
CV
 
5-6559
 
worked hard 
te
 reaCii
 the
 
rugged
 
Judolet
 that he It. 
ludas.
 
Dave Sawyer, 
also 
third
 
year, may pocket 
the 
185-pot5i.1
 
crown,  since last
 
year's  
champion
 
is at the Pan 
American
 
Gana.,
 
and the 
runner-up
 
finisher  
IS
 
graduated.
 
Kay Yamasaki.
 
secs  
tough
 
a 
local
 
conipet
 
it 
ion  
this  
season,
 
I,
 
peeled
 
to place 
high
 
in 
thi 
pound division.
 
and  
Albert 
its',
 
moto,
 
it 
brown 
belt,  
could  
.o 
in 135
-pound
 
competition.
 
Booters 
vs. 
Indians
 
Here 
Next 
Friday
 
San Jose 
State's  
two
-guise
 
spring
 
soccer 
schedule
 
will  
ton
-
elude
 a 
week
 from 
today.
 
:31;0  
3. 
not today as 
reported
 
in 
yester-
day's Daily. 
The
 
Spartans
 will 
play  
host  
to
 
arch -rival Stanford
 
ill 
an 
8  
contest at 
Spartan
 
Stadium.
 
S.lS
 
will attempt to 
avenge
 a 
pai,  
defeats Stanlord 
fastened
 
on 
last frill. 
In their opener
 
last 
Sat,i,  
the Spartans 
sloshed  
to 
a ::-
umpit  of their 
alumni.
 
Menendez
 lauded
 
the 
ances 
of Dave 
Kingsley,
 
Al
 
Kor,..1.,  
Colin landores, 
Valdis
 
Svair  
Tom 
Zinther.
 Kurous
 and 
'/
 
scored
 
the goals. 
amomr.
  
WHERE'S
 
CHAROE?
 
GOA1frv
 
AWN 
sesitvice-
 - 
He ,se 
aNcAc
 
RIRTEENMINUTES.
 
ifIR81,1"
 
Magerif  
CAe-rFORNerA  
ri/X7fgr
 
0,e0 
nehvG
 
Mi/FFLER 
SERVICE
 
.1 
111113EVIIri`S:  
arTh4 
S 
r A 
caRA  
r4. 
4bog
 qr44v5DATi
 S  
_ 
ry
 
MAJOU  
cilf.Drr
 
eats'
 
THE ORIGINAL 
ALSLAT8 /1/341T 
(-1 
 
Born on 
the  Suuth 
African
 
Veldt,
 now 
worn around
 
the  
world 
... 
unique  
construction
 
...extreme 
flexibility  
and 
light-
ness ... . rugged, smart. 
Come in for a fitting. 
You'll 
"swear  by" 
them
 
Made  in 
FARINA:1.
 
brushed 
leather, 
sand color. 
(genuine  plants -
Non  crepe  
bit")
 
s13"5 
61aAks
 
Of ENGLAND 
(a: 
) 
Flair -helm 
:slim
 
Drill  
2f101
 !Mrs 
cm
 
a 
rerk
 
Final
 
limns:  9:30
 to 
930,  
%Inn.
 
dim  
In.
 
Sat. 
9:111
 
to 
", 
Ili  
Ci
 
feral 
ipSit
 
o,lr7irit
 
fca
 
ad 
i 
 Silt 
hr 
Jo: 
aPlit uas 
el mhkirEil  
°the 
for,
 
ir a 
tu 
f:re 
tsc 
r4i1L, 
Friday. April 
X.
 
1963  
SPARTAN
 
DAILT-11
 
Mt. 
San   
Antonio
 
Relays 
Under
 
Way 
Tonight
 
reshman
 
Tracksters
 
Confront
 Stiff
 
Test
 
lolling
 
along
 
with 
the  
a) 
far
 
this
 
season,
 Dean 
..er
 
and
 
a 
small
 
core  of 
his  
rishman
 
track
 
team
 
will  find
 
a 
if( 
wind
 
confronting
 them 
at 
Mr. 
San  
Antonio
 
Relays 
to-
Miller
 
is
 
entering
 
teams  in 
the
 
.yard.
 
mile
 
and
 
two-mile
 
relay
 
ecy,
 
besides
 
entering
 Wayne
 
and
 
Ed 
Moody  
in 
open
 
 
,,mpetition.
 
sbody.
 
the 
recent
 
conqueror 
Cal'
 
Forrest
 
Beaty,
 
svill corn-
.iite  
in 
is
 
talent
-deep
 
100 -meter  
headcil
 
by 
Robert  Hayes
 
id 
lienry
 
Carr.
 
Ilermen
 
Is 
..Seduled
 
to
 
go
 
in a 
special
 
iiinanrd
 
dash.
 
Hermen,
 
Tim  
Knowles 
it 
HolTeS
 
Will  
make  up 
the 
:earn.
 
The
 
Spartans
 clocked 
lily,  
against
 
Cal 
fresh 
and 
College  
San  
Mateo
 
Wednesday,
 
despite
 
had
 
baton
 
passes.
 
Knowles 
m
 
1,4rnes,
 
both
 
swift  
quarter-
lidn't
 
run 
at 
Cal.  
and
 
Lie  
freshman
 
record
 
in
 the 
440 
leer  lay.
 
41.1
 
was  
set 
in 1960. Jimmy
 
agberni
 
and  
Rich Fambrini, 
an 
an 
it-
a 
Just the 
other 
day, 
someone  
asked 
me, 
"what  
makes
 you 
such 
a 
special
 flurb?" 
Well,  
I had
 to 
tell
 
him 
my
 secret! 
I make
 frames for San Jose 
Paint. Now I suppose every 
other flurb in 
town  will ask 
for a job too!
 So please come 
in 
and 
buy some of 
my
 beau-
tiful
 
framesthen
 they won't 
fire
 
me.O.K.?
 In fact, buy 
t,J0
 
and  
we'll  both be 
happy.
 
SAN
 JOSE
 PAINT
 
& 
WALLPAPER
 
varsity  
runners,
 
were 
part 
of 
that  
team. 
But,  
the 
stiff  
wind  
will  be 
a 
special
 
freshman 
tuo-rnile
 re-
lay, 
featuring
 
the  
talented  
four
-
ea 
lllll s 
of 
UCLA.
 Ove 
'dental
 
and  
San  
Josie.
 
The  
Bruins
 
(7:39.0)
 
has.-
 run 
within
 two 
seconds
 of 
the 
national
 mark,
 set 
by
 
(ix'.
 
In 
19E10 
at 
7:37.3.  
Thies  
year's
 
Ox y 
tau
-mile  
leans
 
Kass  
run  
7:41.0. 
Miller  
will  
join
 Joe 
Neff 
(1:52.8),
 
John 
Garrison  
U:51.7i, 
Harvey  
Franklin
 
(1:55.6),  
fast
-improving  
Louis
 
Davidson  
11:57.0),
 for
 the 
two-mile
 relay. 
Combined,
 the 
four 
Spartans  
have
 a time
 of 
7:35.2,
 be-
low
 the 
national  
frost) 
mark.  
SJS will 
group  
Holmes,  
Knowles,  
Garrison
 and 
Moody 
or 
Hermen
 
in 
the mile 
relay run.
 Holmes 
ran 
a 
48.7 
and  
Knowles
 a 
49.7  at 
Berkeley.
 
Garrbson,
 is 
competitor  
in
 ev-
ery sense of the. 
ssord,
 
regained
 
his  national 
freesh lead
 in the 
half nine
 at Berkeley,
 with a 
1:51.7.
 He trailed
 San 
ansteo's  
Ron  Benson 
by 12 yards
 at the 
4411 mark, 
then caught
 Reason 
around the 
final  turn and 
over-
powered 
hini
 
for a 
six-foot 
vic-
tory.  
The Spartababes
 will run the 
440, mile- 
and  two-mile 
relays  in 
that 
order,  with 
more
 than an 
hour break 
between  each race.
 
SAVE 
2C & 
3C 
PER 
GAL. 
REG. 
299 
ETHYL 
31 
MAJOR MAJOR OIL CO.
 GASOLINE 
PURITAN  OIL CO. 
4th 
& 
William 
- & Keys 
10 
& 
Taylor 
FAp.
 FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
 
A 
LESSON
 IN ECONOMICS 
E:on.
 
Professor:
 "Why 
are you 
breathless  fellow?" 
Breathless
 
Fellow:  "I 
ran here behind a bus 
and saved
 15s." 
Econ.
 
Professor:
 "Dumb jerk, next time 
run 
here
 
behind  a 
cab
 
and  
save
 
5I.00."
 
To 
really
 
save,  shop for 
all your 
spare part 
requirements
 at Foreign Auto Parts. 
1695
 
W.
 San
 
Carlos
 
293-2129
 
Cake, Inc. 
141),.l,
 
/., 
!, 
' '1 
1' 'I  
ODE 
TO
 A 
HAIRCUT
 
Al's at the 
old. 
Len's
 at 
the  
new.
 
Quality
 
Haircuts
 
just  
for
 
you.
 
NOW 
TWO
 
LOCATIONS
 
the 
old  & 
the  
new
 
318 
S.
 
10th
 
St.
 
476 
S.
 
10th
 
St.
 
LEN
 & 
AL'S
 
Barber
 
Shops
 
by .),ihn 
FRESHMAN 
DISTANCE STAR John Garrison 
breaks  a record 
as well as the tape in running a 1:51.7 880 in 
the  triangular at 
Berkeley 
Wednesday.  It 
was the fastest frosh 
half
-mile 
in the 
nation
 this season. 
Lee  Parr Sees
 Black 
Every  
Judo
 
Campaign  
By DAVE 
NEWDOLSE  
I.rte Parr has spent exactly 
rifle-
itof
 his life trying on belts 
wrap
-around  kind - - in white. 
broShil 
and black colors. 
He's  very 
attached 
to the latter. 
Parr, a second-degree black belt, 
is team captain on the 
San Jose 
State judo team which opens de-
fense of its national championship 
at Cornell University tomorrow. 
. speedy and elusive athlete, Lee 
-r.eking to 
repeat as 150-pound 
it 
list.
 
Yeasts Uchida. likable MS judo 
authority, alit be the first to 
tell you that Parr will 
be the 
Mall to heat at Cornell. 
A native of Kent, Wash., he 
is
 eived his judo indoctrination at 
Kent
-Meridian  High, the only prep 
school
 
in the 
nation  conducting a 
lull -time
 judo program. 
Lee and Dave 
Sawyer, who'll 
represent  SJS in the 
185
-pound 
weight class tomorrow,
 both earned 
black belts in their junior year 
of 
high school and also enrolled
 at 
San
 Jose State 
together.  
Both are now nidsues, or see-
ond-degree black belt,  and not 
the 
type
 on which
 to 
IIAA. 
noselty
 
hand :shockers
 when shaking 
hands.
 
Some 
basketball schools, San 
Jose 
State's  
for one,
 believe in 
complete 
defense. "They 
can't beat 
you if 
they
 I'ant 
outwore
 you" is 
the shopworn 
adage used by 
ex-
ponents 
of
 defense. 
This
 isn't the 
case in 
judo,  where 
every
 match sees
 an arena 
of judo-
ists 
trying to 
get  at each 
other 
with
 series of 
kicks, chokes
 and 
hip 
throws.
 
"You have to be 
aggremsive In 
Judo," 
Parr 
pointed
 
out. 
"The
 
Lee, who wits also the team 
captain 
on the 1962 
eliampions,
 
Is
 a mechaniral engineering ma-
jor, and expects 
to 
grsuluate.
 
next June. Married since Sep-
tember. Parr inilleates. this veill 
he his last year in c  
petitive 
judo.  
lie has 
fully recovered 
from El 
broken rib 
injury,  which shelved 
him for three weeks 
and rubbed 
out his chances of making the 
Pan American Games. 
"Another championship would 
make 
up for 
that.**
 quipped Parr 
SCIENCE
 
SENIORS 
AND 
SANITARIANS
 
Opportunity  for 
professional
 
growth 
through
 art intensive 
training  program 
offered  by the 
Cafifornia  
Department of 
Public  
Health.
 
Gain  
knowledge  and responsible  
experience
 in
 the
 
broad  
field  of 
Food
 and 
Drug
 regulation. 
Starting 
salary  $463 
per
 month. 
Currently  
selecting  those to 
be 
appointed
 upon 
graduation  
from 
applicants
 who have 30 units 
in 
sanitary,
 
biological,
 
and  
or 
chemical
 
sciences.  
SEND RESUME TO: 
FLOYD 
FRISCH
 
PERSONNEL
 OFFICE
 
CALIF.
 DEPT. 
OF
 
PUBLIC
 
HEALTH 
2151 
BERKELEY
 
WAY  
BERKELEY,
 
CALIF.
 
Spartan
 
Thinclads
 
Shoot
 
For
 
Collegiate  
Standards
 
By 
DAVE
 
NEWHOUSE
 
Extremely
 satisfied
 with his 
duah  
meet 
record,  
Bud  
Winter
 launch(
 -
his 
varsity
 tracicsters
 into 
theil 
first 
attempt
 at 
hopefully 
estab-
lishing
 several
 collegiate
 or nation-
al relay 
records
 this 
year,  in the 
Mt.  San 
Antonio
 Relays 
which  ! 
open tonight
 at Walnut,
 Calif. 
Oregon 
State, Stanford,
 Califor-
nia, Arizona
 State and 
Oklahoma, 
have  fallen 
before the 
sophomore
-
led  Spartans 
this year. 
Only poor I 
weather should
 stop San Jose
 
State from reaching
 some sort of 
plateau in the wave
 of relay meets , 
beginning
 to 
blanket.  the 
West 
Coast.
 
Winter
 will tw 
taking  19 var-
sity 
men to Mt.
 SAC relays,
 
which 
will  continue through to-
morrow.
 
The 
Spartans will have five dif-
ferent 
relay  tandems slated 
for 
Mt. SAC. Danny 
Murphy,  in the 
10,000 -meter run, is the lone 
San 
Josean competing tonight. Murphy 
will make an encore appearance in 
the 5,000 -meter
 event tomorrow in 
a very busy
 weekend for Danny. 
The best Spartan 
performances,  
according to Winter, will come in 
the
 440 and distance 
medley  saces 
In the former, Lloyd Murad. 
Jimmy Omagbemi, Tom Webb and 
Dwight  
Middleton  
will  attempt
 
to 
lower their season's best of 41.0. 
scored in the Stanford -Oklahoma
 
triangular.
 
San Jose'. ISO relay time is 
also
 one. of the best 
collegiate. 
marks of the 
season. 
Middleton will run the 440, Jim 
Groothoff. 880: Jose 
Azevedo
 1321l.  
best
 offense 
makes  the bent
   
defense."  
Parr claims the black point 
s i n g
 system to be used in the na-
tionals
 means to the performer a 
by a decision. 
forfeiture of one point for winning 
With
 
Indians
 
The idea is to 
defeat  your ,.-
ponent by either
 choking, throwiri H 
ning this way means 
that no points, 
are awarded, which oddly 
enough  
Stantord
 
ireads  in Sar 
is what the individual judoist 
Country Club and San Jose <-
wants. Acquiring 
five points 
hid for its 12th dual match 
against 
you  spells 
elimination  from 
in a tough 
golf
 clash 
tod
 
competition.
 
p.m.
 
Only 15 teams  peted in the 
nationals
 
last  year. The number
 
will  be closer to 50 at Cornell. 
Parr rates 5.15 better than the 
1962 kingpins. 
"We have better overall strength 
than last year's team." 
Choate  tied with San Jose's Iran 
Lee feels that conditioning 
and]James
 for fourth place 
in
 th. 
desire makes the best j u cl o i s t. 
Western Intercollegiates.
 shootai.. 
Parr runs hard every day for 
a 290. Lotz. the Spartan All -Amer -
20 minutes hut said that other 
I 
ican,  won the Western 
by
 
four
 
teammates run more. Lee has a' 
strokes at 281.  
continuing  weight 
problem.
 whieh 
Jerry,- Vmom and Walt McPher-
he defeats before each match with 
!son. Spartan roaches, both feel the 
a meat and egg diet, 
outcome  of the important match 
all 
ride on who has better learn 
depth. Judging from 
San Jose's 
71 6 team average Monday 
against
 
California.
 
both
 
mentors
 
are  oh-
viously high on Spartan tearn 
strength.
 
Bud Finger's. Indiana 
could be 
Nan .11.e...ae 
roughest  
opposition
 
In this year's dna! 
schedule.
 
The 
Spartan.. se ill close their dual 
carnpaign at Stanford, in a re-
turn
 match May 10. 
The recent play of Dan Jam,.
 
Harlan Krantz and Gary Plato 
makes San Jaw a definite 
itwogainannintg  lihekAa3,'E.6AC
 
Sandwiched between today - 
Stanford meeting and the 5%, 
finale 
will 
he
 matches wills 
Chita ioil 
San
 Franciseo
 
Stat,
 
or pinning him to the mat. 
Win-
ere
 Today
 
The highlight of the ststiliird-
SrIS battle  will
 tie 
the feature
 
match, as John Lot',,  and Stan 
ford's Pete Choate -.head(' enmesh 
stroke 
for  
%trek.. 0% yr the 
liar' 
'it) country club comse. 
REASONABLE  
BIKE 
RENTAL  
3 
hr 
. -01 (la%
 
10 
speed:
 
(oh
 
lii .  I "1
 
due',  
landem:  
lsr.. 
day 
RESERVATIONS
 
for ssf-fkell,1-
niontli1:6  nil. - 
REWARD
 
It
 renl..1 
ro.,ird
 pier, bsye of 
lien 
bike  
RIGHT TIME 
flails 
fr
 
10-6:
 
1Frirliss  
4 
lesser] 
Sunday
 and NIiindaN
 
CVelf'S  
I I 
I I.. I le. 
1:,ri  
Tucker the mile on the 
- !ance 
medley
 foursome. 
San Jose's distance
 medley time 
,,bis rip to 9:43.5, 
considerably  off 
he 
collegiate
 record set by Ore-
gon 
last  year at 
9:36.2.  
The 
s.18
 
two-mile
 
team  of 
Groothotf,  
Azevedo, Tueker and 
Larry LeFall hans a composite  
7:22.9 clocking, based on best -
ever marks. 
The 
time  
would
 
be
 lower if 
Mike
 
Giheau I 1:49.71 was included, but 
Mike is still riding a leg injury and 
Winter  would 
just
 as well 
keep 
him out until the Records Meet at 
Spartan Field next 
Saturday.  
On a good track and in 
warm  
weather, San Jose may better the 
collegiate  distance medley record 
of 7:20.2. 
Groothieff, Lend'. Middleton 
and Rich fambrini 111 run 
to-
gether on the mile relay team. 
The busy, (hirable Middleton still 
enter
 Ida fourth rare in the 
84(1)  
relay, along %kith Mara& ()snag-
bemi and Tim Restege or 
Le 
Fail. 
Both Winter and
 
distance  
coach 
Dean Miller feel Tucker, the lithe 
junior,
 Ls 
ready  to attain 
or sur-
pass his 4:036
 mile 
and 
1:47.R
 
half mile 
times  of last 
year,  Tiin 
Bakmas
 
Floirer  
Shop
 
and 
Corsages
 
for 
all 
Occas;ons 
C.Y 2-0462 
10t1,  & 
Santa
 Clara 
has
 
looked
 
especially
 
good
 in 
prac-
tice  this 
week.
 
Murphy.
 a 
talented
 
distance
 
run-
ner. 
is still 
bothered  by 
the 
stom-
ach
 cramp 
that
 
forced
 him 
to 
drop 
eicit of 
the 
Stanford
 meet.
 
"The
 'sudden 
shock 
of 
the.
 
cramp c   
unepected
 
at 
'Ome-
n's -el and 
scared
 
111...
 
Murphy
 
re-
marked
 user 
hi.. 
first  
expenenlv
 
ssIth 
a MOH 
month -old 
at  
a.t.
 
disorder.
 
1 
felt 
it 
coming  
at 
Cal 
lin the
 
Arizona
 State
-California  
triangu-
lar, 
during  
practice
 
warrnups.
 
I was 
mentally
 
prepared  
when 
the 
pain came in 
the 
two-mile."  
Murphy
 
exclaimed  he ran 
the  
final
 two 
laps 
fighting
 the 
stomach
 
pain. "It's 
beginning
 to 
get
 
het
-
ter,"
 Danny
 said,
 patting
 his 
mid-
section.
 
Horace  
Whitehead.
 
hard
-work-
 ing 
senior.  
join.s 
Murphy  
in 
the  
110,000
-meter 
run. 
with  
Gene
 Gu-
rule 
doubling  
with 
Danny  in 
the 
5.000 -meter. 
SEE THE 
SPRING 
SIGHTS 
ON
 ONE
 
OF
 
Hondas
 
Fabulous
 
"50s"
 
 up 
to
 225 
miles  
par  
gallon  
 
solyes
 
parking
 problems
 
 
carries
 two vary 
nicly  
Priced 
as low
 as 
$245
 
BILL  
MANDER
 
635 
slni,ersity 
Ave. 
Los 
Gatos  
or call Elqato 
4-2130 
FOLK
 
s: 
(;tiitars-
 
Ban
 
jos -11 
tisk
 z 
See our
 selection
 of 
Martin.
 Goya 
and 
Chris+y
 
instruments
 
BENNER
 
MUSIC  
CY
 
7-7417
 
1884
 W. San Carlos 
Sandra Norris 
Phil low 
LOVE!
 
For 
that 
most engaging 
time of year. 
biol.
 of 
DEL CARLO 
PHOTO STUDIOS 
1295
 The 
Alarnede
 
295-5891
 
rk) 
D;;VINTOWN SAN 
JOSE
 
 
BANktuFa
 
AA, 
 5,551 
Na'
 7,4L 
CHARC-5 
GARDNERS 
kre-Ot-
 (23 
HUNCH PURSE 
CIGARETTE
 
CASE  
A..Artiv
 
Au. .1.1'
 
LUG
 GAGE
 
ANC 
LIGHTER
 SET 
31 WISI ASIA SUSI ST. 
 . 
Phone
 
293-7633
 
Parking 
Validations
 
11-1111PABTAN
 
DAM, Friday 
'tont 2t; 
191;:l  
- - - 
Meteorology 
Program
 
Set
 
for  
KNTV 
Series
 
"Perspective  
is., n Jose 
Si a,  
weekly 
television  
series,
 will telc-
cisst
 the last part of 
its  two-part 
program on meteorology, 
with  Dr. 
Albert  Miller. associate
 professor 
of Meteorology. 
and Arnold E. 
True. 
protessot  of 
meteorology.
 
presiding tomorrow morning at 
10:;t0 on KNTV. Channel 11. 
te two professors will discuss 
-Fear  of An, What 
Meteorology  
Can 
Do
 
About  the Weather " 
Points to be commented on are 
the present state of weather fore-
casting and its problems. the con. 
 
awl 
modification
 of 
weather.  
and t noire 
possibilities
 
In weather. 
Sumo
 
present
 
problems  
are  that 
we do 
not  
understand  
the  
general
 
circulatain 
patterns  
in the upper 
atincriphere.
 and 
the exact 
genera-
tion
 facto's for
 hurricanes
 and tor-
nadoes are
 not understood,
 accord-
ing to True. 
Future 
possibilities
 in 
weather,  
to be 
discusned
 by 
Professors Mil-
ler and 
Trite.  include 
melting
 ice 
capsor.
 
PI' 
the  poles and
 flooding 
mica. areas, f.thttl 
an 
the 
valley 
regain in 
ninahern 
Siberia.  
Spartan 
Daily 
Classifieds
 
BUY 'EM!
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  (1) BUSINESS  SERVICES 
IS) 
Ride wanted 
Palo
 
AltbSJEC  Lies. 
Expert  typist, 
theses  term papers, man -
Ma' 
Len.  Yang
 DA 5-6'9-
 .  editing. 
293.3085.
 
Several
 spices 'sail
  -
 
studs. 
18.30 . 
Auto Insurance for
 
students.  Phone 248-
at:ore  
crCruis
 
sr 
Ei iey 
Ins.
 385 
So.  Monroe 
tnen -  -  Ccrsica 
  
ri- . , 
4,0365
  
y 
-Long
 n.....rance
 Cc se ng 
r ...(1-^e3.
 Ca 
845-5926  232t ° 
 
- . Life
 
rewards
 
plan, 
,q 
Berkeley
 
 
-. -sfs 
guaranteed  
in'
 
 
" 
106 
years 
exper 
Riders wanted  
29S 
.. 
_ . _ 
EMPLOYMENT 
(Ill  
Are 
you  a 
frustrated
 
LOST AND 
FOUND (V 
LOST: 
i.-   s,. 
g.asfes  b 1 a 
29;  3152, 
Lost: Basset 
Hound,   
LOST 
Lung.ne 
wretch .  
AUTOMOTIVE
 (4) 
E 
Pont. '49, good cond.
 $150
 cash. 62 rt 
i-frA- Weigelt. 
'60 Fond 2 dr 
sed.  6 
$96.a 
Ca 
Jeff
 Gindo CY 
4 292 
For 
Sale:  
1953  gooci cc.-ci. Ss 
S.
 
'60 
Parities  Scooter,
 only 3900
 
mites.  E., 
cciici.
 $160. EL 
4-4491.  
19 
SP**
 
with  
hardtop.  
radio 
8. 'seat, 
Also 
57 Morgan. 53'-2684 
affer 
4 
56
 Chen.
 2 
dr.  V-8. s4:4 3E.
 
10t1- as. 212. 
CV
 4.6019
 
 - 
Want
 capable
 auto 
mech. TOC 
Val.. 
C work.
 efc. 
253...24.
 
SI Fiat 600, good cond. 35
 
-pg.
 S3Er 
c
 
be'' Offer.  CH 3-3320. 
Buick  '56
 con. 
Red  A/T, R.H. $39.5 
4 .25 eft 320 days 259 
2799
 PVt 
'53 Studs .! 
57 v_ .0 
Boy  
with
 
car  
 
Baker  
Requests
 
Club 
Co-operation
Hid 
k.zzitir.
 cluszillatit 
of Actii. 
ties 
Night,  
requests
 
that
 campus 
aulai 
dint 
organizations  it-ply
 im-
mediately  
cuncerning 
their partic-
ipation 
in the 
event.  
Scheduled
 for next fall 
during  
Orientation Week. 
Actisities  Night 
wzi offer 
new 
students  an oppor-
tunity 
to learn about
 extra -cur-
ricular activities and 
at the same 
time, it will 
give  the campus'
 180 
clubs and
 organizations
 an oppor-
tunity  to build 
theit
 memberships. 
-- - 
Military  Ball 
Queen
 
Crowned
 
Tonight
 
Crowning  of the queen
 still high-
light tonight's
 14th Annual
 Mili-
tary Ball 
at 
Moffett
 Field
 Officers
 
Club.  
The ROTC 
queen  has been cho-
sen but she will not be 
announced  
until the ball has gotten 
under 
way, 
according
 to Wayne 
Rush.  
committee
 chairman. The 
event is 
sponsored
 by Spartan 
Sabres,
 up-
per
 division military honor society.
 
One of the following
 six final-
ists 
will  become the 
queen:
 Terry 
Lumley,  Alpha Phi: 
Linda
 Black-
well. the Chalet: Joanne 
Johnson,  
Chi Omega; Lourine Johnson, 
Florence
 Hall: Sharon Ann Moy, 
Gamma Phi Beta; and Lois Hoch-
eruiver,  , Royce Hall. 
Guests invited to the ball in-
clude Dr. John T.  Wahlquist, SJS 
manager
 
with 
cur-
 president; Gen. John L. Ryan. U.S. 
L'unn. 
298-3361.
 
Senor 
to
 
train
 for
 Franco:Amen. 
career  
orsher 
part-time.
 
Major
 un. 
 
-a I Mr. 
Whitten.
 
CV 8-3362. 
Te,epto,
 
solicitor  
 
call 
from 
 
-'3.25
 
per I. 
HOUSING  
1126  
P,f 
1..ng
 girt S 
:forage
 for 
furna.  
t-ot  1456, P.M. 
Unfurnished 
duples, 
bedroom, 
near  
aze l paid. $70 
- s . ,--fs
 only. CV 
8 -
MERCHANDISE
 CM 
Sell 3 sp. boys bike 
S12.50.
 
Want
 pin' 
3 
-Imes. 
Reason.
 Rch
 
CV 
3-3151,  
Me wanfum weights. 
Barbel's  and dumb 
- -- Cor 
253.2224.  
Drummers!   15
 and one
 IT  
ZIld 
, .S '284. 
IS 
speed - s  n3 bike - good 
 - 9._ 
.em,.  
CY 
7.2250.
 
For sale: 2 
or.
 sil
 
boots, sizes 8 6 9 
320 
-esp.  Ca' John. CV 7-9754
 
Matched 
Fisher 
Consonants,  80 wa 
°steeo  
bee,
 
  
255 
0355.  
TO PLACE AN AD: 
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Offs* 
sit), Check or Money Order. 
 No Phone 
Orden  
2207,
 I30-4:00,
 or 
Send 
in
 Handy Order Blasi 
To 
frangipanni, 
handy 
cash 
Jose 
be 
BUY DAILY
 CLASSIFIEDS!
 
buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, 
or any
 other 
sensible
 
order form, clip
 it, and 
to the Spartan  Daily 
Advertising  
State 
College,  San Jose 
in by 2:30 P.M.
 two days 
Check a Classification: 
- ' A nnnnn cements Business 
Automotive
 
Housing
 
Print your ad here. 
a 
Didus 
thing, just 
send it with 
Office, 
14,  
California.  
prior 
to
 publication. 
Services- Instruction
 
Merchandise 
ineptus, 
fill 
out  
this 
a check 
J207, San 
Ads
 must 
- 
a 
or 
- - 
(Count
 33 Letters and Spaces for Each 
Una)
 
Starting 
Date
 ___ _ 
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days
 
Enclosed
 
$ 
Check No. 
Name
 
. 
Address  
City 
Phone  
NEW 
CLASSIFIED  
RATES
 
(Circle  
Ona) 
--
Minimum 
Twc lines
 
One time 
One time 
50c a 
line 
Three  times 
25c a line 
Five times 
200 a 
line
 
2 lines
 
$1.00 
$1.50 
$2.00 
3 lines
 
1.50
 
2.25
 3.00 
4 
lines 
2.00
 
3.00 
4.00
 
5 lines
 
2.50
 
3.75  
5.00
 
Add  +his 
amount 
for 
.50 
each 
addt1  line 
.75 1.00 
For display 
advertising rates call CY 4-6414, Ext. 
20111, 
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through
 Friday. 
HEY LOOK IT OVER
-Richard  
Wendling,  AFRO7C junior and 
Trish 
Murphy,  freshman, 
look
 at one of the 
many  exhibits at 
this week's 
Space Systems 
Seminar.  The program, 
sponsored by 
Arnold Air 
SociLty,  will conclude
 tomorrow 
afternoon.  
Spartaguide
 
TODAY:
 
Council meeting in Women's Gym, 
Society  of  Industrial 
Engineers:  4-30 p.m. 
Monte Carlo party at 
Almaden  Chi Alpha Club: Meets in 
Me. 
Country Club; 7:30 p.m. 
mortal Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Balkan  Alliance: 
Kolo  lessons in 
m. 
Raffensperger,
 a 
former 
pre-
WG21,
 7:30 R 
Peace 
Corps 
Test  engineering
 
student  at 
SJS, will
 
Amateur 
Radio  Club: 
Meets
 in 
discuss "Military
 Electronics
 Sys -
1A240, 3:30
 p.m. 
Given 
Tomorrow  
tems"
 at 4 p.m. 
Receiving
 his hack -
Friday Flicks: "Bridges 
at
 Toko 
elor
 and 
master  
degress
 in elec.
 
Ili." TH55, 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Sixth Army: Gen. John E. Thei- 
condensed
 Peace 
Corps 
test  ironies
 from 
Stanford  
University,
 
mer, U.S.
 15th Army 
Deutacher V ere in: Meets 
at
 
Corps: and 
will  be given tomorrow
 at 8:30 
he
 later
 
taught
 
navigational  
radar 
14373 
m 
30 7 
p.. 
Lane, : 
Capt. 
George
 N. Clifford, corn- 
Lenray 
a.m. at the 
main
 branch of 
the  
in 
the
 
I'S. Army He has 
four  pat-
mander 
Moffett 
Field 
Naval  
Air 
San Jose Post Office. 
Air  
Society
 
Seminar
 
Sponsors
 Speakers
 
The  
Spare
 
systems
 
Seminar
 of 
the
 
Arnold
 
Air  
Society,
 
honorary
 
Al
-ROTC
 
service
 
organization,
 
will  
end
 
Its  
four
-day  
meeting
 
tomonow
 
with
 
three  
speakers
 
in 
E132  
from
 
2 
to 
5 
p.m.
 
Discussing  
space 
technology
 
will  
be
 
William
 
Holmes,
 
plant  
admin-
istrator
 
at 
United
 
Technology
 
Cen-
ter,  
Sunnyvale:
 
0. 
W.
 
Johnson,
 
program
 
planning
 
specialist
 
for 
Lockheed
 
Missiles
 
and 
Space
 
Com-
pany,
 
Sunnyvale;
 
and  
Maury
 
Rat-
ferisperger,
 
manager
 
of 
range
 in-
strumentation
 
development  
at 
Piffle.
 
Corporation,
 
Palo
 
Alto.  
Holmes,
 a 
senior
 
member
 
of
 the
 
Institute
 
of 
Electrical
 and
 
Elec-
tronic
 
Engineers,
 
will 
speak 
on 
"Space
 
Poipolsion
 
System"
 
at
 2 
pin 
I b i' 
ii,, 
in 
Assixiate
 
Fel-
low
 of 
the 
American
 
Institute
 of 
Aeronaut  
Us 
and 
Astronautics,
 
with 
more 
than 
'20 
years  
experi-
ence
 in 
aeronautical
 
engineering,
 
satellite  
systems,
 and 
space
 com-
munications.
 
POLA  
RI 
P4
 
Johnson,
 
active
 in 
the 
missile
 
mogram 
for eight
 years. 
will dis-
cuss 
"Polaris,
 a 
Deterrent  
Weap-
on," 
at 3 
Rm.  
Residing  in 
Sara-
toga,
 Johnson 
is married
 and has 
four children. 
Teaching
 
5:tation.
 
Don 
Ryan,  assistant to the 
dean 
 
of students, 
announced that the 
test will take 
approximately  two 
hours.
 
He stated that 
students  will be. 
admitted 
if they 
presiously  
submitted
 questiamiaires.  It  
r00111 is available
 they will be ad-
mitted if they haie 
a completed 
questionnaire
 with 
theta
 
or if  they 
fill one out before the
 test. 
War Drama Rolls 
At Flicks Tonight 
One of the most . war 
drama., in recent cinema history 
comes to the screen tonight in 
TH55 when the Friday Flicks 
screen "The Bridges at Toko-Ri." 
Show time will be at 
7:30 and 
9:30 
p.m. 
William 
Holden. Grace Kelly 
and Mickey Rooney star in this 
personal drama set among 
the 
Navy carrier -based jet pilots and 
helicopter
 rescue teams (luring the 
Korean
 War 
Job
 Interviews
 
Interviews are now being held in 
Building X 303 S Ninth St., 
betwun  
915 
am, 
and 4.15 p.m, Appointment 
lists  
are  put out in
 
advance. Students 
are 
requested
 to sign up merly.-ED. 
TI Etinta,
 APRIL 30: 
Sequoia
 Area Girl Scout Council 
--Women  for unit leaders, 19 years 
age minimum and Camp direcams, 
21 years age minimum along with 
it
 program director and business 
manager for work at Camp Wood-
haven (near Redwood
 City) and 
Camp Sandierra tin the Sonora 
Pass 
area 
I. 
THURSDAV, MAY
 2: 
San Mateo
 
Girl Neout Connell 
Women, 19 years and over, for 
nature counselors at Camp So-
nora,
 Sonora California and at 
Two Camp Sentinels, 40 miles 
south of Lake Tahoe. 
SUPER 
SHOE MART 
SPECIAL  . . 
. 
Men's White 
Tennis 
Sizes 
6 to 1 2 
7-9 
, 
$397 
439 SO. FIRST ST. 
Open Monday, Thursday, 
Friday Nights 'Til 9 
Hawaiian 
Club: Dinner for Ha-
waiian MUN delegates at 95 S. 
Llth  St., 5:30 p.m. 
Wcuiiiefl's Recreation Assn.:
 Tum-
bling iti Wit:lien's
 Gym, 3:30 p.m. 
Sigma Delta Chi: 
Deadline  Din -
tier: Spartan C.ifeteria, 7:30 p.m. 
TtiMentttOW:
 
ottee: Fun 
and games In the 
Women's 
Gym,  12:30 11.111.
 
to 4:30 
I.
 
in.  
Flying 20's: Surfing 
films in 
Concert  Hall, 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 
P.m.:
 
$1.25  
per
 person. 
SUNDAY:
 
Tri-C 
Club: 
Seminar
 at 9:45 
a.m,  
with evening program at 5:45 p.m.; 
Third and San 
Antonio Sts. 
Roger 
Williams  Fellowship: The 
Rev. 
Sargent  Wright 
shows
 color 
slides
 of Latin America;
 Grace 
Baptist Church, 10th 
and  San Fer-
nando Streets, 6:15 p.m. 
MONDAY:  
Women's Recreation 
WRA 
Joe -Betty 
Contest 
Winners Revealed 
131,11 will
 be 
;innounced  at a 
dance in the Wom-
in's Gym tonight from 9 
p.m. to 1 
a.m. Voting for Joe and Betty will 
isintinue today at the polls in front 
of the 
bookstore and cafeteria. 
Trophies 
will
 be awarded to the 
winners at tonight's dance. No ad-
mission will
 be charged. 
Interviews
 
IInterriews
 for teaching positions
 
in 
California ar
 now
 being
 
held in 
Adm234, 
between
 9 
or.,. 
and 
430 
p.m. Signup 
sheets are now vailable.  
Students 
are requested to sign 
up 
early. -ED 
Tuesday. April 
30-Plumas
 Uni-
fied School District,
 Quincy, Plu-
ma.s County. 
Thursday. May 2- 
Oakland  Pub-
lic
 Schools, Oaklan d, 
Alameda 
County.  
Tuesday,  May
 7 -- Ceres Union 
High  School, Ceres. 
Stanislaus  
County.
 
Friday. May 10 -- Visalia Pub-
lic! Schools. 
Visalia,  Tulare
 
County
 
Mt. Pleasant School District,
 San 
Jose. Santa Clara County. Lake-
side Elementary District, Lakeside, 
San 
Diego  County. 
ents 
approved  
and  
several
 
cam,
 
inertial  radio 
licenses
 
and
 
is 
member
 of 
the 
American
 
Institute
 
of 
Electrical  
Engineei
 s. 
REPLI('AS
 
The 
SJS 
squadron
 
of
 
the
 
Arnow  
Air  
Society
 is 
the
 
admini.stran4
 
headquarters  of 
four
 
other
 
local
 
schools: 
Stanford
 
University,
 
ur,j. 
vercity  of 
California
 
in 
lierkeley,
 
San 
Francisco
 
Stale
 
Culleste.
 
and 
Fresno State
 College. 
Replicas  of 
the
 
Meteury
 
Apollo space 
capsules
 
ate
 
on
 
(I.
-
play in 
the  lobby 
of
 
the
 
I.:riga-ft.
 
mg
 
Building.  
At 
the  
entrance
 
u, 
the building  is 
the  
Allies
 
switainet
 
containing
 a 60,000 
pound
 
tiny,
 
liquid fuel 
engine.
 
Also  
Sli41)01
 
Pieetronie  equipment
 
from
 
Ileulett
 
Packard is 
on display. 
All 
students and
 
faculty
 
mem. 
hers are 
invited
 
to
 
attend
 
these's.
 
mar,
 
according 
to 
an
 
AFROTe
 
spokesman.  
Plaza  
Garden
 
Shop 
Flowers You'd 
Love to Give
 
CY II -3176 
Lo Rue's 
Plaza
 
Story and White 
Rds  
CAMPUS
 
MANAGER
 
RESPONSIBLE YOUNG 
MAN 
WITH 
SALES  
EXPERIENCE TO 
HELP  
TRAIN AND MANAGE 
COLLEGE
 SALES 
PEOPLE
 
Meaty 
of
 leads. No Invest-
moat
 We train you. 
Excel-
lent Summer 
opportunity.  
Send 
resume
 to Vita
 Craft 
Pacific 
Sales,  3645 
Grand 
Ave., 
No.  303, 
Oakland 
or 
phone  
H.H.  
Winchester
 at 
444-4615. 
0AMIID  
IFllhTIE 
1[11-111EIFEE
 WAS
 ONE
 
Start with a carton
 
and  
you'll
 
end  
up
 knowing 
why  
Winston
 is 
America's  
number one filter 
cigarette..  
.first  
in sales 
because  
it's 
first  
in flavor. 
The next time you
 buy 
cigarettes,
 buy pleasure 
by
 
the
 
carton. 
Winstonl
 
PURE WHITE,
 : 
MODERN FILTER
 : 
6dEMINNial-
 
_ 
PLUS 
; 
FILTER
 - 
BLEND 
UP FRONT 
writaston
 
fzsites
 
go
 
d 
like
 
a 
etgairette
 
should!
 
C1441
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 SC 
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.55.1t
 
wine= 
pindinae 
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opalinv
 
I
 
from  
torium.
 
irtieipatit
 
St 
- m, 
produetin
 
lidged
 
hr 
ternunit
 
:x.aril
 
Be
 
1 
emcee
 
Ii 
Coors'
 
COSI 
trtmg
 
at
 
secon 
1" 
a 
co
 
thes
 
'ehairme 
Hall,
 
A 
n 
!i the 
Make
 
rants
 
in 
° submi 
.locornj
 
' he thf
 
(Ming i 
Presentii
 
COMPLI
 
/i(lOstin
 
r I 
les
 
0 
Begi 
Sprir
 
Prtf 
F. 
 
r-okri1t\t-A-1
 Dfig 
,' 
ol--C1PANT
 
vsi
 
fl
 
ii  
 
Fishy 
Apr'
 Baker
 Requests 
Meteorology  
Program
 
Set
 
for 
KNTV 
Series
 
"Persspect
 
, 
,  . 
weekly television
 series. will 
teh-
cast the last part
 of its mo-part 
program on meteorology, with Dr. 
Albert  
Miller. 
associate  professor 
of meteorology. and 
Arnold E. 
True.. 
professor of
 
meteorology.
 
presiding 
tomorrosv  morning at 
1030 on KNIT. 
Channel
 11 
The two professors will 
d , 
"Fear of Aix
 What
 
Mete,:... 
Can Do About the We,,t,, 
Points  to be commented .... 
the present state 
of wealt.... ..e-
eosting 
and its 
problem..
  
 
ltill.1!
 
1.,i1  14 
weather.
 
And  
future  
possibilities
 
tn weather.
 
Sk/Plle 
present
 
problems
 
are  
that
 
Ae
 
do not
 
understand
 
the  general 
circulation
 
patterns  
in the
 upper
 
atmosphere 
and 
the 
exact  
genera-
tion
 factors for
 
hurricanes
 and 
tor-
nadoes
 are 
not 
understood,
 
accord-
ing To 
True.  
LP 
possibilities
 
in weather
 
 1,e 
disciissed  
by 
Professors  
Mit-
.,1 
Prue 
include
 
melting
 1, 
,Aer
 
the
 poles 
and flooding 
areas,  
such
 as the vallev 
III 
northern  
Siberia.
 
Spartan
 Daily 
Classifieds
 
BUY
 
'EM!
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 Ill 
Ride wanted Pak 
A...  ,!.."...!SC 
' 
Lena 
t,l 
A 's t. -"v 
Several
 
spaces
 
avail. Cc- s...di
 h..3(.:  
at_ord 
pr.vat
 
varn. C-.. 
he a^ 
R eas 
C v 6, eo 
vir ^  Ca -,s 
Ca i4E.E.-:!. A 
P,.t.
  
Ave 
Riders wonted 
L. Ma, 3 
y 
Ar you a frustrated 
 
LOST  AND FOUND 12) 
LOST:  r ,  
Lost: Basset Houiid.  
LOST: 
Longine 
wai,h 
a. 
  '., Cix ir 
 
AUTOMOTIVE 141 
Pant. '49, good cond. $150 cash 
62 N 
7.4s. Ar Weigelt. 
60 Ford 2 :ed. 6 -. /-  
^ 4 2+2 
For Sale:
 
353 rae
 goo::
 
Sell 3 sp.
 boys bike
 
$i2.50. 
War'  
  -a 'an,es. Reason. Rich
 
CV
 3.31 
BUSINESS
 
SERVICES  
(11) 
Expert 
typist,
 
'resat 
tar,
 
papers
 
' . 
s:
 ed.t.ng.
 
293-3055.
 
Auto I   
for 
students.  Phi..,.
 
2420 Cher Ba.ley 
Ins.
 
385 So. hi 
Srnet  
Jay W. 
Long 
-,,,a^ce 
Ccun 
--.P5,  V . Lie 
re.ards  
-woo 
re,  
rosy's. 
guarantee
 
y 
srenclv i 06 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Oil  
Boy with 
car C ass 5. 
manager
 we 
e PV, 
.n..^^. 
298-33(
 
Senior to train 
r-
 - 
T- 
.-0,^e
 
or 
HOUSING  
(12)
 
Pruf 
living 
qtrs. & 
storage for 
eat.  
2456.  P.M 
Unfurni;hed
 duplex, I bedroom.
 
water
 
pad, 
S 
---ed
 
stAents 
only.  C 
- 
 
; 
3319.  
MIRCHANDISI
 (16) 
'60 
Parille  
Scooter, 
.7.r13
 3900  asoet. Etc. 
cc -a. So33. EL 44491. 
'59 Sprite
 with
 hardtop. radio & 
heater
 
Also 
57 Morgan. 537-2694  affer 
4 p.m 
SS Ohs, 2 cit s -; ,3^ 35E. S 
10th rm. 212. CY 4 6C. 
Want 
capable
 auto mech. 
 
Vat,. 
G ycr
 
w,11.  
e.c. 
253-24.
 
1511 
Fiat 600, good -,ed. 
35
 
-P1
 $ 
,..  
be
 
 
Cri  
3.3320.
 
Buick '56 con. Red Ar P 
4025 evt 
325 
days 
2.55 
e.i 
Si Swtif. 
. 
$2' . 
220 72. 
57 Vcno, 
Me wantum 
weights.  
Barbel's
 and 
-- --
 Ca 253 
2224
 
Drummers! -..vo 
IS 
and 
one 17-
I5 
oiled
 
ac;n3 bike 
Je..n,.
 
CV
 
7.2250.
 
Po,  sae- 
boots.
 sizes 8 
; 
Matcsed  
John.
 
CV
 
7 5-
F 
si-e  
Compnentsi  80 
 , 
-one, !stereo  
B. 
 
259-0355.
 
TO PLACE 
AN AD: 
Call
 at Spartan 
Daily  Ad 
Offic 
with
 Check or 
Money  Order. 
 
No Phone
 Orders 
 
J207, I30-4:00, or 
Send in Handy Order Blank 
BUY DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS!  
To 
buy, rent, or sell a 
cymbidium, a Didus
 ineptus. 
frangipanni, or any
 other sensible thing,
 just fill out 
fit-
handy
 order 
form, clip it, and 
send
 it with a check 
cash to 
the  Spartan Daily 
Advertising
 Office, J207, So 
Jose State College, 
San  Jose 14, California. Ads 
mu) 
be in by 2:30 
P.M.
 two days prior 
to publication. 
Check
 a 
ClassifIcation:
 
" 
Ansouncernr.ints
 
Automotive 
Print your 
ad here. 
Business
 Services - Instruction
 
Housing 
Merchandlut 
(Co,. 33 Lot, and Spaces for Each Line) 
Strt.ng 
Date  
R., Ad for 
2/3/4/5
 
Days
 1C4cl Orml 
Ery1osed  
$
 C.',C11 No 
Name
 
Address
 
_ 
C.4-y 
Phone  
NEW 
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES
 
Minimum 
Two 
linos 
One time
 
One time
 Three
 times 
50c a 
line 1 
25ic 
a line 
Five tiny 
20t a lir 
2 
lines
 
$1.00
 
$1.50
 
$2.00
 
3 lines 
1.50
 
2.25
 
3.00
 
4 
lines
 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5 
lines 
2.50 
3.75
 
5.00 
Add  this 
amount
 for 
each 
addtl line 
.50 
.75 
1.00
 
For 
display 
advertising  
rates,
 call CV 
4-6414, Ext. 
20t 
from 1.20 
to 4:20. Monday
 through Friday.
 
GOLF
 
75c
 
Club 
Co-operation 
etuunnan
 of Actisi-
ties
 Night, requests that 
campus 
Outs and 
organizations
 
reply
 un-
methately 
concerning  their partic-
ipation
 in the event. 
Scheduled
 for 
next  fall during 
Orientation 
Week. Actisities 
Night  
all offer new 
students an 
o)1por-
' tunity
 to learn about
 extra -cur-
ricular activities 
arid at the same 
time. it 
will
 
give the campus  180 
clubs and 
organizations  an oppor-
tunity to build their
 memberships. 
_ . 
Military Ball Queen 
Crowned
 Tonight
 
Crin% tong of the queen
 will
 high-
light tonight's 14th Annual Mili-
tary Ball at Moffett Field Officers  
Club. 
L.
-SPARTAN
 
TEMPO  
was
 Aot..at  
owl*,  
xi 
Air  Society
 
Seminar
 
111111MM
 
MOM 
MP
 
MIN  
Moo, 
s 
NMoMMI
 
*NSW
 .; 
larks  
avabory .804w 
tams
 teritui 
Ms.  
11111 WNW,
 NNW 
NOW*
 111111111111111
 
111M 
MIMS
 
MOM 
MOM 
 IM111111111
 
 
 
. 
 mow 
Friddy,
 April
 26,
 
1963
 
Sponsors
 
Speakers
 
The
 
Spa.,  Systems 
Seminar  of 
the
 Arnold 
Air  Society, 
honorary 
AFROTC
 
service organ 
izat
 ion,  will 
end 
its 
four
-day
 meeting 
tomorrow 
,,th
 three 
speakers  in 
E132 from
 
.1 
to 
5 p.m. 
Discussing
 spat* 
technology will 
be
 William 
Holmes,
 plant 
admin-
istrator
 at 
United  
Technology  
Cen-
ter, 
Sunnyvale:
 0. 
W.
 
Johnson,
 
program 
planning
 specialist
 for 
Lockheed
 Missiles
 and Space
 Com-
pany.
 
Sunnyvale;
 and Maury Bat-
tensper;*r,
 manager 
of range In -
sit: nientatiort
 
develi.pment
 at 
Hideo
 Corrairation. 
Palo 
Alto. 
Holmes, is 
senior 
member  of 
the  
Institute
 of 
Electrical  
and
 Elec-
tronic
 Engineers, 
will speak 
on 
-Space 
Pon,u1sion
 Svstem" at 2 
ents
 
apptsived
 
;itiii
 
everal
 
mereiitl 
radio
 
license-
 
and
 
is 
member  of 
the
 
American
 
Institulf-
of 
Eleetziest1
 
Enesneet
 s 
REPLICAS
 
The  
535 
squadron
 
of 
the
 
Arnu...1
 
Air
 Society is 
the
 
administraTio
 
headquarters  
of
 
four
 
other
 
suesu  
schools:  
Stanford
 
University,
 
UN-
verrity
 
of 
California
 
in
 
Berkeiey,
 
San
 
Francisco
 
State
 
College,
 
a4 
Fresno
 
State
 
College.
 
Replicas 
of
 
the  
Meicury
 
and  
Apollo  space 
('apsule;
 
are
 
on
 
eis. 
play
 in the 
lobby
 
of
 
the
 
Engurets-
ing
 
Building.
 
At
 
the 
entrant*
 
tu 
the
 
building  
is
 the 
Atlas
 
sustainer
 
containing
 a 
60.000
 
pound
 
thrust
 
liquid
 fuel 
engine.
 
Also
 
$1.101  
Mosaics
 
Showing
 
at
 
College
 
Gallery
 
Mosaics
 hy 
Thomas
 
Hunt,  a 
Palo
 Alto
 
artist,
 
will
 be 
showing
 
ha 
The 
College
 
Art  
Gallery  until 
May 
10. The 
works 
have 
been
 on 
display
 since
 
Wednesday,
 April 17. 
Hunt's 
mosaics 
follow 
religious
 
themes,
 and 
they
 are 
constructed  
using the 
rare "direct 
build up" 
technique.
 Instead
 of 
laying
 the 
mosaic on 
paper and 
gluing
 it be-
fore 
applying  
the
 grout 
binding 
material,
 Hunt presses 
the colored 
glass directly 
into the wet 
grout. 
He uses two 
types  of glass in 
his 
mosaics:  
Italian 
Stnalti, 
hand -
chipped  
from
 large 
glass sheets, 
and Venetian
 glass. pressed 
into
 
small
 
shapes
-
In 1962, 
Hunt's work was 
part 
of 
a two-man exhibition with 
Sis-
ter 
Mary
 Corita at the Stanford 
Art Gallery, and he recently con-
cluded a one-man show at the 
De Young Museum 
The 
gallery  is open 
weekdays  the 
gmat
 
dome is often 
character-
!. to 
4,
 and from 1.1.5 to 5 
p.m. on ized 
as
 
hinging
 from 
heaven
 by 
 rdays.
 
la golden   ',idd " 
Mosaics
 
have
 
declined  
in 
popu-
larity 
as 
an
 art 
form 
in 
recent  
centuries,
 
although  
they 
seem 
to 
be 
making  a 
comeback
 in 
many 
modern  
churches.
 
The
 
medium
 
reached  
its 
zenith  
during  
the 
early  
Christian
 cen-
turies  
of
 the 
Byzantine
 
empire.  
when  
eastern  
rite 
churches  
were 
richly 
encrusted  
with 
mosaics  
on
 
walls,  
ceilings.
 and 
even 
floors.  
Mosaics  
complemented
 
the  
domed 
Byzantine
 chturhes
 beau-
tifully' 
because
 of the 
reflective
 
powers 
of the 
works  in 
dim  
light.
 
The 
church 
of Sancta
 Sophia 
1Holy 
Wisdom)
 in 
Constantinople  
has  
probably  
the  finest 
examples 
ex -
ti at 
of
 the 
use  of 
mosaic.  
The
 
walls  of the 
great  church 
are said 
to 
glisten and
 radiate 
with the 
thousands
 of reflective 
surfaces  
of the 
mosaics,  so 
much  so 
that
 
ALMA GOLF
 COURSE 
son jose's newest, most modern 
9 hole golf 
course  
Only 
Lighted Golf 
Course in Northern 
California 
Students 
and faculty 
Monday thru 
Friday 
MINIATURE
 
GOLF
 
50c  
With 
A.S.B. Card 
* 9 -hole golf 
course  * miniature golf 
* putting greens * snack
 bar 
ALMA 
GOLF COURSE 
member 
Spartan Foundation
 
445 W. Alma St., Saa Jame 
The
 
Interlude
 
SPECIAL  COLLEGE
 
NIGHTS
 
Monday  
Tuesday  
Wednesday
 
Choke of entree includes 
Dinner 
1 99 
Soup, 
Salad,  Coffee, Tea 
or
 Milk 
Steak
 
Broiled  
Ham 
Steak 
Breaded Scallops 
French
 Fried Prawns
 
Sauteed 
Sweetbreads  
Michael
 Keith 
at 
tile piano 
Nightly 
3rd and Sa,te ..era 
CV 7-7696 
Serving from 5:00
 to 10:00 
Closed Sunday 
CAROL  
SHRADEL,
 junior, is checking
 to see 
if it's 
real,  the mosaic, 
that is. This is 
one of 
several 
on
 display by 
Thomas Hunt
 at the 
campus
 Art Gallery 
until the middle
 of May. 
Art 
Gallery  Shows 
Children  
Portraits
 
By Signed Jones 
Villa 
Montalvo Art 
Gallery
 
will  
be showing. until Tuesday, por-
traits of children by Signed Jone. 
photographic  prints by the Cam-
era Club, and photographic the-
atrical biography by Dorthe a 
Johnston of 
Saratoga. 
The Montalvo 
estate,
 located in 
Saratoga 
just off the main high -1 
way, 
was  the former 
residence  of I 
Sen. James Phelan, who bequeathi.A 
it to the city 
for  use as a cultural 
center and residence for various 
types  of artists. 
Tonight Willy Ley, 
cc, .1 
fornolis authority 
on
 
rock,-'-. .!,I 
space travel. is lecturing at 
F..'
-
bill College in the College The-
ater 
   
Furnishings by 
design. lectures 
May  1, 8, 15, 22, a 
series
 by Wini-
fred 
Steiner,  U. of 
C.
 home ad-
visor, from 
10
 to 11:45 am.
 at 
the 
St. Claire 
Room 
and  an-
porium 
RESTAURANT 
AND 
DRIVE-IN  
For fast 
service 
and  
great  
food
 . . 
come 
to the SKILARK
 
DRIVE-IN
 
Openevery
 day 
mai: 3 
a.m. 
and never a minimum eliarp, 
Come
 in 
for  
brent.,faq
 
thiq  weekRml
 
The Gallery is open 
from  
9 
am. 
to
 4 
per.
 
on 
weekdays,  1:15 to 5 
p.m. 
on 
Sundays.
 
The 
mosaic
 
show 
is -Christ 
Receiving
 
the 
Holy  
Sprit," 
BRUCE
 
BROMLEY,  junior,
 and 
Ronald 
Keil,
 
senior,
 
view
 
Thomas
 
Hunt's  -St. Demetruis,
 
protector
 
of 
children-
 
presently
 
on
 
da
 
play
 
in the 
campus
 Art 
Gallery.
 
Hunt,
 
a 
noted
 
Palo
 
Alto
 
artist
 
will 
have
 his 
one-man
 show on campus
 
until
 
the
 
middle
 
of
 
May.
 
SPAGHETTI
 
All You 
Can 
Eat!
 
with garlic bread 
and 
salad
 
99' 
CHARCOAL
 
BROILED
 
Serwal
 
with 
Soled.  
STEAKS 
 
&I
 oho
 
Vegetable  
and
 
41 
"7 
Balind 
Potato
 
Wiseed ys 
6 a.m. to 8 p.m 
Sat.
 
7 
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P 
On 
play  
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legsl 
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ievision
 
act.
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the
 top 
hot 
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Edgewa
 
in 
(.'hicag
 
.uins.
 
flake  
Jas. 
Royal
 
HI.  
Coconut
 
The 
Courtn
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on 
all
 
were
 
feat'  
ovie
 
shorts,
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deeidi 
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still
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1111111imin
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Resteure,'  
open
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sirs
 
Drive -le  open 
'141 3 T. 
521 
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 Santa Clara 
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Meteorology  
Program
 
Set 
for 
KM
 
Series
 
Perspective,'
 
San  
3,
 PS, State's 
weekly 
television  
series.  
so
 
;11 tele-
cast the 
last part of its
 toot -pair
 
program on meteorology, with lb.. 
Albert Miller. associate professor 
of meteorology. and Arnold E. 
True. proiessor of 
meteorology.  
presiding
 tomorrow 
morning  at 
10:30  
on KNTV. Channel
 11. 
The 
two
 
profttnoson. 
will  
discuss 
"Fear of AU. What Meteorology 
Can 
Do 
About
 the
 
Weather  " 
Points to be 
commented on are 
the present 
state
 of 
seal  her fore-
easting and its 
problems. the cons 
Ilsol 
.Jrni
 
mtnlitis-atliin
 
of
 
sot -at
 her. 
and 
future
 
possibilities
 
In
 
weather.  
Some
 
present 
problems
 
are  that 
ose 
do
 not understand
 
the 
general  
circulation
 
patterns
 in 
the 
upper 
atmosphere.
 
and 
the  exact
 
genera-
tion
 factors for 
hurricanes
 and
 tor-
nadoes 
are
 not
 
understood,
 accord-
ing to 
True 
Future 
possibilities
 in weather, 
to be discussed
 by 
Professors
 Ma-
Ivr and 
'Pi
 
at. 
include  
melting  
ice 
caps
 s rser 
the 
pAes 
and 
flooding
 
Baker  Requests 
Club 
Co-operation 
IPhil
 baker,
 
chairman 
of ALIll. I- 
tics Night, requests 
that campus 
dubs and 
organizations  reply 
ins-
tnediately 
cuncerning  their parties 
lipation in 
the  event. 
Scheduled for next full during 
Orientation 
Week,  Activities Night 
vvil 
offer new 
students 
an  oppor-
tunity to learn about extra -cur-
ricular activities and at the same 
time. it 
will give the campus' 1E10 
clubs and organizations an oppor-
tunity to build their memberships. 
 - - _ 
Military Ball 
Queen  
noel 'ilea' 
such
 " 
the
 
valleyCrowned
 Tonight
 
region
 
in 
northern
 
Siberia.  
Spartan 
Daily 
Classifieds
 
BUY  
'EM!
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 (1) 
BUSINESS  
SERVICES
 
1111  
Rate 
wanted 
4  S.J5(.. 
Several
 species 
avoil 
studs 
18-30
 vm 
pr 
Sr 
- . 
 Cc-sica 
$3Cri 
-45-5725
Riders tweeted tr ,.  .. Ma. 3 
Af you  
frustrated
  
LOST AND 
FOUND  (2) 
LOST
 
1  z 
Lost: Basset 
Huur.d
 
- 
- _ 
LOST 
Lunginc
 .  
tid 
AUTOMOTIVE
 141
 
Pont. '49, 
 
it 
-
 
- 
'OP
 Ford
 2 
$9cr 
For 
Sala:  ,953 ea- oncz 
S.
 
1,2eh.
 
Expert
 
typist,
 ',Coo
 ten
 
papers, n 
 
,  
edt.ng.
 
293.3085.
 
Auto Insurance
 for 
students.  Phone
 
_-er 
Boiley 
Ins. 
385 So. 
Mor 
Jay W. 
Long 
- 
Ccunsei
 
. it- 
rtwards
 plan, 
-n 
;1 
qi.aranteeO
 
. .    
years  ci. 
EMPLOYMENT
 (10) 
Boy Mth 
car  3., u 
manager
 
with 
 
m,
 
Dunn.  
298-3361.
 
Senior  to 
train 
-.' 
eatagemen.
 
- , 
-c- 
oart.titne.  Major 
 
Whitten,  
CV
 
8-3i 
_ 
u> 
_c solicitor
 t: call from 
our 
 5 re
 
$1.25  per 
hour j 
  
s 4 rii-ghts 
woo  
,t I  .11 
Y.
 ,,I i4590 
intemien
 
Hash.. -.Ind 
I meals 
provided.
 n 
11M  
St
 
HOUSING  
1121  
Llaut,shed
 duplex, 
droorn.
 r 
,  
paid. 
S7C. 
  
-i
 
st,.derts
 only.  CV
 
MERCHANDISE
 (16) 
-.3.  
Sell 3 sp. boys 
bike  S 2.53. 
Want 
  La :ernes. Reason. 
Rich
 
CV
 3-315 
'40 
Para). 
Scooter. 
c^ly
 
393.: 
e 
cond. $160. 
EL 4-4491. 
'99 
Sprite 
with 

 
Also 5' Mon --
56 
Cliciv.  2 
. 
212. CY 
4  
Want
 Capable auto 
'neck, 
-cr rr. -  
'SI Fiat 
600. 
Bald '56 con.
 Rea
 
r.  32C o 
53 Stude 
4 1 
57 Volvo, 
P 
H. 
5395  
799
 
eve  
Me 
wentum  weights.
 
Barbells  and at 
- - Col' 253-2224. 
Drummers!  
IS
 
and
 one Z 
15 
speed  
:h 
acing
 
bike  - 
g 
---
   - Jerv. 
CV
 
2.2250. 
For 
San
 
: 
boots.  sizes B I. 
. 
John.
 
CV 7-975' 
Metch,,d  ste- Compnenh,
 80 
TO PLACE 
AN
 AD: 
Call 
at Spartan Doily Ad 
Of4ic  
with Check or 
Monsty  
Ordr.  
 No 
Phone Orders  
J207, 
130.4-00,
 or 
Send in Handy
 Ordr Blank 
BUY DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS!
 
To buy, rent, or sell  a 
cymbidium,  a Didus ineptus, 
frangipanni, or any 
other sensible thing, just 
fill
 out this 
handy order
 form, clip it, and send it 
with a check Of 
cash 
to the Spartan Daily Advertising 
Office,
 J207, San 
Jose State College, San
 Jose 14, California. Ads must 
be in 
by 
2:30 
P.M.  two days prior
 to publication. 
Check a ClasslCication: 
Announcene,nts
 Business 
Services" Instructlee
 
Automotive  
Housing 
- Merchandise 
Print your 
ad here. 
(Count 33 Letters end Spaces for Each Line) 
Strt,ng  
Data   
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days
 
(Circle
 One) 
Enclosed
 
S   Checs No 
Address
 
_ _ 
Ciry Phone 
NEW 
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES
 
inimum 
Two 
lines 
One time 
One time 
50c a 
line 
I 
Three 
times 
25s a 
line  
Five time
 
20t  a 
lint
 
2 lines 
$1.00 $1.50  
$2.00
 
3 lines 
1.50 
2.25  
3.00 
4 lines
 
2.00
 
3.00 
4.00 
5 lines 
2.50 
3.75  
5.90 
Add this 
amount  
for  
each 
addtl 
line  
.50
 
.75 
1.00 
For  display 
advertising  
rates  call CT 
4-6414,  Ext. 
201  
from 1.20 to 4:20,
 Monday through 
Friday.  
 
, Crowning of the qufs-n will high -
!light tonight's 14th Annual Mili-
tary Ball at Moffett Field Officers 
!Club.
 
Militzkrula""a"
 
Air
 
Society
 
Seminar
 
111111111111101
 
1111111111116  
Sponsors
 
Speakers
 
The 
Spa....
 Systems
 
Seminar
 of 
the 
Arnold
 Air 
Society, 
honorary 
A 
PILOT('
 
service
 
organizat  
u.n. will 
erits  approved
 
;111,1
 
 
I 
inercial 
nide) 
lieense.s
 
rind
 
' 
member
 of 
the
 
American
 
Institute
 
4 
end 
its 
four -day 
meeting 
h 
anon  ow I of 
Elect tica
 I
 
Engine
--i5
 
with 
three  
speak
 
Air  
Society
 
is 
the
 
zeiministrathe
 
be 
William
 
Holmes-
 
Plant
 
admin..
 
headquarters  
of 
four
 
Other
 
load
 
speakers  in 1:1:12 
from I 
The  SJS 
squailion
 
of
 
the
 
ArriolJ
 
REPLICAS
 
'2 
Iii
 
5 
P.111.  
Discussing  
space 
technology
 
will  
versity  
of
 
California
 
in
 
Berkeley
 
istrator
 at 
United
 
Technology  
Cen- 
schools:
 
Stanford  
University,
 1:11.
 
ter,
 
Sunnyvale;
 
0. 
W. 
Johnson,
 
San
 
Francisco
 
State  
Culls-ye
 
sei
 
program
 
planning  
specialist for 
fellsPerger.
 
manager
 of range
 in. Apollo 
spaces 
capsules
 
are
 
on
 
dis
 
Lockheed
 
Missiles
 and
 Space 
f'om- 
Fresno  
State
 
College.
 
Replicas 
iif  
the
 
Mercury
 
jjaa 
pany,
 
Sunnyvale:  
and 
Maury  
Raf-
play 
in the 
lobby  
of
 
the
 
Etigits.t.t.
 
ing
 
Building.
 
At
 the
 
entrarwe
 
ta 
st I 
umentation
 
development  at 
containing
 
a 
60,000 
pound
 
thrust
 
toinic  
Engineers.  
Philo,
 
Corp,,rat
 ion, 
Palo
 
Alto. 
Institute  
of 
Electrical
 and 
Elec. 
Holmes,  
a senior
 
member
 of 
the  
will speak on 
liquid
 fuel 
engine.
 
Also
 
$1,800
 
the building 
is 
the
 
Atlas
 
sustainer.
 
tell 
no 
per.eriivi,...
 
-a
 o 
Programs
 
4-APARTAN
 
TEMPO 
Friday,
 
April
 26, 
1963 
KFPA
 
Radio
 
Universal
 
Studio
 
Tells
 
Urban
 
Renewal 
Serials
 
Of
 
Talent
 
Search
 
Program
 
Hollywood's
 most 
ambitious 
pro -
'gram.
 just 
developed 
by Universal
 
to seek 
out, 
develop
 and 
encourage.  
fresh,  
new  young 
talent- 
produc-
ers.  directors,
 writers and
 actors -
was 
announced  
recently  by 
Edward , 
Muhl,  
vice  president in 
charge  of . 
peduction.  
"The 
company,"  Mr. 
Muhl stated. 
"is 
providing  opportunities in a 
'new 
film horizon'
 program 
for.  
such 
talent, to he 
given a 
chance
 
to express 
themselves  in the actual 
creation
 of motion 
picture;
 rather 
than in 
any  training 
program. 
"For this 
purpose 
Universal
 has 
allocated a 
substantial 
budget  for 
the 
production  of a 
number
 of such 
motion  pictures." 
Muhl said. 
"The 
range  of subject 
matter  for 
these 
productions  
will  be such 
that  
they can run 
the gamut from re-
lease in 
smaller, specialized, 
long -
run 
theaters
 all the way
 to pic-
tures that might
 conceivably play
 
Radio 
City
 IVIu.sic Hall. 
-The emphasis," 
he
 continued. 
"will be basically on quality prod-
uct, pictures of the highest 
caliber 
with the budgets for each picture
 
dependent upon
 the picture's needs 
"This major development
 in pic-
ture making 
has  a four -fold pur-
pose." Muhl explained:
 
MONTEREY  
FOLK 
FESTIVAL
 
FRI. NIGHT
-MAY 17 
Peter.
 Paul 
I Mary 
!_igh+nin' Hopkins 
Greenbrier  
Boys I 
Dian
 
Barbara  Dane 
A 
rdreers
 Sisters 
The
 
Diller&
 
SAT.
 AFT.- MAY 111 
Folk 
Tale.,
 
Shoe, & 
Sieg  
e'th
 
Barbara
 Dane, 
Bass Ha.os NI.Ye Seeger. 
Doc Weson Ralph Rinzle. 
Joke Cohen Country toys 
and 
many
 
others.  
SAT. NIGHT -MAY
 18 
Co.
 
rVeve,
 
Bob 
Dylan 
New 
Lost City
 
Rambles
 
Menc  
Upscomb  
Rita Well 
Bess.e Jones. Georgia 
Sea Island 
Singers
 
Waist 
Wind Folk 
Ensemble  
SUN. 1:00 P.M.
-MAY
 19 
Bessie Jones
 
Orerstree+  
& 
his 
Boys 
Andrews  
SIsters 
red many others. 
SUN. MT. -MAY 19 
Erik 
Darling  and 
the 
Rooftop 
Singers
 
Walk
 Right
 In -
Clarence  Ashley, Dec 
Watson 
and
 their  Band 
Poscoe
 Holcomb - 
1...ghtnin Hopkias 
Kausa 
Olenn - Country 
Boys 
SEASON 
TICKETS
 
on sale until May
 1 only! 
$21  - 
$16  -- $13
 
oor P 
Bo. 
778
 
mot...ry  
Tickets to 
Ise actual Concerts 
on sale rase I 
ST. CLAIRE MOTEL LOU! 
San lose - 295 0888 
ID To 
answer
 the 
mounting  de-
mand  by 
theaters
 throughout
 the 
world 
for 
additional
 suitable
 prod-
ucts.  
121
 To 
reply  to 
those  
critics  
con-
tending 
that 
young  
American  
pie- - 
ture-makers
 
have not
 kept 
pace 
with the 
recent 
"new 
wave"  or 
neo - 
realism  
school  of 
producers
 
abroad. 
31 
To tackle
 in a 
concrete  
and
 
practical  
manner  the 
problem 
of 
developing
 
major  new 
picture
-
making 
talent 
behind  the 
camera 
as well as 
performing  
artists.  
141
 To demonstrate
 
anew
 Uni-' 
versal's
 deep 
conviction 
as to the 
future  of 
motion  
picture
 making in 
America.
 
"This  
new 
program
 is 
intended 
to
 augment
 Universal's
 present
 
schedule 
of top- level
 production.
 
That 
program will 
be expanded 
to 
proside  a 
maximum
 number
 of top 
pictures," 
he said. 
Mr. Muhl 
also stated 
that an 
awareness 
of 
Universal's
 "new 
film  
horizons"
 program 
will reach the
 
Municipal  Chorus 
Performs 
Sunday 
San 
Jose  
Municipal
 ('h-irus 
siEi 
perform its 100th 
concert under 
the leadership
 of LeRoy V. 
Brant 
Sunday 
at
 3 p.m. in the 
Scottish. 
Rite 
Auditorium  in San Jose. 
The music of several San Jesse 
composers 
will 
be included in the 
spring concert, which
 will he dedi-
cated to Brant. 
Composers 
whose works will be 
represented  in the program will 
!include 
Sibelius,  Vaughan 
Wil-
liams, Bloch 
and 
others.  
Interested
 persons, tray call Mrs 
Jane Anderson at CH 3-0304 for 
information 
on the concert. 
Non-reaerved seats require no 
phone 
call
 and are 
open to the 
public without 
char:, 
Student 
Bowling  
3 lines
 
Si
 ..anytime 
 35c a line after 6 p.m. 
 Open 24 Hrs. 
  7 Days A Week 
TRY our 
STEAK $1.35 
DOWNTOWN
 
BOWL 
175 W Santa Clara St. CV 4-7800 
many  
fine 
young
 
talents
 
who 
pres-
ently 
exist 
in the
 
United  
States  
butt 
are 
reported
 to 
be 
finding
 
difficul-
ty 
in
 
interesting
 
major  
studios  
inj 
their  
projects  
or 
in 
obtaining
 
fi-
nancing
 for
 
projects
 
which 
they!
 
have 
developed.
 
"Universal."
 
Muhl
 
pointed
 
out: 
"welcomes
 
and 
encourages
 the 
op-
portunity 
of
 
reviewing
 
such  
proj-
ects.  
"It
 is 
looking
 
forward
 
to 
arovid-
ing 
the 
advantages
 
of 
it.  
world-
wide
 
organization
 for
 such
 
picture-'
 
making  
talents
 
and  
their  
projects
 
We 
are  
eager  to 
seek 
out 
embry-
onic  
talents  
of 
this
 
kind
 
wherever
 
they
 
may  be 
in 
all  
fields
 " 
he 
c,,n  
A 
'-eries
 
of 
four
 
programs
 
cov-
,siss  
:arious
 
aspects
 of 
urban
 re-
new 
al
 and 
redevelopment
 in 
Brit-
ain 
and 
the 
United
 
States  
will 
be 
presented
 
Sunday
 
on 
Berkeley
 
ra-
dio 
station
 
KPFA.
 
94.1
 on 
the 
FM 
. 
1 
diaL
 
The
 
first 
two 
programs.
 
at
 1:30!
 
and 
2:45 
p.m.,
 
were  
recorded
 In
 
Britain.
 
The
 
1:30  
presentation.
 "From
 
the 
Ground
 
Up." 
is a 
documentary
 
study
 
of
 
Britain's
 
"New
 
Towns.l  
communities
 
developed
 
under
 gov-
erment
 direction
 to 
draw
 people I 
away  
from 
the 
oaer-eongested
 
urban areas. 
"Mamma
 
Don' 
Low 
No
 Ugly,
 
Buildings
 in 
Here."
 the 
second) 
program,  
is a 
panel  
discussion  
in.
 
soloing 
members
 of 
Britain's  
New  
Architecture  
Group
 
which  seeks 
. to 
focus
 the 
attention
 
of
 
archi-
tects 
on the
 
question
 
of
 
architec-
tural 
uidiness,
 
especially
 
in
 city 
eluded. 
areas. 
S.F.  
State
 
Arts  
Festival
 
To 
Feature
 
Poetry,
 
Jazz
 
Not 
unlike
 
Grecian
 
Olympics
 
where 
poetry 
contests 
were 
asim-
portant
 
as 
the  
races,
 the
 third
 
annual
 
Contemporary
 
Arts 
Fes-
tival 
at
 San 
Francisco  
State 
Col-
lege, 
today 
through
 
Sunday.
 
will  
feature  a 
competition
 
between
 po-
ets 
of Bay 
Area 
schools
 as 
pert
 
jf
 the 
celebration.
 
This 
afternoon
 at 1215 
in the 
Gallery Lounge, college
 poets from 
Award
 winner
 Wright  
Morris; 
Ful-
bright Grant 
poet
 William 
Dickey; 
Phelan Award
 winning 
poet
 Leon-
ard E. Nathan
 from the 
Univers-
) aity of 
California. and George P. 
Elliott, author
 of "Parktilden 
! !age." now at St. Mary's College 
, Jazz will be played by college 
' bands at The Commons Sunday 
afternoon. An 
Actor's  Workshop 
!production  of "Waiting for 
Godot"  
!winds up 
the Festival
 at 7:30 
p.m,  
in the
 Main 
Auditorium.  
Stanford, 
University of California.
 
For 
information
 phone 
JU niper 
San Francisco State 
College,  San 
4-2300,  
extension
 
262. 
-Francisco City College. Contra ' 
Costa College, University 
of San 
Francisco and Jefferson High 
School  of Daly 
City
 sill 
pit verses 
in a contest of lyrics. 
Dorothea Berg. 19, sophon-.-
English 
major  and
 honor
 
stud.-
 . 
at San Francisco Slate Col:, 
will represent the host institu,.., 
The trials are 
coordinated 
Pennfield  Jenson. 
sophemore  
isis major 
from 
Brisbane,  a 
LIT , 
uate of Jefferson
 High School
 ll. 
was 
assisted 
by the 
Poetry  ce, - 
ter.
 now led by 
James  
vril.  a noted 
poet and 
Assistant 
Professor  
of
 English 
at San 
Fran-
cisco 
State. 
Professionals
 perform
 
Ininorrow
  
when
 
jazz  artists
 Vinve 
Guarakii  
and his 
Ulu: Turk 
Murphy,
 leafier
 
of
 the 
San 
Francisco  
Jazz 
Band.  
Mary
 
Stallings,  jazz 
vocalist;
 and 
John 
Handy 
III. 
graduate
-student
 
and 
a 
performer  
with 
nationally
-
known  
bands, 
lake 
over the
 ( 
leife's
 Main 
Auditorium
 at 2 
p , 
Tomorrow
 
night
 at 
745 
1,, 
"Festival
 of 
Literature"
 with
 ns,i 
alga 
in 
poetry  
and  prose
 by 
fans 
writers
 
will
 be held 
in the .Sir 
torturn.
 
Included  are 
National
 
B., 
 
40.1.141.1.1".7
 
_ 
- 
- 
Thu.
 
 
covered
 
. 
and 6 
p.m 
Catherine  
turer  
in city .c 
I 
regional
 
nine.  
University
 
of 
Cahforo
 
Berkeley,  
will
 
speak
 
in
 
the5
 
program
 on 
"Plsrining
 
for 
1 
politan  
Growth."
 
The
 final
 
presentation
 
511
 
highlights
 
front
 the
 
SPUR
 
N 
borhoods"  
Conference
 
heal
 
January
 in 
San  
Francisco.
 
Information
 
on 
these
 
pm 
or 
a 
free 
copy
 
of 
"Foie'
 
KFPA
 
program
 
guide.
 may l 
tabled
 
from 
KPFA.
 
Berkeley
 
or 
by
 
phoning
 
TB
 8-6767
 
KSJS 
Highligh
 
6 00 -TWILIGHT
 CONCERT 
Menchrlssoh-  
Capriccio 
I.
 
Stravinsky  
F.rabird
 
ballet) 
7:00-GEORGETOWN
 
FORUM  
Beavers
 Dragon
 
7 30-FOLK SAMPLER 
Emphasis 
- Page and 
Brow -ton 
TUESDAY
 
6:00
-TWILIGHT
 
CONCERT
 
Debussy:
 
La
 
Met  
Shostekovich
 Celle 
S4.4.4  
FRIDAY  
5:00
-BUSINESS
 
REVIEW
 
Report
 on 
Pay 
TV 
tr00--TWIUGHT
 
CONCERT
 
Ravel:  
String
 
Quark.  
Major 
Hadyn:  Symphony
 
No
 
E
-Flat
 
Major
 
8:15
-THE
 
WALL
 
The  
Wall
 
Around
 
H 
This 
Week's
 
specialtie
 
at 
ARCHIE'S
 
10091661~4606000~6014/seatmafiesemS016010106040
 
tl
 
York
 
Steak
 
'Top
 
Sirloin
 
Steak
   
Dinner  
Steak
 
.   
Steak  
.Sandicich
   
Ground
 
Steak
   
Breaded
 
Veal 
Cutlet 
Chicken
 
Fried
 
Steak  
Roast 
Heel  
............  . 
.......................
 
Roast 
Pork
 with -Soup
 
and  
Salad
 
......  
Spaghetti
 
1411/i 
Ile(t'
 
Balls
   
Ravioli
 frith Wear
 
Balls
   
hm10060660161,
 - 
11 i 
481611.1.11°1  
. S1.39 
99e
 
99e 
99e 
00/t  
99e 
ARCHIE'S
 
STEAK
 
HOUSE
 
5 15 !,().
 
2N1)  
FREI%
 
l' OW(' 
nowaxuarilazziarkazuzz,
 
  
LIVE
 
MUSI 
C 
NIGHTLY.'
 
FRIDAY,
 
SATURDAY.
 6 
SUNDAY:
 
Cily 
Starr
 
^rl
 
IS.
 
Gshouse
 
MONDAY:  
Je"Y
 
Seydu
 
and thin 
Bari
 
.00re
 
Boo
 
TUESDAY:  
Billy  Str,  and 
thr
 
Gshouse
 
AllSta,
 
WEDNESDAY:
 
Dance 
to the 
music  of 
Jay
 
Knny's
 
10 
Pirrce  
Ballroom 
Orchestra
 
THURSDAY-
les 
Pollack
 and his 
Banjo
 
ICntP 
- 
ALSO  
--
CHICAGO
 
STYLE
 PIZZA AND
 
REFRESHMENTS'
 
Vol.
 
51 
Lars
 
-The 
th 
.7l1,1111'
 
scrt.a. 
Hunt
 
lend(
 
peopl,
 
Ds* 
of 
C.
 
;Erten
 
Tht 
who 
Sc);'
 
eirl 
so 
in 
kw 
er; 
SI 
teach 
lie:
 
Carts
 
All 
know] 
tiful
 
Hitch,
 
startil
 
Iii 
hliny 
The 
ely  
Is 
rich  
San
 
1 
lows 
his  
m 
films)
 
a 
pre,
 
his sn 
met. 
terooii
 
non
 
t 
hird  
I 
bird v 
is 
litt
 
hisbe
 
the re 
motor
 
Pre\ io 
As 
prolix
 
pruhle
 
dertoo
 
dou 
fnrmar
 
a 
marl
 
bird
 
a 
i 
npspit,
 
hetime 
that
 
tr
 
of
 
the
 
the
 um 
his ebi, 
agreed  
Until
 
tore
 
w,
 
underti
 
perfnril
 
tr>r1 
MAY
 
17-111-19
 
3830
 
STEVENS
 
CREEK
 
BLVD.
 
21:6000
 
13 
-OR1G1NAt
 
DEfl
 
IN.
-SPARTAN
 DAILY
 
Friday.
 April 
26, 190 
B 
Meteorology
 
Program
 
Set for 
KNTV
 
Series
 
"Perspective,  ' Son 
Jose  State's 
weekly 
television  
series.
 will tele-
cast 
the last part 
of its va 0 -part 
program 
on
 meteorology,
 with 
Dr. 
Albert  
Miller.
 
associate
 
professor  
of 
meteorology.
 and 
Arnold 
E. 
True. protessor
 
of
 
meteorology.
 
presiding
 
tomorrow
 
morning  
at 
10:30 
on KNTV, 
Channel
 11. 
The two 
pi 
"Fear 
of
 Aa 
WI.,,  
Can 
Do Atioi,t 
toe 
1Visithei  " 
Points  to 
be 
commented  
on urn -
the 
present  
state 
of 
weather
 
funs 
i.asting 
and 
its 
problenis  
the 
trot
 and
 
modification
 
of 
weal
 
her.  
and
 
future
 
possibilities
 
in
 
weather.
 
Some
 
present
 
problems
 
are 
that
 
tie
 
do 
not 
understand
 
the 
general
 
circulation
 
patterns
 
in
 the
 
upper
 
atmosphere.
 
and 
the
 
exact  
genera-
tion
 
factors
 for 
hurricanes
 
and 
tor-
nadoes
 are
 not
 
understood,
 
accord-
ing 
to True. 
F'  
; 
isissibilities
 
in 
weather  
 .. 
;I.sksssed
 
by 
Professors
 Mil 
and  'Prue,
 
include
 
melting  
ice 
.,ps
 
over  
the 
poles  
and 
flooding
 
iis
 or 
areas,
 
sueh 
as 
the
 
valley  
ce-aiIt
 in 
to 
/1111C111
 
Siberia.
 
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Classifieds
 
BUY
 
'EM!
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
(1) 
Ride wanted 
- 
A  
Several
 spaces 
V4;1   
, -  
t -net
 n 
Ita 
1- 
5 
.  
nt 
1,:ands
 - 
4.. 
t 
-t 
Riders  
wanted  - - 
_ 
Are 
you  frustrated
  
LOST  AND 
FOUND 
12) 
LOST
 
Lost. 
Basset  Hound
 
_ 
LOST. 
Lungine
 eatch 
-  
AUTOMOTIVE
 (4) 
Pont. '49,  
good cond. 
$150 ca;l, 
62 N 
71.h. 
Ant  
Weigelt.
 
'60 
Ford 2 It 
-. 
5986. CS 
e ^ 
4 
- 
For Sale: 
- a-GO- 900 
S. 
'60 
Parilla 
Scooter, 
only  
390C n. 
nd.
 
sibc.
 
0.. 
44491. 
'59 
Sprite  w  
, 
Also 
5' 
V -.-- 
Drummers!
 
two 
15 
and 
one 
--
BUSINESS
 
SERVICES
 
Expert
 typist ...4 0, 
'era-
 
or 
' 
293.3C 
- 
--
Auto
 Insurance 
for 
students.
 
2420.
 Cte.
 51.1ay 
Ins.
 
385
 
$ 
S.teet 
Jay W 
Long
 
EMPLOYMENT
 (15
 
Boy 
with  
car  , 
nlanacy.
 
. 
 
t.'r  Dunn. 25 
Sen., n 
n-agern
 
. 
 -ine. 
_ _ 
_ 
Telephone  
scioc -r 
 ft,
 
Hasher 
needed
 
pro, 
HOUSING
 
(12) 
Prof
 , 
living 
qtrs.
 ?I 
storage
 
eat.
 
2466,  
Unfurnished
 
duels.,  
1 
budrc  
a'agewa'e'
 
{odic  
nnatt.ed 
studer,s 
onl, 
.7'
 3 3319. 
MERCHANDISE
 
(16 
5.11 
3 sp. 
boys 
bike
 
512.50.  
cc 
-a-,es 
Reason. 
Rich
 
CV 
Me 
wantum 
weights.
 
Barbel's
  
Coil
 
253.2224.
 
56 Chen. 2 1-
--. 
2'2  
4 
 
--
 - 
Want
 
capable
 auto
 mech. 
-
"513 
Fiat  400. 
:or,d 
n
-pd  535C 
BUICk 
56 
con. Red.  A/T, 
Rift  
$395.  
ei  
320 
days. 259-2799
 eve 
53 Stude
 4 
57 
Volvo 
nt, 
525-:  
_ 
15 
speed  
For sale: . 
s' J 
cl--
Matched
 Fisher 
Compnents
 
2513-035.5.
  
TO 
PLACE
 AN 
AD: 
Call
 at Spartan
 Daily Ad 
C 
with
 
Check  or Money
 Or 
 
No
 
Phone 
Orders  t 
J207, 
1:30-4,00, or 
Send in 
Handy  Order 
111 
BUY
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS!
 
To
 buy,
 rent,
 or 
sell  a 
cymbidium,
 
a Didus
 ineptv
 
frangipanni,
 or 
any  other
 
sensible  
thing, 
just 
fill
 out 
handy  
order  
form,  
dip  if, 
and 
send
 it 
with a 
thee 
cash to 
the 
Spartan  
Daily 
Advertising
 
Office,  
J207,  
Jose
 State
 College,
 San
 Jose 
14, 
California.
 Ads
 t 
be 
in
 by 
2:30  
P.M.
 two 
days 
prior 
to 
publication.
 
Check  a 
Ciassification:
 
Announcements
 
Automotive  
Print  
your
 ad 
here:  
Business  
Services-
 
Instruction
 
Housing  
Merchandise
 
(Count
 31 
Lifters  and 
Spaces 
for Each 
Una) 
Starting
 
Oafs
 
Enclosed
 
Name
 
Address
 
_ 
Run Ad 
For 2/3/4/5
 Days 
(Circle 
One  
  Check No, 
Phone    
NEW  
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES
 
eel. nnnnnn 
1.11
 
Two
 
lines
 
One 
time
 
One  
time  
SOc 
a 
line
 
Three
 
times  
Five  
tit 
25t  a 
line 
20t 
a I 
2 
lines
 
$1.00
 
1 
. 
$1.50  
$2.0
 
3 lines
 
1.50 
2.25
 
3.0  
4 
lines
 
2.00 
3.00 4.0
 
5 
lines
 
2.50 
3.75
 
5.0  
Add this 
amount
 
for 
each
 
addt1  
line 
.50 
.75 
1.0 
For 
display
 
advertising
 
rates,
 
call  
CT
 
4-6414,
 Ext.
 2 -
from 
1.20 
to 4:20,
 
Monday  
through
 
Friday.
 
aker 
Requests
 
Club 
Co-operation
 
haker, ehairtnari
 
of 
Actis
 
A' 
tie's Night, requ,nts
 
that campus 
clubs 
and organuations
 
reply  an-
mediately
 concerning
 their 
partic-
i)Stion 
in
 the event. 
Scheduled  for 
next
 fall 
duringi
 
Orientation
 Week,
 Actisities
 Night 
wml 
offer new 
students an
 
oppor-
tunity
 to 
learn  about 
extra -cur-
, 
rieUlar  
activities
 and 
at
 the same 
, 
time, 
it will 
give
 the 
campus'
 180 
clubs and
 organizations 
an oppor-
tunity to 
build their 
memberships.  
 
Military
 
Ball
 Queen
 
Crowned
 Tonight 
Crowning
 of the 
queen 
will
 high-
light 
tonight's  lath 
Annual 
Mili-
tary Ball 
at Moffett
 Field 
Officers  
Club.  
111111111.  
Air  
Society  
Seminar
 
Sponsors
 
Speakers
 
ents
 
approved
 
and  
several
 
eons
 
met-cud
 
radio
 
license,
 
and
 
is 
member  
of
 
the  
American
 
Institute
 
of 
Electrical
 
Eneineet
 
s. 
REPLICAS
 
The
 SJS
 
squadron
 
of
 
the
 
Arnold
 
Air  Society
 
is 
the
 
administrative
 
headquarters
 
of
 
four
 
otter
 
local 
schools:
 
Stanford
 
University,
 
psi,
 
versity
 
of 
California
 
in
 
Berkeley,
 
San  
Francisco
 
State
 
College,
 
and  
Fresno
 
State  
College.
 
Replicas 
of
 
the
 
Mercury
 
isid 
Apollo
 space  
capsules
 
are
 
on 
dis-
play
 in the 
lobby
 
of
 
the
 
Enginsss
 
log
 
Building.
 
At  
the  
entranre
 
the
 
building
 
is 
the
 
Atlas  
sustainer
 
containing
 
a 
60,000
 
pound
 
thnat
 
 
Spare  Psopulsion System" at 2 . . 
The 
Snane Systems
 Seminar of 
the
 Arnold 
Air  Society, 
honorary 
AFItOT(' service 
organization, will 
end 
its 
four -day meeting
 tomorrow 
with three speakers
 in E132 from 
2 to 5 p.m. 
Discussing 
space  technology will 
be
 William Holmes,  plant
 admin-
istrator at 
United  Technology
 Cen-
ter. 
Sunnyvale;
 0. W. Johnson, 
pregrion planning 
specialist  for 
Lockheed
 Missiles and Space 
('urn -
puny, 
Sunnyvale;  and Matey Raf-
fensperger, manager 
of range in-
strumentation development at 
Phil,. Corporation, Palo Alto. 
a senior 
member 
of
 the 
it
 
ate of Electrical and Flee-
-II,
  Engineers, will speak 
on 
liquid
 fuel
 
engine.
 
Also  
si 
, 
6
-SPARTAN
 
TEMPO  
Friday,  
April 
26,
 
1963
 
I 
Robert
 
Walter
 
Writes  
Steinbeck's
 
Latest
 
Called
 
Racy
 
Campus
 
Novel
 
t 
ItC  
Walter,
 a 
man 
who 
Basic to the 
entire  
Kaliedescope
 
of
 
Americ
 
By 
STAN
 
NASCINIENTO
 
A 
man 
and 
his  
French  
poodle 
set  out 
in a 
truck 
trailer
 to 
redis-
cover
 
America.  
The  
result
 is 
a 
best-seller,
 
"Travels
 With
 Char-
ley,"  
by
 John 
Steinbeck.
 
This 
journey,
 serving
 as 
an
 ex-
cuse
 for 
Steinbeck
 to 
meet 
people 
on the 
road 
again,  
vividly  
brings  
out 
the aspects 
of the 
common
 peo-
ple 
throughout
 the
 land. 
In acting
 as the 
second  
Colum-
bus. Steinbeck
 finds 
an America
 
that is 
witnessing  a 
population  
boom in 
everything  from 
humans 
to cars 
and  
freeways,
 which 
Americans  
call
 progress.
 
Steinbeck 
strongly  relates 
his
 
feelings
 of- this progress 
with 
his 
example  of 
bulldozing
 over trees I 
and
 burning them 
to make way for
 
a new apartment 
house in Seattle.' 
He throws in the 
sarcastic  remark. 
"I wonder
 why progess looks 
so
 
=eh  
like  
(lest  
ructiiin.-
Also,  
the
 author
 
commented
 
that
 
regional  
speech
 and 
localism
 
are 
disappearing
 
with  
"packaged 
Eng-
lish"
 
replacing  
them.
 
He
 
blames
 
this
 
desttuction
 of 
local  
speech  
on 
mass
 
communication,
 such as 
tele-
vision.
 
! 
The 
rootless 
and 
foot -free
 Amer-
ican  
expounds
 on 
mobile 
homes,
 
another
 
result 
of 
man's  
urge  
to
 
be 
continually
 
on the 
move.
 
The
 author
 puts 
up a 
pretty
 con-
vincing
 
argument
 
when  he 
brings 
out the
 part 
of no 
property  
tax. 
all
 the 
conveniences 
of a 
home.  
and the 
ability 
to
 move 
readily  
to
 a 
better  
paying
 job. 
Poking  
further
 fun, 
Steinbeck
 
describes
 the 
persons  
who
 seek 
manliness  by 
turning  to 
hunting.  
The 
author  warns
 
against
 
carrying  
a white
 
handkerchief,
 for 
sum 
enough,
 too many
 "hunters" 
may 
11.1.1.11rillimillimilimmivYNAMITE
 
1 
All Time 
Surf
 
Movie -  SAT., 
APRIL  
27 
2 
Showings
 - 7 and 
9 p.m. 
SAN 
JOSE 
STATE  
CONCERT
 
HALL  
Tickets 
available
 at Barracks 1 
and  at Door 
NionYoreil  
Its Flying
 Tviiiity 
. for
 
wedding
 
receptions!
 
171CATErr
 
* BEAUTIFULLY
 
PLANNED
 
REASONABLY
 
PRICED 
IN 
PERFECT  
TASTE 
. . . dinners 
and  
breakfasts,
 too! 
12CL17E
 17 AT 
N. 1st PHONE  
298-5000  
jt',.,14,417a4a,46.7  
,..C),,:i).U_Ak.).Aa,kik,',741dajailitiltkititt  
Jack's  At
 Ii
 
,fgain! 
Jack 
Fleddermann,
 the world re-
nowned piano 
player
 from the 
Straw  
Hat, has been 
playing  since 
1908.  All except 
for one week. 
He
 
recently  
made
 his 
Hollywood  de-
but 
in a roaring 20's 
film. Well, 
our
 
celebrity
 is back.
 
Yep!  He's 
at it again: playing the best rag-
time piano
 music in San Jose. 
So 
whit
 more could you 
ask 
for? We hare Pete Za, 
George
 (our
 
stainless
 
steel 
oven), and Jack. Come 
out 
now for some pine, some laughs, and 
all that "jazz." 
IntermAlional
 Restaurant 
Tropicana  Shopping 
Center
 
King
 and Story
 
Road:  
1;:t2Mninnfraric.TrraMiTnTIMMti
  
 
F 
mistake
 it 
for 
the 
tail  
of
 a 
running
 
; 
life'
 
says  
he 
has  
never  
found
 a 
nov-
deer
 
and 
"cure
 
one's  
head 
cold
 
I el 
that
 
gave
 
"the  
big 
picture",
 on 
with  
a single
 
shot."  
, all
 
levels,
 
of
 a 
big 
campus.
 
Lack
 
of 
originality
 
and 
Four  
years
 ago 
he 
began  
to 
write  
supra.-
 
with 
that
 
objective,
 and
 the 
result
 
ficially
 
also  
are  
typical
 in 
Ameri-
Ca,  
according
 
to 
Steinbeck. 
This
 
is 
a 
big  
novel,
 
"Stacy
 
Tower",
 
to
 
be
 
published
 
Monday
 
by 
Macmil-
'opinion
 is 
revealed
 
when 
the 
au- Ian 
thor  
goes  
into
 a 
German
 
restaur-
 
' 
Walter
 
knows  
campus
 
life
 
well  
ant 
and 
orders
 liratwurst
 
and
 
, 
1 angles 
He 
has 
an A 
B 
sauerkraut.
 
The 
shining
 
beersteins
 
II 
ahas
 
spent
 11 
years
 on 
campuses
 
clash 
between
 the
 
.ind 
made
 a 
hobby
 
of 
reading
 
fic-
 
of the 
institution  an.: 
non
 
about
 
college
 
and  
university
 
dishonesty  and  
the  g 
of 
expediency,
 
gris,i  
for 
mankind
 in general
 
FORBIDDEN  
AEI  'dl;
 
The story 
of a Negro 
; gid 
a 
white girl 
who fall it. 
, 
tral
 to the 
novel's  
St 
: 
 
affair
 is doomed
 from the 
-;
 
outside  
pressures 
aniT 
 
complex
 
pressures  
wit tin,  
pso. 
4 
Their
 actions 
trici:i: 
r...i..lions
 
from
 
Pomona,  an 
LL.B.  
from
 the 
in 
others,
 gising 
rise  le 
n o n , h a n g i n g
 
over 
the 
bar 
weren't  
used  
University
 
of 
California
 at 
Berke
-
chain  
reactions 
in
 a 
ss 
iiI;;n:Ii_:
 
c c . a n d
 
the 
beer 
came
 in 
a can;
 the 
and
 has 
also 
studied
 at 
UCLA.
 
bratwurst
 
came  
from 
a 
cellophane
 Icy'
 
de 
until 
everything
 int..: 
...  
-
 old 
slip 
cover  
and  only 
had 
to 
be
 
Drama,
 
violence,  
moral  
struggles
 
dropped  
in 
boiling  
water,
 
and  
sex  
are
 
part
 of 
life 
on 
the  
connects'
 
from
 
the  
de*???'''  
HIned 
presidential
 
candidate
 to the
 trap. 
Stacy
 
Tower"
 
campus
 -- 
as
 they
 
goat 
freshman
 who
 i 
(Alward
 
Humorously,
 
he
 tells
 of 
the - 
are 
in 
the  
larger  
world.
 There
 is 
American
 
tendency
 to 
travel.
 One 
after 
a 
student
 riot.
 
politics  
for the
 
presidency  
of 
the  
goes 
somewhere
 not
 so 
much  
to 
see 
The 
author 
has  
poptilati,I  
Os 
hut  to 
tell 
afterward,
 
he 
Corn-  
university,  
and a 
liberal
 
profeeserl
 
ments.  
This  
results  
in
 the 
smug 
runs 
afoul  
of
 
reactionary
 
trustees  
novel
 
with many 
eharailer,  and 
but 
unfortunate
 
"I've  been 
there"  
1 
and  
also
 
becomes
 
involved  
with 
his; 
has
 
paid  
special
 
attention
 
to 
insti-
enamored 
assistant.
 
cations,
 
interior
 
stres.i's
 
;int  
,:n.
 
attitude
 
which  
Americans
 
display.
 
flirts  
of
 good 
and 
evil.  
Also, 
philosophy
 
is 
sprinkled
 
SEXUAL  
TENSIONS
 
, 
Walter
 states 
his  
ni,s,
 I 
'I'
-.not
 
instance,  
he 
comments  
on 
"those  
men 
students,
 
coeds,  
faculty  
wives 
? 
aniong
 
I 
represent
 any
 
existini  
; 
Walter,  
who
 
is 
no.. 
.:,c, in 
throughout
 the 
novel's  
pages.
 
For
 
Sexual
 
tensions  
simmer
 
carefully  
named 
difficulties
 of 
imp- 
and  
their  
husbands.
 A 
graduate
 
' 
proarhing
 age." 
By
 reading 
Stein- 
student  
gets 
involvedin
 a 
tra 
Ili" 
de Janeiro.
 
was  
al 
Time 
eI,
 
i 
 
beck's passage,
 the 
reader 
be-
 
! 
 
emotional
 
affair.  
Finally,
 
"Greeks
 
n ins
 for 
tli-
 
, : n i s 
 
d " 
and 
"non-Greeks 
conduct a 
coi,1
 
comes
 
discouraged
 
from 
aging  be- 
, 
F.iir 
Employment
 
Co',
 : 
-- 
,r:  and 
fore  his 
time,  
war,
 
h.1:.; 
held a 
variety
 "t 
. 
,,,bs. 
He 
describes
 the 
prematurely
 
? 
elder 
men 
who  
"begin
 to 
pack 
their  
impulses,  
hood  
their
 
passions,
 
Fins Arts 
Editor 
JODY 
IONCAID I 
and 
gradually  
retire  
from
 their
 
Feature
 Editor 
GEORGE
 R. 
MARTIN  
manhood
 into a 
kind of 
spiritual 
Reporters
   
CHERI 
WALKER  
and 
physical  
semi
-invalidism.
 In 
ALAN RISDON 
effect,
 the 
head  of 
the  house 
be-
comes 
the 
youngest  
child." 
Using 
colorful 
examples,  
Stein -
beck
 asserts 
that the 
America
 of I 
today, in 
spite  of its 
enormous  
ge-
ographic
 range 
and 
all  its 
section-
alism,
 is a 
single 
nation,
 a 
NJ,  
breed. 
Radio  
Dee  
Jay 
Courtney
 Active 
In Refugee
 Aid 
Paige 3) 
wo
 ill Alaskan 
youngsters
 
snow
-
!allied
 
community
 interest and 
netted 
the  necessary funds 
to
 keep 
them under 
proper  medical care. 
I In 
December,  
1956, 
Courtney  
participated  in a 
flight  to Vienna. 
Austria
 
that 
was 
sponsored
 
hV 
the 
National  Council 
of laisr 
Jockeys. They 
gained  first-hand 
knowledge of the plight 
of 
the 
Hungarian
 refugees. 
Result  was 
mones-raising,
 morale -building
 
refugee program 
spearheaded by 
Del 
and his 
fellow-dee-jays.  
In between
 his heavy
 schedule 
he is active in 
the construction of 
a 
home for his 
pretty
 
brel;,  
Yvonne King of the King
 
Situ-i.
 
They
 were married in Febrtsi,. 
1,57. 
Non
-Fiction
 
TRAVELS 
WITH
 
Steinbeck.
 
THE 
FIRE  NEXT 
TIME. 
Baldwin.
 
HAPPINESS
 IS A WARM
 PUP-
PY. 
Schulz.
 
THE
 
WHOLE  
TRUTH,  A 
N
 
ri 
NOTHING
 BUT THE TRUTH 
Hopper & 
Brough. 
1.111.:  
FALL
 OF 
THE 
I 
TIES,
 
Ta).
 lot*. 
FINAL  
vERDn'T
 St.
 Johns 
A I If 
)`,  IN 
COUP
 
For 
.',es -vice in 
the
 
s 
World  
War  II 
he 

TEMPO
 
STAFF  
si,,iott 
COMMendall,
 
' 
guished  
Flying  
fI';-
!Sledal
 
with three
 
oak
 
and 
three 
battle
 
EAME 
theater 
riht..,
 
'119,
 
HOLIDAY
 
FAST
 
SERV
 
Across 
From 
the 
Library  
on 
4th 
and  
San
 
Fernando  
Delicious  
Fish-wich  
with  spicy tor-tor 
sauce
 
39c
 
King Size Hamburger
 
"A Meal
 In itself" 
39e 
Juicy Hot
 Dogs 
13c 
Every 
Sunday  
MOUTH  
WATERING
 
STEAKS
 - 
THE
 WAY YOU 
LIKE
 
'EM
 
$1.25  
OUR  
SPECIALITY
 
A 
delicious  charcoal
 
broiled,  
choice,
 
Spencer
 
steak
 
at
 
low 
price 
- wonderful for
 
students.
 Tho 
Spencer
 
steak
 
is
 
seriecl
 
with
 a crisp green
 salad
 with 
dressing  
and 
your
 
choice
 
of
 
aril
 
er
 
baked 
or french 
fried 
potatoes.  
Also try 
our daily 
special,  
cooked by 
a 
famous
 
Europeel
 
chef! 
Full  course Lunch 
95s,
 Dinner
 $1 30. 
IT'S
 LIKE 
EATING  
HOME
 
COOKED
 
FOOD
 
at 
the 
%mow
 
old  
Celen9
 
cteak
 
/Mae
 
serving
 
students
 
for
 
years
 
195 South 
First
 
Street
 
** EVERY SATURDAY 
NIGHT ** 
NASCAR Hardtop
 Auto
 Races 
Ad.i+s  $1.75 
Juniors  (13-16) 81.00 
Kids 50c 
SAN 
JOSE
 SPEEDWAY 
EDI*
 I 
Bayslio,a
 on Tully 
Road
 
or,po,tu
 
H 
Goll  
Vol.
 
50
 
Larson
 
01
 
NE
 
CC
 
By 
% 
('Pt 
Hull  
LAS
 
VD
 
no 
we
 
Mx
 
ore  
evenini
 
is visit
 1.a 
or 
thereatn
 
Both
 
" 
"High
 
Butt.  
tented  
at 
t 
in 
condense
 
This
 
di  
brain 
child
 
Fraser v 
Dram 
Song
 
to 
this 
dese
 
The  dinia 
thine niikTis-
Mottled's .1 
'Rich I;. 
1 
for the 
r: 
11111tile.ii$  
!hi t 
.13rt),  
Oil
 
 
 
SUN 
thro
 
THUR
 
W 
B a u 
and 
Stop  
 
N o r 
 
l 
Pram 
1415 
prs.
 
 
Pr" I 
11--HIP/UtTAN
 
DAILY  
Frklay.
 
April
 
26, 
1963
 
_ 
 
Meteorology
 
Program
 
Set for KNTV
 
Series
 
Pl. 
repeetisi.  San Jose 
St 
weekly  television
 series,  
will
 tele-
cast
 the last 
part
 of its 
two-part  
program
 on 
meteorology,  
with Dr. 
Albert Miller.
 associate 
professor
 
of 
meteorology.
 and 
Arnold  E. 
True. pnatessor
 of 
meteorology,  
presiding
 
tomorrow  
morning
 at 
10:30 
on
 KNTV.
 
Channel
 11. 
The two
 professors  
will 
do,cuss
 
"Fear
 
of AU. What Meteorology
 
Can 
Do About
 the
 Weather " 
Baker 
Requests  
Club 
Co-operation
 
IKai
 basket', 
CIULIrlflan  of Act!, 
tits Night, requests
 that canipi.s 
dubs 
and organizations 
ieply  an-
, inediately
 concerning 
their  (lam, 
ipation in 
the event. 
ar. 
,t 
a 
in 
of 
weather.;
 
Scheduled for 
next fall during
 
and
 fiat 
... 
In 
weather. 
Orientation 
Week,
 Activities 
Night 
Some
 
problems
 
are 
that 
at'do
 not
 
understtmd
 
the
 
general
 
tity  
wil
 offer new students
 an option. 
to learn 
about  extra
-cur -
circulation
 
patterns
 
in 
the  
upper
 
ricular
 activities 
and at the 
same 
atmosphere.
 
and  
the 
exact  
genera-
 
time, it 
will give the 
campus' 180 
t ion
 
factors
 
for 
hurricanes
 and
 tor-
 
clubs  
and 
organizations  an 
oppor-
nadues
 are
 not 
understood,
 
accord-
ing 
twiity to build 
theit memberships.
 
to 
True,
 
 
possibilities
 
in 
weather,
 
to 
be
 
discussed
 
by
 
Professors
 
Mil- 
Military
 
Ball  
Queen
 
ler and
 
Trite  
include
 
melting  
ice 
Points  to 
be 
commented  
on are 
raps  over 
the 
poles
 
and  
flooding
 
the 
present state 
of 
weatherr
 
 
tore-  
'is
 
suchaa
 
the 
valley  
c 
rowned
 
Tonight
 
eastino 
and its po,blento 
the 
eon-  
Et`;!11,11 
in 
ft1/1111C111
 
Siberia.  
Spartan
 
Daily 
Classifieds
 
BUY  
'EM!
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
(1) 
Rids wanted
 .: .e  '  
Sveral
 spaces 
vil.
   
token,.
 
Riders 
wanted c 
S -a 
L.
 Ma, 3 
So. -C a -/E 
Are 
you  
frustrated
 
 
LOST
 AND FOUND
 (2) 
LOST:
 cte 
 ;  
 
:V: 
3"l 
Lost: Basset
 Hound  
LOST: longin 
watch 
AUTOMOTIVE (4) 
Pont. '49, good
 
cord.  
$150 co:J.1
 62 N, 
A  Weideir. 
'60 
Ford  2 1' 
1.. 
-' 
- 
CY 
4-22
 
For 
Sale: 
BUSINESS  
SERVICES
 (11;
 
Expert typist, I-eses 
term
 
paper  
uu 
n'sc
 ed 
;".1.  
193.3085
 
- 
- 
- - - 
--------
Auto 
Insurance
 for 
students.
 Phor 
2422
 
C.
-et ec ley 
Ins.
 
385
 So. 
Jay 
W. 
Long 
- 
--once
 
Ccut 
- 
,---  t.
 . 
te 
rewards
 p 
-- 
`..S. 
guaranty  
ur 
10.6 
years
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
(1111
 
Boy 
with  car t. 
Senior
 to train
  
Telephone
 
SOl,c,tor
 
kvirly 
 ' 
Unfurnished
 
- 
298-3 
HOUSING
 
(121
 
_ 
51, 
S 
.orage
 for
 
duple.
 ' 
Igndroom, 
paid,
 
' 
' 
only.
 
MERCHANDISE
 (118)
 
- Sell
 3 
sp.  boys bike
 
t2 E. War 
,d,e5
 
Reason. 
F 
-
 
CV
 
3-3 
'60 
Peril's
 
Scooter,
 
3900 mfles. Exr 
4.4491. 
_ 
'59 Sprite  
- -
 
Also
-
Also 5' 
M  .-- 
4 p 
56 
Chee. 2 dr 
 
35S ; 
212. C.  4 
 
Want 
capable  auto 
mech. 
'58  Fiat 
600. 
Buick 16 
con 
_ 
'53 
57 V, .0 
Me 
wentum 
weights.
 
Barbel's
 
and  
CeL 
253-2224. 
Drummers!
 
-sic
 I 5 
and 
one ' 
15
 
spud 
racing
 
bike - 
.s,
 $,G 
CV
 7-2250. 
For sale:
 2 c 
si, 
boots.
 sizes 
I 
c 
Cal 
Jobn.
 
CV
 7-9 
Matched 
Fisher
 
Compnents,
 80 
_ 
_ 
&
 
lots. 
+oner
 (stereo
 
$ 5'4 
ea. 
258-0355.
  
TO 
PLACE AN 
AD: 
Call at 
Spartan Daily 
Ad Offi 
with 
Check or 
Money 
Order  
 
No
 
Phone
 
Orders   
J207, I:30:4:00, or 
 Sand in Handy 
Order Blank 
BUY 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS!
 
To 
buy, 
rent,  or 
sell  a 
cymbidium,
 a Didus
 ineptus,
 
frangipanni,
 or 
any other
 sensible
 thing, 
just fill 
out  ti 
handy 
order 
form, clip
 it, and 
send it 
with a 
check  
cash
 to the 
Spartan 
Daily 
Advertising  
Office,  
J207,  5, 
Jose 
State  
College,
 San 
Jose 14, 
California.
 Ads mu 
be 
in by 
2:30
 
P.M.
 two 
days prior to 
publication.
 
Check a 
Casscation:
 
" : A nnnnn
 cements
 
Business  
Services-
 
Instruction  
Automotive  
Housing
 
Merchandise  
Print
 your ad 
here: 
(Count  33 
Letters
 and 
Spaces 
for Each 
Lino) 
Start 
ng Date 
_ _ . _ 
Run Ad For
 2/3/4/5 
Dap (Circle
 Ono) 
Enclosed
 
$
   
Cheek No.   
Address
 
City  _
   
Phone
   
NEW 
Minimum
 
Two 
lines
 
One 
time
  
2 
lines
 
3 lines
 
4 
lines
 
CLASSIFIED
  
RATES
 
One  time
 
SOc
 a 
line
 
$1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
Three
 
times  
2Se 
a line 
$1.50   
2.25 
Five
 
tins'  
20c a 
lit 
$2.00 
3.00 
3.00 4.00 
5 
lines
 
2.50 
3.75 
5.00 
Add this 
amount
 
for  
each 
addtl
 
line  
.50 
.75 
1.00  
For 
display  
advertising  
rates,
 call 
CT 
4-6414,  
Ext. 
20
 
from 
1.20 to 
4:20, 
Monday
 through
 
Friday.
 
gential  pieces of 
equipment  aboard 
any 
pleasure 
boat
-from an 
8 -foot 
,I
 
dinghy to 
a 50 -foot yacht. 
Most , 
craft carry
 them but, 
unfortunate-
ly,
 too many skippers
 either buy 
the 
wrong  type 
or, having 
the cor-
rect
 one, 
don't  
know  
how to use it. 
There are a 
number of 
factors, 
Involved in 
selecting
 the 
oniper
 an-
chor  for a boat 
The best 
proce-
dure is 
to talk 
to
 marme 
dealers 
TEEN 
FAVORITES
 
HOLLYWOOD
 ,"12PI -  Two 
idols of 
America's  yoonger set. 
Troy Donahue
 and Connie Ste% ens, 
beam 
up 
ih Warner Brothers'
 
tea-
 I 
tare picture
 "Palm Springs 
Week -
The picture is a
 
.'.try
 of a 
wing vacation at Para 
Springs
 
anchor. 
when thousands
 of ,een-agers 
came to that 
Southern 
Cahfornia
 
risort  Much of the film will 
be 
Shot at 
Palm
 Sptitiga 
DOUBLE  JOB 
NEW 
YOFtli 
(UPI. 
i:1111.  
Creep, 
who is 
a song 
write; 
well 
as
 night:
 c:ub singer 
doe,
 
parch 
of his musical
 composing 
while  traveling to 
and from en-
gagements.
 He 
writes
 
while 
)ii, 
wife, 
Dan), drives 
GOOD  
EATIN'  
PODNAH
 
ANGELO'S  
TEXAS. 
SIZED
STEAKS 
VISIT
 
OUR 
Lariat 
Room 
SOON
 
ANGELO'S
 
PARKING 
:o4LS
 
Is
 
STEAK  
HOUSE
 
72 
E. 
SANTA  7.7.1-AkA 
Crowning 
of the queen 
will high-
light  
tonight's
 lath 
Annual  
Mili-
tary
 Ball at 
Moffett Field
 Officer:: 
Club.
 
Pe
-SPARTAN
 
TEMP()
 
reirraft""
 
Air 
Society  
Seminar
 
Friday,
 
April  
26,  
196a
 
4130.4z7"0: 
"`-^. 
, 
,"'1'it$IiDIISn,titio10,,
 
i  .  
"'"4:406. 
. 
 
- 
Sponsors
 
Speakers
 
the 
Space  
Systems
 
Seminar
 of 
!tie  Arni.ld 
Air 
Society,  
honorary  
A 
FitOT(
  service 
organization,
 
will  
end 
its 
four
-day
 meeting 
tomorrow 
with 
three  speakers 
in
 E132 from 
2 
to 
5 
p.m. 
Discussing
 spate 
technology will 
be
 William 
Holmes,
 plant 
admin-
istrator  at 
United 
Technology
 Cen-
ter.
 Sunnyvale:
 0, 
W. 
Johnson,  
program
 planning
 
specialist
 for 
Lockheed  
Missiles 
and Space
 Com-
pany, 
Sunnyvale:  
and
 Mama, 
Rid-
lenspeuer,
 manager 
of
 
range
 in -
sit urnentation
 
development at 
Corp,ration. 
Pak,  
Alto.  
Holmes,
 a senior 
member  of 
the  
Institute  of 
Electrical 
and Elec-
tronic 
Engineers,  will 
speak
 on 
I 
eras
 
approved
 
and
 
several
 
eon,.
 
menial
 
radio  
licenses
 
and
 
is 
member  of 
the
 
American
 
Inst;t:,
 
of
 
Eltaarica
 
Engine,.:.
 
REPLICAs
 
The  
SJS
 
squadron
 
of
 
the
 
Arnold
 
Air  Society
 
is 
the
 
administratae
 
headquarters
 
of
 
four
 
other
 
local
 
schools:
 
Stanford
 
University.
 
Uri,
 
versity
 of 
California
 
in
 
Berkeley
 
San  
Francisco
 
State
 
College,
 
and
 
Emino  
State  
College.
 
Replicas
 
of
 
the  
Meieury
 
ark,
 
Apollo  space
 
capsules
 
:ire
 
on
 
(L.,.
 
play
 in the 
lobby
 
of
 
the
 
Faiginesl.
 
trig 
Building.
 
At
 the
 
entrance
 
I. 
the
 
building  
is the
 
Atlas
 
sustaine
 
(-moaning
 
a 
60.000
 
poune
 
-,. 
liquid
 
fuel
 
engine.
 
Also  
Fifty
 
Thousand
 
Will
 
Attend
 
Valley
 
Fair
 
Sport,
 
Boat
 
Show  
Between
 
50
 to 
70,000
 
people
 are
 
expected
 
to 
attend
 the
 
sixth  
arum.'
 
al
 
Trailer,
 
Home.  
Boat 
and 
Sports
 
Show 
at 
Valley  
Fair 
Shopping  
Cen-
ter
 on 
Stevens
 
Creek
 
Road.  
The 
five-day
 
show 
started
 
yes-
terday
 at 
noon,
 and
 
will  
run
 
until  
9:30 
p.m. 
Monday.
 
Over
 
50
 
mobile  
homes
 
plus  
as-
sorted  
boats,
 
summer
 
vacation
 
and  
sports type 
exhibits
 
are 
displayed.  
according
 
to 
Doug  
James,
 
promo-
tion  
manager
 for 
Valley 
Fair. 
At 
an 
unspecified  
time 
during'
 
the 
shew a 
24 -inch 
Magnavox
 tele-
vision
 set 
will  be 
given 
away  to 
the 
250,000th
 
person  
to
 attend
 a 
boat  
and 
trailer 
show 
in 
California.  
Adrienne
 Jo 
Barbeau, 
theme
 
girl  
HEADING  
OUT 
in one 
of
 the 
boats 
to be 
presented  
at the
 
Valley  Fair 
Sports  
Show  is 
Adrienne
 Jo 
Barbeau, 
the 
show's
 
theme  girl. The 
sixth 
an-
nual event 
will be open 
from 
noon  until 9:30 
p.m. until 
Mon-
day. 
Anchors
 Are 
Essential,
 
But  It 
Pays 
To Choose 
Carefully
 Before 
Buying  
By -LACK WOLTe-TON 
in the 
area where the e.at is 
to be 
United Press International 
used. Most of 
them
 are familiar, 
An anchor is 
one  of the most es- 
with local 
conditions
 and how par-
ticular types perform
 in their area. 
Once 
a particular
 
typedtas
 
been
 
selected, a 
good
 guide to correct
 
size and line is 
the  manufacturer's 
table. Other factors 
to take into 
. 
consideration are 
anchorage expo-
sure. type of 
bottom,
 shape of hull, 
wind and proper rigging to the 
boat. Here again, a 
local
 marine
 
dealer
 is a 
big help. 
One of the best explanatory ar-
ticles on  the subject to appear 
re-
cently is contained in the current 
(Mayo issue 
of
 Popular Mechanics. 
Titled 
"ABCs 
of
 Anchoring," it 
lists 
and describes 
most  of the anchors 
used 
aboard  boats today and dis-
cusses their holding
 
power.
 
It also discusses the proper 
"scope"
 tamount of line in 
use), 
and describes the proper proce-
dures for anchoring and raising an 
for 
the 
affair,
 
will  
present
 
the  
Miss
 
Barbeau,  
a 
senior
 
at
 Del 
Mar  
High  
School,
 is a 
finalist
 in 
the 
Miss 
San 
Jose  
Pageant,
 and 
also 
plays  
Maria  
in
 the 
current
 
i 
San  Jose Light 
Opera
 
production
 
iof
 "Westside
 Story". 
Hours  for
 the
 
best
 
show
 
are9:30
 
am. to 9:30 p.m.,
 
week
 
days;
 
9:30 
a.m. to 5:30 
p.m., 
Saturday;
 
and
 
I 10:30 to 5 p.m..  
Sunday.
 
Kennedy,
 
Chorus,  
Combined on 
Disc;
 
--'Alliance  
For 
Progress
 
Bossa 
Nova'
 
(Continued
 
front
 
Page  
1) 
The 
U.S.
 Coast Guard says it 
will continue to accept as approved 
equipment until Jan. 1, 1965, life 
preservers and 
buoyant vests and 
cushions in which
 the buoyant
 
ma-' 
terial is not encased in heat -sealed 
plastic
 bags. 
Previously,
 acceptance of 
this 
equipment was to end July 1, 1963. 
since all 
Coast Guard approved fi-
ber -filled 
preservers, vests and 
cushions
 made since 1960  are 
pro-
tected by plastic coverings. 
Extension of the time lintit for; 
use of the uncovered equipment is 
not automatic, however, and the 
:Coast 
Guard  will inspect old gear 
very carefully. 
, The 
owner  of a motor boat must 
make a 
request  for 
the 
extension
 
at the 
time his boat is 
boarded by 
a Coast 
Guard inspecting officer;
 
who 
must
 be satisfied 
that the life-
saving 
devise is not 
weakened,  
I rotted 
or
 torn, and 
that
 all straps 
! and tie tapes are 
secured properly 
included  
in the 
album,
 
Eisenhow-
er's 
address 
being 
given 
in a 
noisy  
bowling  
alley,  and 
Nixon's 
in a 
night 
club. 
Nixon's  
band 
covers 
most  of 
side
 two 
of
 the 
record,  and 
is 
a verbatim
 recording
 of 
his  fa-
mous 
election  
morning
 
Press con-
ference
 
after  his 
loss 
to
 
Governor
 
Brown.
 
The conference, 
with  
the 
addi-
tion of laughter 
and 
the  
Wading  
of glasses,
 becomes
 
a 
comic  
mono-
logue which is only 
spoiled  
by the 
use (near the 
end)
 
of
 
leers and 
boos by the 
crowd 
Laughter  
would  
have 
fit  much 
better,  for
 the ree 
ord ends up 
seeming
 
to 
kick Nixon
 
when he is 
down.  All in all theuat  
this,-
 record
 is a beaut 
-GM 
a tic
  
FREE 
N.%1.1 kink'.
 CAR 
141
 \ 
FREE
 
THIS 
COUPON ENTITLES
 YOU TO 
ONE  
DELICIOUS
 
T 
.4NER
 F% A 
PAID DINNER
 OF THE SAmE 
VALUE  
MINIMUM
 
Si,
 
 
Harry
 Pollack's 
Main
 
Street
 
Hof  
br a u 
features
 
delicious  
roast 
beef,  
chicken
 
dinners  
and
 other
 choice
 foods
 
No 
reservations
 needed!
 
Closed
 
Sundays
 
This 
coupon good from 3-8 
p.m. 
until
 
June  
1,1963
 
MAIN  
STREET
 
_//0/
 
gra  
u 
3054)t TB 1:11(ST ST. 
293-2011  
SUN
 
14,-I,  
I 
%lit
 
DON 
BROWN
 
Presents  
.  
HIS 
1963
 
INTERNATIONAL
 
SURF
 ADVENTURE 
COLOR
 
MOVIE
 
"HAVE BOARD 
WILL
 
TRAVEL
 
'I 
Filmed  in Australia, Calif., 
Hawaii,
 
Mexico,
 
and
 
Peru
 
Don't
 
Miss
 . . 
. 
Big Storm surf at Lunada Bay 
and 
Redondo
 
Breakwater!
 
Surf
 with 
MIDGET 
- 
1963
 
Makaha
 
Winner!
 
See  
. . 
. 
Crushing Wipeouts at 
Bri,ixai
 
Pipe!ine
 
and  
Wa;nea!  
Wed.,  May 1, 
Wilson
 
Jr.
 
High
 
701 Sc. Vine 
St. 
- 
San  
Jose
 
All shows:
 8 p.m. 
Tickets
 
at
 
Door.
 
$1.25
 
Door
 
Prizes
 Will
 I. 
Given!
 
Drive-in  end 
Dining
 
Room
 
Service
 
TIC°
 S 
1ACOS
 
Phone  Orders
 CY 
7-8421 
VARIETY AND
 
VALUE
 
Tico's
 
deluxe  
combination 
dinner
 
offers
 
you
 
a 
de-
licious
 
selection.  of 
Mexican  foods 
at
 
a 
price
 that 
allows you
 to 
w(alk out with change 
in 
your
 
pocket.
 
DELUXE  COMBINATION
 
DINNER
 
ENCHILADA
 
TACO
 
TAMALE
 
BBQ
 
TACOS  
RICE
 
BEANS
 
SALAD
 
COFFEE
 
$1.50
 
4th  
and
 
St.
 
James
 
yoi. 
50
 
LerS0 
0 
,n 
still 
spits 
I 
St 
por
 
a 
. 
1001.1,
 
in 
Lhr9,11
 
a:relaeciralp
 
Ito 
wail 
inat
 
P°li
 
what tcu
 
to 
fot'Tti 
still be 
Person 
n.
 wee  
±:
 
e t 
ASB 
Appli 
Applir 
1963-6.1 
nounced 
rent 
pex 
row 
it 
ol 
the 
A,cctio
 
interviev
 
pliin
 
bAlSenf.I:rre
 
for  
tic 
rt:!ess
 
'The
 
an 
:ideal
 
ideas
 
an 
he 
ttoot
 
touts
 
maturely
 
RECE
 
Smith
 
on be 
(I.) an 
ter)
 
ri 
Unite
 
serve!
 
